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SPECIAL OFFER FOR VALKYRIE READERS

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY GET A 10% DISCOUNT
ON THESE INDESPENSIBLE DVD PAINTING

GUIDES.

Learn to paint great looking miniatures the easy way! This lively
workshop makes learning to paint your figures fun. Watch a master
reveal the secret tips that will enable you to paint with speed and

accuracy. Avoid common mistakes and produce great looking figures. A
picture is worth a thousand words and now you can watch a master

painter take you through every step. This beautifully filmed program
features crystal clear macro photography so you can easily see details

and close-in work. (Review next issue)

NORMAL RETAIL PRICE (incl p&p)
£20.00

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE (incl p&p)
£18.00

OR BOTH (incl p&p) FOR £35.00

Caliver Books is one of the largest independent
retailers of RPGs and CCGs. 
With a wide range of products old and new. 

We can provide every accessory for your gaming
needs, dice, miniatures, scenery & more.

We also stock the widest selection of military
history and wargaming titles including rare and out
of print books covering all eras from ancient to
modern.

Look out for special offers on our
regularly updated website.

Send 3 1st Class Stamps / 5 IRCs / $5 US in
bills for lists. 

Please state interests or check our website.

Tel / Fax: +44 (0) 1702 473986  
Email: enquiries@caliverbooks.com
816-818 London Road, Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex, SS9 3NH, England

wwwwww..ccaalliivveerrbbooookkss..ccoomm

Latest releases...2nd Hand...Out of Print...and more...
OOppeenn  77  ddaayyss  aa  wweeeekk!!!!

CCaalliivveerr  BBooookkss

2200%%  ooffff  aallll  AAEEGG
pprroodduuccttss  uunnttiill  nneexxtt

iissssuuee!!!!!!**
**OOffffeerr  nnoott  ooppeenn  ttoo  ppeeddaannttss..

http://www.caliverbooks.com
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Ever read a novel or
watched a film and
thought to yourself; 

“l wouldn’t have done
that...”? At

Labyrinthe your
actions decide what
happens. You can be

the mighty warrior 
facing an undead
horde, the mage,

readying a spell or
the fearless scout
sliding through the

darkness.
Dare you enter the

Labyrinthe?

The Labyrinthe club, Britain’s oldest Live Role Playing club has been running
interactive adventure games at it’s permanent cave site since the mid Eighties. No
dice, no dinner table, yyoouu do the sword fighting, yyoouu hide in the shadows, yyoouu open
the box. We run every weekend of the year at Chislehurst Caves in southeast
London and our site is easy to get to by road or public transport.

For more information, or to book an adventure contact us on 
020 8531 5229 

or check our website - www.liveroleplay.co.uk

Bored of board gaming? Turned off by online games? 
Try adventuring for real...

http://www.liveroleplay.co.uk


http://www.uk-gamers.net/
http://www.legendgames.co.uk
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Welcome to the second issue of Valkyrie in a pdf format, exclusively available from
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Right!
Time to clear some things up. We are quite
proud of being independent, so much so we
make it big and bold on the cover, but what or
who are we independent of exactly, mmmm???
Independent of any particular RPG company for
definite, we owe nothing to no-one. The fact
Valkyrie is published by Caliver Books/Partizan
Press has tested that claim in certain people’s
eyes, but what publication isn’t answerable to
its  publisher? That dent in an otherwise solid
claim of independence amounts to a one page
advert as far as Caliver/Partizan’s presence in
the magazine is concerned. I think we can let
that slide. Independence doesn’t mean we can
say anything about anyone either, but we can
certainly be more honest/opinionated than
most. We do want companies to advertise with
us so a little bit of tact and diplomacy is required
at times but again I think we still have a right to
our title.

In recent times our independent tag has come
to embody something else. With one game
system in particular dominating the market right
now we see ourselves as one of the main voices
to remind people there is other stuff out there.
Something that sadly a lot of those
‘independent’ publishers has failed to capitalise
on fully, still - we do our bit. We aren’t anti-d20,
in fact we aren’t even really talking about
independence from d20 at all, but with so much
support from so many sources we really don’t
see much point in having articles for D&D. That
isn’t to say we wouldn’t run material for other
d20 powered games, (though I get the arse with
having to put that bloody OGL in) but that’s
straying from the topic. Other companies have
started to fight back, we’ve always had GURPS
and Fuzion and now Savage Worlds & SiIlhoutte
too with more house systems imminent to show
that they can do it just as well. About time I say.
Now we need a popular rival in terms of an OGL
to finally establish that we want variety in this
market, give the power back I say. Vive la
difference!

Jay Forster
EEddiittoorr

VVaallkkyyrriiee  QQuuaarrtteerrllyy
valkyrie@caliverbooks.com

Newsbunnys needed!!!
We need news bunnys. Your mission will
be to find us news and write about it.
Ability to hop and twitch nose preferred
but not mandatory. Get a free
subscription or lettuce, the choice is
yours!! Contact the editor for more info. 

GG’’ddaayy!!

9th Level Games

Live Action RPG's have been
around for years. Favourites being
the fantasy and vampiric genres.
But if you're tired of vampiric
melodrama then you're in luck.
Kobolds Ate My baby! Is entering
the LARP scene with KOBOLD! The

Charades, a Beer and  Pretzels Live
Action Game. Kobolds! The
Charades is a stand alone LARP set
in the world of dimness and throws
up burning questions such as how
to resolve things without resorting
to dice or a fist fight, is brooding
mandatory, and will you need to
buy a fancy costume?

Burger Tech! is a futuristic
supplement for the Ninja Burger
RPG. In the far future many things
have changed in the world and the
Ninja have to complete deliveries
to Giant Battle Mekz, uber-
powerful little girls with large
expressive eyes and skimpy
schoolgirl outfits, and trans-
dimensional forces of evil. New
futuristic weapons and equipment
are included to help Ninja's
provide a top-notch service.

Alderac Entertainment Group

This summer sees the release of
the next two books in the Rokugan
'Secrets' range. Secrets of the

Crab and Secrets of the Crane look
at the provinces, customs, history
and important personalities within
the Crab and Crane Clans
respectively. Also included are
special secret chapters for the GM.

The Faceman/Snoop Class

Guide for Spycraft contains
everything an agent needs to
successfully navigate the perilous
world of intelligence
gathering. New
Prestige Classes,
D e p a r t m e n t s ,
backgrounds, Skills,
Feats, Gadgets and
Investigation Rules
await your team.
September sees the
release of The African

Alliance Chamber

Book for the
Shadowforce Archer
setting. The youngest
of Archer's Chambers follows the
visions of humanitarian Elias
Graham and is possibly the best
suited of all the Chambers to face
the challenges and rigors of the
21sr century.  Utilizing an untamed
crew of hotshots, thrill seekers
and daredevil confidence men the
African Chamber goes against
industrialist billionaires and the
global threats that the rest of the
Conspiracy is unprepared to fight.

Cathay : Jewel of the East looks
to the lands of Eastern Theah. This
Swashbuckling Adventures/7th

Sea sourcebook takes
in the culture and
history of this
mysterious and
unknown land. The
magic of graceful
Huan Shu is explained
as is the new Sword
School of Hua Shao
Ren. Western
adventures and
merchants will have a
lot to discover and
learn if they are to survive the
wonders and the customs of
Cathay.

AEG's big summer news is the
acquisition and release of the
Stargate SG-1 RPG. Based upon
the popular television series the
game will be using the d20 system
with extra mechanics previously
seen in the Spycraft series. A full
colour hardcover rulebook will
allow your agents to join Stargate
Command and explore the inifinite
worlds beyond the stars and also
to battle with the evil Goa'uld
System Lords.

The Warlords of the

Accordlands Campaign Setting is
a massive four-book collection
that brings the world of the
Warlord CCG to the RPG arena. The
four books are The Master Codex,
The World Atlas, Monsters & Lairs
and The Campaign Book. The only
book that players will need is The
Master Codex which redesigns
many of the classic classes and
races to make the game a unique
roleplaying experience.

Apophis Consortium

The Daemon Codex should be out
shortly for Obsidian :
Age of Judgement.
Within it's pages
you'll find a lot of
history as well as
information on
around 50 new
Daemons and
convokations.

Atlas Games

The Black Monks of

Glastonbury is the
first dual-system Ars

Magica/d20 adventure
sourcebook. Glastonbury was the
first Christian church
in Britain,
consecrated by Christ
himself, and has a
prestigious past with
names such as Arthur
and Guinevere
seeking shelter within
its hallowed walls.
Now, however, it is
home to the black
robed Benedictine
monks and fallen to

diabolic corruption
where Satan in
praised in God's
name.

G o r i l l a

Warfare is the
Jammer's sourcebook
for Feng Shui. The
Jammers are outlaws
from the future who
are out to build a
better tomorrow, or at
least to destroy the

one that already exists. This book
presents a no-holds-barred
excursion into the secret
underground lairs of the Jammers,
their tactics and the equipment
they use. New platoons of simian
soldiers, the Ape Factory, and the
battle plans for the next phase of
Jammer operations.

The Penumbra Fantasy

Bestiary is due to hit shelves in
mid-summer. Featuring more than
220 creatures for the d20 system
the book also includes new gods,
spells and magic items.

Bastion Press

The Oathbound setting sees its
first novel released this July,
Forged allows the reader to see
the realms of the Forge through
the eyes of a newcomer.

Battlefield Press

Sherwood : The Legend of Robin

Hood is an epic fantasy campaign
for the d20 system. Character
options include outlaws of
Sherwood or Knights returning
from the Crusades.

Bottled Imp Games

British company Bottled Imp
Games entered the d20 market
earlier this year with their first
release Lords of the Night
Vampires and have an impressive
line-up ready to invade stores over
the coming months. The Lords of

the Night : Liches looks at these
ancient sorcerers and their magics
and also also allows players to try
and quest to become liches
themselves.

For two thousand years the
Lords of the Night have lurked in
the darkness and gathered
strength and confidence. They are

no longer afraid and a
great power for evil is
rising. But a force for
good seems to be
appearing to combat
this growing menace.
In Powers of Light we
learn about the
mysterious figures
that offer aid and then
vanish without a
word. The book looks
at a new

Cramming 2003’s Summer
Product & Industry news in as

little space  as possible 
by Angus Abranson & Jay Forster

mailto:valkyrie@caliverbooks.com


interpretation of Clerics and
includes new powers, magical

traits and much more.

Chaosium

Chaosium are putting the
finishing touches to their
next three Call of Cthulhu
releases. No dates (or
release order) has been
attached to them but
over the summer months
we'll hopefully be graced
with H.P. Lovecraft's

Kingsport (1920's and
d20 compatible), Secrets

of Japan (Modern Era),
and a reprint of the
Encylopedia Cthulhiana. A Cthulhu
novel, The White People & Other
Tales, written by Arthur Machen is
also due to be released in late
June/early July.

Columbia Games

All HARN products will now only be
available direct from Columbia
Games. With direct sales far
outstripping distributor sales they
have decided to focus on the core
fanbase. “Only by selling 100%
directly can we ensure that HARN
fans get the new stuff they want,
when they want it.”

Contested Ground Studios

a/state is causing a stir leading up to
it's launch later this summer. You'll
find further information about the
game in a special feature this issue
but I thought I'd plug it here too :-)
After the main rulebook sees the light
of day a range of supplements are
planned including adventure packs
'Union Underground' and 'Fallen

By'. Avenues & Alleyways is a guide
to The City, whilst Captive Market is a
sourcebook on the Marcrocorps.

Dream Pod 9

If you enjoy high-
powered epic space
fantasy then you'll
probably have already
seen the Core Command
RPG. Core Command

Armory is the games
first supplement and
provides many of the
tools that your heroes
will need to do their
jobs. Specialized equipment, tools
and weapons and the theme of the
day in this 96 page sourcebook with
over 20 spaceships, 40 weapons and
60 pieces of equipment included.
August should see the Big Nasty

Aliens supplement for Core
Command.

Heavy Gear 3rd Edition Player's

Handbook is scheduled for a
September launch. This third-edition
of the bestselling science-fiction
game is dual-statted using both
DP9's Silhouette system and the d20
System. Also in the same vein this
summer will be the Gear Krieg 2nd

Edition Players Handbook (June) and
the Jovian Chronicles 2nd Edition

Players Handbook (July)

Eden Studios

Whilst the Buffy TV series has
wrapped up its 7th and final season

the Buffyverse lives on. The Magic

Box, which should be in shops now,
looks at the history of magic and the
supernatural as well as supplying
new character creation ides, spells,

items, etc. Also included
is a complete Episode
(adventure) suitable for
the more magically
inclined characters.
Joining Buffy in the RPG-
field is her old boyfriend
Angel. He got his own TV
series a few years ago
(which has been signed
for a sixth season) and
now he is given the
ultimate honour - his

own RPG. The Angel RPG is set for a
July/August release and will be
available in both regular and limited
edition formats. Beyond the rules,
etc, the book will also include a guide
to the people and places of the City of
Angels and a complete starting
Episode to get your game into full
swing.

The Army of

Darkness RPG has now
been given an October
release date and is
being written by none
other than RPG veteran
Shane Hensley (of
Deadlands fame,
amongst others). It will
be using Eden's
Unisystem and
promises to be a great
tool in the fight against
evil.

The Zombie Smackdown

Sourcebook is a high-flying, bone
crunching, zombie-wrestling
sourcebook for All Flesh Must Be
Eaten. Sounds weird and you want to
know more? Look out for it in stores
in June/July. Staying with AFMBE for a

few moments we'll also
see the AFMBE Book of

Archetypes (August) and
One of the Living :

Player's Handbook

(September) hitting the
shelves this summer. The
Book of Archetypes
features over 35 new
character types to use in
the game, or as quick fix
NPC's or replacement
PC's if things have

turned badly. One of the Living looks
at the survivors in the aftermath of
the dead rising from the earth. You'll
find guidelines on how to run longer-
term campaigns and the
psychological and technological
effects of societies collapse, new
skills, qualities and drawbacks, and
details of a tiny community of
survivors that have holed up in an
isolated area.

Two new books for the Witchcraft
RPG are due for release later in the
year. Grace and Guidance, The Storm

Dragon Covenant Book looks at the
heritage of the Storm Dragons which
stretches back over five thousand
years. The Book of Geburah looks at
the boundary realm between the
lands of the Living and Dead. All
souls pass through Geburah's
Threshold and whilst most move on
the unlucky ones sink deeper into the
violent gray Death Realms, trapped

for eternity. This supplement has a
wealth of information ranging from
new character types to extensive
information on the associations in
Geburah, its Realms, Background
and new metaphysics which exist
there.

EOS Press

CthulhuTech is a seamless melding
of eldritch horror inspired by H P
Lovecraft and Japanese mecha
anime. This storytelling game puts
the players in the thick of the Aeon
War - Humanity's last stand to hold
Earth against the dominance of the
Mi-Go and Great Old Ones. Humanity
has levelled the playing field with the
development of giant
arcanotechnology war machines
which helps close the gap between
survival and mythos domination. Due
for release July/August.

FanPro

For the first five years the Inner
Sphere has known war on a scale not

seen in centuries. Now as
relative peace appears to
be settling over the Inner
Sphere a review of the
forces of the BattleTech
universe can be made,
Classic BattleTech Field

Manual : Update updates
all ten of the Fields
Manuals, including a
history section which will
bridge the gaps where
appropriate. The Classic

BattleTech Technical Readout :

Project Phoenix looks at 29 classic
'Mechs which have been upgraded in
appearance and technology by Vicore
Industries, a new upstart company
that made their name during the
FedCom Civil War.

Daily life in 2063 falls under the
microscope in The Sprawl Survival

Guide for Shadowrun, giving
Shadowrunners everything they need
to know about the world from cred
accounts to home amenities,
lifestyles and travel. Shadows of
Europe looks at the clash of cultures
which make up the Europe of 2063.
Detailing over a dozen European
countries from a Shadowrunners
point of view the book coveres prime
locations, people to know and the
buzz on the street.

Fantasy Flight

The Legends & Lairs d20
sourcebooks continue to expand with
three new titles being released in the
next few months. Giant Lore provides
an in-depth look at some of the
biggest and baddest foes in the d20
system. Offering information on their
civilisations, unique prestige classes,
and dozens of new and original
giants and giantkin it's sure to be a
success. Sorcery & Steam and
Cityworks also expand the line.

Fast Forward Entertainment

Fast Forward have secured the rights
to produce games based upon the
popular CrossGen stable of comics.
Using the OGL License (d20 system)
the first book in the series is due for
release in August and will be the
hardback CrossGen Campaign
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shop@gameskeeper.co.uk

www.gameskeeper.co.uk

White Knight Games
Unit 14 Bristol & West Arcade

Friar St, Reading, RG1 1JL
0118 950 7337

whiteknightgames
@knightinshiningarmour.co.uk

Cardiff Games
8 Duke St Arcade
Cathays, Cardiff

shop@cardiffgames.co.uk
www.cardiffgames.co.uk

Bishop Games
32 City Arcade

Coventry, CV1 3HW
024 7663 4999

sales@bishopgames.co.uk
www.bishopgames.co.uk
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Nerad Games
Doll’s House No 9

Coach House
9 The Broadway, St. Ives

Cambridgeshire, PE27 5BX
01480464684

info@neradgames.com
www.neradgames.com

Too Fat Goblins
Unit 3 - The Colonnade

East Gate Street, Stafford
Staffordshire, ST16 2NQ

01785244499
thefatgoblin@hotmail.com

Wargames World
50/52 Skipton Road

Ilkley, Yorkshire, LS29 9EP
01943607500

chris@wargamesworld.com
www.wargamesworld.com

Spirit Games
98 Station St

Burton on Trent
Staffs, DE14 1BT

01283 511293
salnphil@spiritgames.co.uk
www.spiritgames.co.uk

Wargames Emporium
Orchard Square

Sheffield
Yorkshire, S1 2FB

01142754826
john@wargamesemporium.co.uk

Space, Myth & Magic
39-40 Queen Street

Scarborough
Yorkshire, YO11 1HQ

Mail order - 0845 644113
Shop - 01723 501821

kevins@uk-gamers.net

Games World
Unit 8 Forbes Building

309-321 Linthorpe Road
Middlesborough

Cleveland, TS1 4AW
01642213313

paul.mcgarrell@ntlworld.com

Archeron Games
3 Little Queen Street

Off Jameson Street, Hull
Yorkshire, HU1 3PX

01482221011
sales@archerongames.com

www.archerongames.com
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System. The
book will provide

everything fans need to
play their favourite
characters or create new
ones to explore the
worlds and backgrounds
from the series. Future
releases include a GM

Screen and a CrossGen

Fantasy Sourcebook. A
CrossGen CCG will also
be available by the
autumn.

Game Monkey Press

Inspired by classic mythology,
Valherjar : The Chosen Slain RPG,
chronicles the coming of Ragnarok,
the apocalypse of the ancient Norse
pantheon. Players take on the roles of
the Valherjar, an elite caste of fallen
warriors resurrected by the gods to
change the balance of fate. Drawn
from five thousand years the
Valherjar represent the most
formidable combatants in mankind's
history. Will the Valherjar manage to
prevent the destruction of our world
within the next decade? Apart from
the Valherjar Core Rulebook Game
Monkey is also releasing the Year 1
sourcebook giving further
information on the political climate,
enchanced reules, and adventure
information. Both books are
scheduled for an autumn release.

Goodman Games

Blackmoor, the original setting for
Dungeons & Dragons, returns as a
d20 campaign setting this summer.
Developed by Dave Arneson (one of
the original creators of D&D itself )
the 30-year old setting will be
reappearing in a 224 page hardback.

Beyond Monks : The Art of the

Fight (July) is a 96 page sourcebook
that adds the excitement of martial
arts to any campaign/ There's over
100 new feats, 13 prestige classes,
and rules galore plus a section
detailing martial arts for use in a d20
Modern campaign.

The world of Thraxis
was a semi-finalist in the
recent Wizards of the
Coast competition to find
a new campaign setting
for the company.
Goodman Games have
signed R. Scott Kennan
and his creation up and
are releasing the
Morningstar campaign
world over the summer.
The focus of most fantasy settings is
pseudomedieval where whilst the
heroes achievements are amazing
they continually live in the shadow of
the great legends and ancient heroes
who challenged the gods. In
Morningstar that golden age is now.
Your character lives the magnificent
legends that future adventures will
strive to best. The Elder Races still
live and the great artefacts of
tomorrow are just being forged….

Green Knight Publishing

The Holy Grail is a major supplement
for the Pendragon RPG. The book
details the legend and mythic nature
of the Grail and suggests ways it can

be added to your
campaign and
adventures. Also for
Pendragon, although no
release date as yet, is the
long awaited Book of

Faeries.

Green Ronin Publishing

Comics, and their
properties, seem to in
vogue at the moment
with a number of

companies announcing new deals or
releasing comic-based games. Not to
be outdone Green Ronin have signed
up Dan Brereton's Nocturnals and will
be releasing the Nocturnals : A

Midnight Companion for their
Mutants & Masterminds RPG. Penned
by Chris Pramas and Dan Brereton
himself the book will also include a
brand new 8-page story. Also for
M&M will be Crooks - a villain
directory detailing more than 50  of
the world's most dastardly
supervillains, monsters, would be
conquerors and  power-mad
sorcerers. 

Mindshadows (July) is
a new campaign setting
based on the distant
island-continent of
Naranjan where brave
adventures study the
psychic arts under
powerful gurus, battle
treacherous yuan-ti in the
depths of ancient
dwarven ruins, and evade
elven cannibals in thr
tropical jungles. Blending the rich
legends of Southeast Asia and
furious martial arts action it's the first
true psionic setting for the d20
setting.

Monsters of the Mind is a psionic
bestiary for the d20 system and
presents more than 50 psionic
creatures for use in any campaign.
Notes are also provided on how to
use the book with Green Ronin's own
Mindshadows setting.

Guardians of Order

Widely regarded as one
of the best rules-light
roleplaying game
systems ever published
the Tri-Stat System is
getting its own Core
System book in Tri-Stat

dX : Core System Role-

Playing Game. The 96
page book introduces
you to the system,
character creation and

looks at essential and advanced role-
playing techniques and methods.

D20 Mecha provides a detailed
point-based creation system for the
d20 System for giant
transforming robots,
sleek power armour,
mechanical monsters and
indeed all things mecha.
In addition to this the
book will explore the
common anime
conventions with rules
covering prestige classes,
combat manoeuvres and
campaign suggestions.

BESM Space Opera

looks at star-spanning action and
romance with dashing heroes and
beautiful maidens. Full of new rules
and anime art it's only one of a host
of new Big Eyes, Small Mouth books
which are being unleashed over the
next few months.

Two big announcements came out
of the Guardians of Order offices in
Canada recently. The first was a
recently signed deal with WildStorm
Productions which will see
Roleplaying Games based upon The

Authority and Stormwatch comic
book series. The Authority core
rulebook won't be released until
spring 2004 but will be supported
with supplements throughout next
year and will use the Tri-Stat system.

The second announcement was
for another license. This time for
George R R Martin's award winning A
Song of Ice and Fire series of novels.
This autumn Guardians will release
two core rulebooks, one for the d20
System and one for the Tri-Stat
System, based upon the events in the
first novel - A Game of Thrones. All of

the future supplements
will be dual-statted.

Guildhall Press

Guildhall have acquired
the rights to produce a
brand new edition of the
classic Mutazoids RPG.
No date has been
confirmed as yet but it's
expected to see print by
the end of the year.

Heresy Gaming

The Fuzion-powered Victoriana RPG
from British-based Heresy Gaming is
now on the shelves and selling well.
Support is already being readied for
this Steampunk-fantasy world in the
form of an introductory adventure set
in London called Black Smoke which
is due for release this August.

Hero Games

Champions Battlegrounds (June)
consists of five linked Champions
adventures which you can run
separately or as one large campaign.
August sees the most infamous
terrorist/organised crime
organisation in the Champions
Universe get it's own book. In VIPER

you'll get to look at the groups inner
workings as well as discover dozens
of NPCs and Supervillains to pit your
heroes against.

Hogshead Publishing

The first release from the new owners
of Hogshead is now just around the
corner. Crime Scene: Police

Investigation is an 80 page d20 book
which brings the world of modern-day

law enforcement to the
tabletop. All aspects of
crime solving are
covered from
interrogation to
psychological profiling.
Around the same time
we should see Crime

Scene: The Mob which
turns your attention to
the other side of the law
and looks into one of the
most famous gangster

http://www.contestedground.co.uk


fraternities. Future releases in
the Crime Scene series includes

books on Forensics, The Feds, and the
Supernatural.

Holistic Design

D20 Colombia is the third in the Real
Life Roleplaying line. This stand alone
book provides rules, background,
settings, and scenarios allowing the
players to roleplay against the
dangerous forces of drug lords and
rebels. A sample town setting as well
as a history of the country and of Latin
American guerrilla groups is also
included.

Also for d20 will be the Rapture:

d20 Modern campaign setting which
allows the players a chance to fight for
humanity against the on-rushing
hordes of hell (or alternatively, help
the dark lords as they seek to
complete their conquest…).  A
supplement for Rapture d20 will also
be released in September, called Fist

of God, which details the ranks of the
celestial and Infernal legions, their
human allies, and information on
advanced weapons, riot
control, holy relics and a
lot more besides.

Iron Crown Enterprises

Futrue Law (June) is the
ultimate Player's Guide to
Spacemaster, giving you
new character
professions and
hundreds of new
character options. Also
this summer we'll see the

new Mentalism Companion for the
Rolemaster Fantasy RPG. The
Mentalism Companion will explore the
magic mastered by the sheer power of
the mind and includes new
professions and training packages
and in-depth rules to bring them to
life.

HARP (High Adventure Role
Playing) is a new 96 page rulebook
that allows you flexible character
creation, exicitng combat, critical hits,
and magic which is fast and fun. Fully
compatible with Rolemaster it's aimed
to be a flexible and simple system
which you can pick up and play within
an hour.

Khepera Publishing

The world has many strange
malevolent factions lurking just
beyond the limits of sanity, but the
strangest must by the misanthropic
Chimerans. In Chimeran Infestation

for the GODSEND Agenda RPG we
learn of the Chimeran history and even
rules for Chimeran and Empusa
character creation. GODSEND

Agenda: U.S.E.R. is a men
in black sourcebook
which looks at the United
States Eugenics Research
Program - the first line of
defence against the
impending alien invasion.
Rules are included to play
USER agents alongside a
history of the program
and personnel and a style
sheet for life in 2010.

Mongoose Publishing

Their first original line, Armaggedon
2089, sees three new releases this
Summer. Behind Enemy Lines:

Kazakhstan presents a
campaign that throws the
PCs in at the deep end,
behind enemy lines and
reliant on an ally they
can't entirely trust.
Warmachines of 2089

presents step by step mek
construction, a guide to
setting up facilities and a
history of the warmek
with the bulk of the book
presenting the key
manufacturers and their designs,
giving you 44 in total. Their third
Summer release, Earth 2089, covers
the current world situation, history,
politics and the flashpoints to get your
players in on the action.

Following up on the release of
Babylon 5 rulebook will be The

Coming of Shadows

which carries on from
Signs and Portents in the
core rulebook to outline
the situation during the
second season in 2259,
episode by episode with
scenario hooks, updated
character profiles, new
equipment and more. The

Fiery Trail introduces a
new campaign arc to
further expand the scope
of the B5 setting. Their third B5
release this Summer, The Earth

Alliance Fact Book details everything
you need to know on our descendants
in the 23rd century.

For D&D their popular Slayers

Guide series continues, this time
redefining the number one sword
fodder (before they get on to orcs),
Goblins making them meaner and
sneakier than your players could ever
suspect. Their Encyclopedia Arcane

series turns its attention to Familiars

whether constructed, summoned,
conjured or raised exploring the
rituals involved, adding depth to the
master/servant relationship, with
relevant spells, feats and
prestige classes. A
second Encyclopedia

Arcane released this
Summer focuses on
Blood Magic with feats,
prestige classes and new
creatures.  Sheoloth -

City of the Drow presents
a sometimes grotesque,
sometimes beautiful,
growing subterranean
metropolis where the
dark elves rule with guile and violence
in equal measure. With The

Quintessential Drow also on sale this
Summer GMs can give their players a
trip underground they won’t forget.
The Quintessential series also
expands further with a treatment of
the Sorcerer packed with new options,
rules and everything you’ve come to
expect from this series. Their Ultimate
series expands too with The Ultimate

Character Record Sheet that covers
every eventuality for the d20 system
and The Ultimate Arcane Spellbook,
that covers numerous aspects of the

magical professions.
Perhaps the biggest news on

Mongoose this season is their first
periodical, Signs and Portents. This

will be a monthly
publication focusing
largely on their extensive
range of d20 titles

Monkeygod Enterprises

Everyone knows that the
artic can be an
unforgiving terrain but in
Frost & Fur players and
GM's will discover that
there is much more to the
wintry land than cold

damage and snowstorms. This d20
sourcebook supplies you with new
rules for environmental hazards,
survival equipment, new mundane
and magical cultures and a whole host
of information on one of the most
inhospitable climes.

Myraidor

British-based company
Myriador scored a coup
earlier this year when
they announced they had
the license to produce
d20 adventures and
sourcematerial based
upon the incredibly
popular 'Fighting

Fantasy' series of
gamebooks created by
Ian Livingstone and Steve

Jackson in the early 80's. With their
first two products already on the
market and selling well (Warlock of
Firetop Mountain and Caverns of the
Snow Witch) Myriador have lined up
Deathtrap Dungeon and The

Shamutanti Hills, the first part of the
epic Sorcery! Adventure, as their next
releases.

Mythic Dream Studios

From the makers of the d20 Modern
campaign setting Dark Inheritance
comes Modern Spellcraft, a d20
modern supplement for magic in the
modern world. The fast paced modern
world changes even the ancient art of

magic and this 128 page
sourcebook looks at new
spells, magical
organisations, and offers
an alternative spell
casting system for the
d20 game.

Otherworld Creations

OWC have brought the
rights to the classic Chill

RPG and are working on a
brand new edition of the

game for release in 2004. Before then
however is the exciting (and good
looking) The Secret of Zir'An which
takes the background of a fantasy
setting but fast forwards 2000 years to
a time where magic and technology
have evolved together and many great
civilisations have risen and fallen
leaving the world of Zir'An full of
beauty and horror.

The 352 page Core Gamebook is
released this summer and is well
worth checking out. Following on from
this is The Hand of Fate Screen, which
will also include a campaign guide and

By Mail Order 
or visit our shop at:

37 Auchinleck Square
Five Ways Shopping Centre

Edgbaston
Birmingham
B15 1DU
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games@waylandsforge.co.uk
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toolkit, The World Atlas

of Zir'An which looks at
all 27 countries in

greater detail and Professor Lavoi's

Professional Adventurer's Guide which
is an extensive source for players.

Palladium Games

Jerry Bruckheimer Films and Walt
Disney Pictures have signed a deal to
develop a live action, major motion
picture, of the RIFTS RPG. A movie deal
has been whispered about for most of
the year but details were finally
disclosed on May 8th in a press
release. Bruckheimer has produced
some of the biggest blockbusters in
film history including the likes of Top
Gun, Armageddon,
Blackhawk Down and this
summers Pirates of the
Caribbean. Further details
as we get them…

RIFTS Chaos Earth

takes you back to the time
of the Great Cataclysm.
The event of apocalyptic
upheaval that ultimately
creates what we know as
Rifts Earth. The PCs live
through the death throes of human
civilisation and the reshaping of the
planet. This is a core book and will be
supported by a series of sourcebooks
due to be released later this year.

The Black Vault sees us return to
the actual RIFTS setting in the third of
the Adventure Sourcebook series. The
legend of the Black Vault has been
denied by the Coalition States for
generations but word on the street has
it that this hidden depository for
thousands of magic items has been
discovered and broken into.The Chi-
Town police and Coalition Army are on
high alert and the 'Burbs
are being savagely shaken
down.

Land of the Damned 3:

The Bleakness is due out
soon for the Palladium
Fantasy RPG. This
sourcebook turns its
attention of the ancient
Minotaur races and
empires and The Citadel - a
fortress of pure chaos
magic.

Privateer Press

Privateer Press have made their names
as one of the best new publishers in the
industry today. Their Iron Kingdoms
setting has proved immensely popular
and on the back of the critically
acclaimed Witchfire Trilogy and
Warmachine miniatures game they are
exploring the world in more detail in
the hardback Iron Kingdoms Campaign

Guide. Rules and information are
provided for a variety of new and
fascinating character
options as well many of the
guns and gadgets that have
made the IK world famous.
Iron Kingdoms has also been
recently licensed to become
a computer game.

Sovereign Press

Dragonlance is back!
Wizards of the Coast are
releasing the main rulebook

but Sovereign Press will be supporting
the line with a whole host of releases.
First up in August is the Dragonlance

Campaign Setting Companion: Age of

Mortals which explores the Fifth Age of
Krynn and supplies information to base
your campaign during or after the War
of Souls itself. Written by the same
team as the main WotC campaign book
it will contain updates on the races of
Ansalon, new prestige classes, feats
and many important adventuring
locations and dragons and characters
from the era. A Dragonlance Screen is
released in September and the first
part of a new adventure trilogy is
launched with the 1st Level 'Key of

Destiny' in October.

Steve Jackson Games

June sees a couple of
reprints and a few newies
from SJG. Reprinted are
GURPS Ultra-Tech 2nd

Edition and GURPS

Fantasy Bestiary.  The
newies are a GURPS
edition of Fantasy Flight's
popular Blue Planet game,
GURPS Traveller:

Humaniti which looks at 16 races
descended from mankind across the far
reaches of the Imperium and beyond,
and GURPS World War II : Weird War II

which explores Nazi flying saucers, the
race for the Ark of the Covenant, SS
superhuman soldiers and secret
Antartic bases, to name but a few
delights. Also for kung-fu fans is
Munchkin Fu - a completely compatible
card game based upon the brilliant
Munchkin Card game. Munchkin 3:

Clerical Errors is a 112 card expansion
pack for the aforementioned Munchkin
game which will bring you new classes

(such as the Bard), a new
race (The Gnome), and
some horrendous
monsters (the Tequila
Mockingbird anyone?).
Munchkin is due for
release in August.

GURPS Shapeshifters

allows you to create
shapeshifting heroes, or
fight body-switching
menaces. From the

traditional werewolf to modern anime's
'house pet that becomes a giant robot',
everything you could ever want to know
about shifters is here. Jack Vance also
gets the GURPS treatment in July with
GURPS Planet of Adventure, an
adaptation of his classic 'Tschai'
stories.

High Frontier (July) looks at the
Earth-Lunar space in the year 2100 in
the world of Transhuman Space. Earth
orbit is the most densely populated
area of the solar system outside of
Earth itself and is buzzing with busy

factories and bustling
spaceports under the
watchful eye of rival orbital
weapons platforms. High
Frontier investigates not
only Earth orbit but also the
Moon from it's industrial
parks to its pleasure
domes. Transhuman Space:

Under Pressure (August)
explores the oceans of the
22nd century, from the

http://www.goodman-games.com


teeming seas of Earth to the
icy ocean of Europa. Ocean
arcologies, mining and
terrorism are looked into as
are new rules and character
templates for an aquatic
campaign.

In the spring of 1940 the
German forces swept
through Holland and
Luxembourg and looked
towards France. In GURPS

WWII: Blitzkrieg the
invasion of France is covered from the
initial attacks on the bridges and
fortresses to the beginnings of the
French Resistance.

SJG also releases it's first two
offerings from Issaries this summer. In
July we will finally see HeroQuest

(formerly called Hero Wars) in a brand
new, revised and re-edited, format.
Written by award-winning Robin Laws
this 288 page book gives you
everything you need to start playing in
the world of Glorantha. Following on
from this in August is the Hero's Book.
Designed especially for
new players this 64 page
book presents the basic
rules for HeroQuest in a
streamlined manner and
also contains two sample
cultures to help players get
started right away.

Valar Projects

Not due for release until
the autumn but already
causing a stir is the Book of

Erotic Fantasy for the d20 system. This
hardback, art intensive, book will cover
a wide range of topics involving sex and
sexuality in your campaigns as well as
providing rules for sex magic (Tantra,
Kundalini, Orgine), prestige classes,
monsters and information about
conception, marriage, birth, love,
relationships and sex.

White Wolf

If you're looking to add a dangerous
new adversary to your game, or want to
step into the skin of a different
werebeast then the Players Guide to

the Changing Breeds will be the book
for you. Bringing to life 11 changing
breeds this new hardback goes from the
deep jungles to the darkest seas to
allow players and storytellers to bring
these shapeshifters into the World of
Darkness.

In Demon: The Earthbound we take
a look at the origins, history and powers
of monstrous spirits which have
slumbered for centuries,
dreaming of the day when
they will rise again. In the
past they were worshipped
as gods but now they are
no longer angels nor wholly
demons but a nightmarish
product of divine power
and the darkest parts of
the human soul.

In Hunter: Urban

Legends we look at the
horror stories that pervade
modern culture from myths, conspiracy
theories, folklore and of course urban
legend. But what if these tales were
true? The imaginary monsters real? In
this book they are explored as foes for
the Imbued and we see bizarre
creatures from other games and beings

never before portrayed in
the World of Darkness
detailed.

Orpheus is a
new format for
roleplaying games. It's an
entire game with an
evolving story told over a
six-book limited series.
Start. Middle. Finish. Each
book adding to the game
and moving it forward.
Orpheus is a ghost story

for ghosts involving the Orpheus Group
- a multi-billion dollar enterprise that
has used science to shatter the barriers
between life and death. The problem
being is that now they have meddled
with in the affairs of ghosts those
ghosts don't want to quietly go back to
sleep. 

Wizards of the Coast

The 3.5 revision of the three core
rulebooks at the heart of Dungeons &
Dragons (Players Handbook. DM's
Guide and Monster Manual) are on

target for their July release.
Each of the books has been
revised and updated for
clarity and content and
uses feedback from
players that WotC received
since their original
releases. Most of the rules
changes have targeted
areas which were
considered under-powered
or incomplete. Each of the
books will include bonus

content that has not been seen before
and roughly 25% of the books contents
are either new or revised.

Some of the other D&D releases due
out later this year include Underdark

which turns attention to the lightless
world under the surface of the
Forgotten Realms campaign setting.
Underdark looks in detail at the Drow as
well as many of the other below-ground
species, campaigning in this area of the
Realms and regional feats, spells,
prestige classes, and plenty more
besides. The Book of Exalted Deeds is
aimed at the mature audience and turns
the spotlight on running heroic
campaigns and characters.

Menace Manual is the ultimate
guide to monsters, villains and other
adversaries for the d20 Modern RPG. It
contains real-world information
including details on organisations such
as the CIA as well as well-known
mythical creatures such as the yeti.
There will be something for every level

of play as well as
information on some
possible allies and
organisations that the PCs
may choose to join.

The Star Wars

Galactic Campaign Setting

is a comprehensive
guidebook designed to aid
GMs running campaigns
from 1st to 20th level. It
includes tips on how to
integrate characters from

the films into your storylines, pre-
generated maps, and rules and
guidelines for building an epic
campaign. 

http://www.gametableonline.com
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f we want to keep this hobby alive, we've got to bring in new blood constantly, and
there's no better way to do that then to get the young ones involved.  But that's not the
only reason why we should do it.  Role-playing games are good for kids.  They build math

and reading skills, stimulate the imagination, and encourage teamwork, creative writing, and even
creative thinking.  There are a lot of kids out there who could use help in some or all of those areas.
And if that's not reason enough, then I don't know what is.

I know what you're thinking.  "What games would be good to run for kids?"  Well, that's an easy
one if you just look hard enough:

- Toon: www.sjgames.com/toon The cartoon role-playing game.  Everyone who wants to run an
RPG for kids needs this on their bookshelf.  And the supplements.  Buy them.  That's an order,
private.
- Big Eyes, Small Mouth by Guardians of Order (www.guardiansorder.com) is an excellent rules-lite
system in an Anime package, with lots of information on how to use it to create any  anime setting
you would like.  Check out the Cute and Fuzzy Seizure Monsters supplement for pointers on
creating a Pokemon styled RPG.  Also look for the Sailor Moon RPG, by the same publisher,
especially if you find yourself GMing for girls.
- Teenagers From Outer Space is a favorite of my own kids, who love to play teenaged characters.
The system is very easy for younger kids to understand, and the setting is filled with lots of wacky
fun.  It is currently out of print, so you will have to scan eBay or the used bin at your local game
store for a copy.  Trust me, it's worth the effort.  While you're digging, look for a copy of the old
Ghostbusters RPG, too.
- For free games, you can't beat Jared Sorensen's site at www.memento-mori.com/games.htm
There you will find the charmingly dismal Pumpkin Town (which will require a bit of toning down
before it's ready for most  children), Monster Party (make a monster, then grab and eat stuff!) , and
the unofficial Harry Potter RPG Broomstix (in both plain text and a beautiful PDF format).  Best of
all, you can find lots of other nifty grown-up games - both free and for a fee - on Jared's site.
- There's nothing wrong with good, old-fashioned D&D, you know…  It's what most of us started
with, and as long as you keep it paced well and simplify some of the rules, you'll have a winner.  I'll
let you decide what edition to use, in order to avoid a huge fistfight.

Now, I know you people like I know my own family.  You're gamers.  You're gonna get some kids
together, get out the dice and books, and take things way, way over the top.  It's okay.  It's our
nature.  But this is a time when you don't want to do it this way, because you can end up with a
bunch of bored kids, and I don't think it needs to be said that a kid who gets bored with gaming
will never try it again.  

When running RPGs for kids keep the following in mind:

- Keep the rules to a minimum.  Kids will have to get used to having limitations to their make-
believe.  Don't bog them down with too many rules and restrictions.  Use a simple system.  Let
them roll their own dice and add up their success, but don't complicate things with too many
modifiers.
- Remember their attention spans.  Most kids won't fare very well in a four-hour dungeon crawl
marathon; they'll get bored before too long.  Keep the game paced well, with lots of action.  Start
with a short game first - as short as fifteen or twenty minutes - just to keep their interest level up.
It's much better to stop while they're still interested in the game then to wait until they get bored
with it.
- Be responsible with the content.  This should go without saying, but unfortunately it doesn't.
Save the dark and violent stuff for your grown-up gaming group.  Please.

Finally, anyone interested in getting kids involved in gaming should join the Kids RPG mailing list
at groups.yahoo.com/group/kids-rpg.  The list was started by Sam Chupp in 1999, and is an
excellent resource on the subject.  Just browse the backlog of messages for more ideas an
inspiration that you'll ever need.  The FAQ file alone is worth the visit.

You've got your orders.  Now get out there and get some kids hooked on gaming!

Somebody think of the

CHILDREN!

Troops, I have a mission for
you.   We need some new
recruits, and I want you to
find them.  There are tons of
people out there who were
born to be gamers.  They
have imagination and
creativity in buckets, and
they are eagerly waiting for
you to teach them.  Of
course, I'm talking about the
kids.

News From the Trenches by Bill Walton

Bill is the editor of The Escapist, a web page

devoted to gaming advocacy, and a

member of the Committee for the

Advancement of Role-Playing Games.  You

can visit the Escapist at

http://www.theescapist.com, find out more

about the committee at

http://www.theescapist.com/carpga.htm,

and even listen to Bill’s gaming advocacy

radio show, “Escapist On The Air,” at

www.rpg-radio.com.

I
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http://www.theescapist.com/carpga.htm
http://www.rpg-radio.com
http://www.sjgames.com/toon
http://www.guardiansorder.com
http://www.memento-mori.com/games.htm
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Buffy Characters Get Their Game On

The final episode of the long-running Buffy
the Vampire Slayer television show, which
aired on May 20th, featured four recurring
characters playing a Dungeons & Dragons
styled role-playing game.  In what seemed
to be an attempt to hit two pop culture
references with one stone, the players in
the scene were fighting Trogdor the
Burninator, a character from the popular
Homestar Runner
(www.homestarrunner.com) online
cartoons.

Scourge of Worlds:

an Interactive D&D Movie

An interactive DVD movie featuring iconic
characters from Dungeons & Dragons will
see release this June.  Produced by Rhino
Home Video and DKP Effects, the movie
will allow the viewer to choose the path of
the story, with 20 decision points, four
different endings, and over 900 possible
story combinations.  The protagonists of
the story include Redgar, Lidda, and
Mialee, three familiar faces from the D&D
rulebooks.

The DVD is scheduled for release on
June 10th.  A special edition, which will
include two extra endings, 15 minutes of
additional footage, and a painted PVC
figure of Mialee, will be released later in
the fall.  For more information:
http://www.dvdtoons.com/news/409

This is a pretty exciting prospect, and if
it does well, we could see other interactive
movies set in the worlds of our favorite
RPGs.  The press release doesn't mention
it, but it would be interesting to see if this
was the first interactive movie of its kind.

Another Swedish Crime Linked to Gaming

There has been another crime in Sweden
that was briefly linked to role-playing and
video games before that link was
dismissed immediately with more facts.
The details are sketchy at the moment, as
the only available sources are in Swedish,
but so far, the story seems to go like this:

Two 14 year old boys, dressed all in
black and wielding an axe, attacked a 46
year old man as he walked his dog in the
small town of Katrineholm on May 2nd.
Both boys we under the influence of drugs
and alcohol at the time, and claimed that
the axe was to protect them from a local
gang of youths.  An investigating officer
made a statement that she found it "highly
improbable" that computer games were
somehow responsible for the attack.

Despite this, the Swedish anti-game duo
Didi Örnstedt and Björn Sjöstedt
attempted yet again to connect the crime
to RPGs, despite the evidence.  Thankfully,
it was not long before their claims were
extinguished by the media.

SJG Donates Games to the Military

Steve Jackson Games has donated a 5,000
game care package to United States troops
stationed in Iraq and Kuwait that contained
20 of their most popular titles, including
Car Wars, Chez Greek, X-Bugs, the new
Chez Grunt.  Here's the word from Steve
himself:

"We've always had a lot of fans in the

armed forces, and we hope that when they

get a little downtime from their mission,

this will help them relax and feel a bit

closer to home. These are all board and

card games, each one complete in itself;

we're thinking that will be more practical

than RPGs.”

"The games were donated through the

U.S. Army Community and Family Support

Center (CFSC) in Kuwait. The CFSC provides

oversight for Army Morale, Welfare, and

Recreation (MWR) operations worldwide.

Loren Wiseman gets our thanks for

rounding up the information and making

the contact.”
"The person we worked with is Ms.

Sherry Murphy, at sherry.murphy@

kuwait.army.mil. If you're a game publisher

. . . or, for that matter, a book publisher . . .

think about sending something to our

folks. They'll be there for a while; they're

there for us; show them some support."

Player's Handbook Featured in GE Ad

General Electric has begun running a
television ad entitled "Beauty and Brains"
that features a copy of a Dungeons &
Dragons rulebook.  In it, an attractive
woman and a geeky man collide while
walking on the sidewalk and instantly fall
in love.  Later, both are shown exchanging
presents, and his gift from her is a brand
new copy of the Third Edition Player's
Handbook.

You can find out more about the ad, and
even view it through streaming video, at
the following link: http://www.ge.com/
stories/en/13085.html

Some will see this as more mockery of
the hobby.  Sure, it may reinforce the
stereotype that gamers are geeky Bill
Gates lookalikes, but it's not exactly doing
it in a negative manner.  And the name and
sight recognition of the Player's Handbook
is helping to push gaming a little further
into the mainstream and make role-playing
a more recognized and respected hobby.

WHERE GAMING MEETS THE REAL WORLD...

Adapted for Valkyrie  by Bill Walton from news material on his ‘Escapist’ website. Check it out.
If the content above doesn’t worry you remember over 90% of the games you play are produced in the US. 

The religious right are powerful, organised and they’ve got guns! 
Email Bill Walton: wjwalton@theescapist.com Website: www.theescapist.com
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You will never forget The City
But The City will forget you

a/state takes you to The City, a world
of stinking canals, twisting alleyways,
guttering gas lamps and flickering
filaments. In the teetering, crumbling
tenements and rotting , ancient tower
blocks of The City live the masses of
the population, huddled in their
rooms, their lives dominated by the
drudgery of work and family, by the
technology of a society barely
scratching through the industrial age.
Standing over the masses are the
dominating forces of The City: the
macrocorps, eight mercantile
organisations who control access to
resources. For no one can escape
this hellish place. The boundaries of
the urban sprawl are strictly defined,
cross them and you disappear in a
whirlwind of noise and vapour. In the
thousand years since The Shift and
The Bombardment, no one has left
The City. Even the macrocorps
cannot leave, even the most
powerful criminal, religious and
academic groups have no answers.
Through the dark, stalk The Shifted,
entities from somewhere else. Or are
they merely reflections of what lies in
the festering hearts of the population?

This new RPG, the first release from
British games company Contested
Ground Studios, gives you all the
detail you need to explore the
myriad boulevards, alleyways, lanes
and canals of this staggeringly
complex environment, from the
appalling squalor of Dreamingspires
and Mire End, to the anitseptic wealth
of Clearwater Break and Lucent
Heights. Travel through the factories

and mills of Burningfell and
Deepdown, the horrors of Inferno and
Konkret, the peace of The Forest and
The Brackens. With 33 burghs,
industrial areas, macrocorp domains
and notable buildings described in
detail, there's a wealth of
background information on The City.
Within the pages of a/state, you'll also
find masses of information on the
many organisations and power
groups active in The City. Criminal
groups such as Daylight and the 3rd

Syndicate, organised religions like
The Mortal God Church and The
Shining Sky, and diverse, scheming
cliques such as the Transit Militia and
the Fulgurators.

Power Groups
There are many groups in The City that scrabble for the tiniest scraps of
power. From the might of the macrocorps on down to the street, self-interest
and desire rule. From the shining wonder of Luminosity Tower, to the
scabrous hell-holes of Mire End, men and women clamber over each other
in their quest for power and influence. a/state presents a wide range of
organisations active in The City: macrocorps, smaller companies, religious
organisation, criminal groups and petty guilds. See the 3rd Syndicate
warring with the Hohler Gang and the TCMA Provosts in Long Pond. Watch
the inner schemings and political manoeuvrings of the Ancient &
Honourable Guild Of Fulgurators. All life is here in The City, you just need to

watch where you step.

The Shifted
Strange, bizarre, unknowable, The Shifted appeared out of the chaos of The
Shift, that apocalypse of legend. Their forms are familiar, yet odd: The Ubel,
with their skeletons of wood and sinew, their flapping rags and cruel iron
blades; The faceless Hager, tall, imperious, impassive, harbingers of death
and disappearance; The wispy, insubstantial Drache, fleeting sparkles in the
air; The bloated, corpulent, whispering Lugner, spreading lies and deceit;
And the clanking, sparking, swaying Simils, objects of pity and revulsion in

equal measure. 

The Shift & The Bombardment
Apocalyptic legends that echo down to the present day, The Shift and The
Bombardment linger in the racial memory of the inhabitants. Every day
they are faced with the consequences of the past. What these events were
and how they came to pass are mysteries which have yet to be answered.
The macrocorps and the scientists of Longshore University probe and prod,
hoping to uncover some previously overlooked detail, which will lead to a
conceptual breakthrough. To most citizens, they are folk tales and legends

separated from everyday existence by ten centuries of city life.

PREVIEW



Using a simple percentile system,
a/state allows the creation of
individual, rounded, detailed
characters based on individual
concepts rather than number-
crunching. Whether you choose to be
a ghostfighter from the barrios of Folly
Hills or an academic cosseted in the
ivory towers of Longshore University,
you can play whoever you want in
a/state. And what encourages
players in this grim, claustrophobic
setting? Hope. To bring hope and light
into the lives of the citizens is one of
the greatest achievements any
character can have. Characters are

encouraged not to be simple do-
gooders but to think about the
consequences of their actions and to
see how they can, if only in a small
way, make life better for individuals,
burghs or even The City as a whole.

Following the release of a/state, a
range of supplements will give added
depth and colour to The City. The first
of these is 'The Lostfinders Guide To
Mire End', a 32 page booklet giving
masses of detail on the downtrodden,
depressed burgh of Mire End. Next up

will be 'Avenues & Alleyways', which
will give a whole host of new
information on The City, with new
burghs, notable buildings, industrial
areas, curiosities and background
essays. Then there is 'Iron Ring', which
delves in to the inner mysteries of the
setting and opens up brand new
horizons for adventure.

Technology
Technology in The City is staggeringly varied. Computing power is provided
by 'dingins', mechanical computers ranging from giant assemblies of gears
and rods down to tiny processing blocks the size of matchbox which
contain thousands of microscopic mechanical parts. With radio
communication an impossibility in The City (for reasons which remain
unknown), communication is carried out through the tangle of the Dataflow,
a melange of telegraphs, cablenets, tight-beams, exchanges, nodes,
dingins and balloons floating above the rooftops. Power comes from the
ancient generators of GRID or from the serried ranks of wind generators,
which sprout from innumerable roofs. In the streets, gangers, guffers and
ghostfighters kill each other with iron knives and smoking sparklocks
(weapons which are as deadly to the user as to the victim). The macrocorp
troopers fight with magnetic repeaters, llives and the armoured menace of

Tentenel suits.

Macrocorps
By controlling access to resources, the 8 macrocorps (Arclight, Gorunna
Logistics, GRID, Hirplakker Combine, I-LOK, Nakamura-Yebisu Group,
Sideband Media and Trilhoeven) exert a stranglehold over the population.
Thousands of citizens slave away in their dangerous, noisy, smoke-filled
factories while the leading lights of the macrocorps live in splendoured

seclusion, cloistered away from the hideousness of life in The City.

Art
The cover and internal art has all been created by award-winning digital
artist Paul Bourne. Working closely with writer, Malcolm Craig, he has
brought to life the world of The City, with illustrations showing the places,

people and technology of the urban labyrinth. 

Print Details

a/state main rule book

256pp hardback
Full colour cover, B&W art
throughout
£25.00/$40.00

Original Concept: Malcolm
Craig
Writing: Malcolm Craig
Additional Writing: Iain
McAllister and John Wilson
Art: Paul Bourne
Layout & Typesetting: Paul
Bourne and Malcolm Craig
Editing: Iain McAllister
Proofreading: Rab Robertson

http://www.contestedground.co.uk
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Herein, kind reader, find presented an entirely
fictitious household of the Edwardian period
for use by Umpires in their games.  The house
is intended to be a reasonable facsimile of a
British noble's house in 1901, a few months
after the passing of Queen Victoria.

Lord and Lady Gordon keep several
houses including Brye Bridge Manor
their ancestral home, Brye Place their
London town house and the windy
Scottish house which has
extensive grounds for
shooting and fishing.

The Gordon's are a
large family for
those of such
aristocratic blood.
To cater for their
needs they employ
large households at each
house while the butler,
footmen and chef move
with the family between
their homes.  The tutor,
Zechariah Gordon, a
distant relative, moves
with the younger family
members, who usually
accompany their
parents.  Should they
not accompany their
parents a footman
will remain with them
to act in the role of
both footman and
butler to them.

Family History
The Gordon's are a
family only recently
ennobled.  The first Lord William
Gordon was the eldest son of a
merchant who specialised in the import of
cloth.  William entered the army as an officer
in the artillery.  An unfortunate accident to a
brother (who stood too close to a gun during a
salute) left an opening for an advisor on
military matters in Asia.  While on the trip he
made the acquaintance of an Indian producer
of fine fabrics.  On his return to Britain William
was informed of the death of his father, taken
by consumption, while he had been away.

William resigned his post and gambled all of
the family's capital on importing a shipment
of Indian fabrics aboard a fast ship he
commissioned for the purpose.  His luck held
despite a run-in with French privateers and the
fabric sold for a handsome profit.  

Never risking all again, William built up the
family business.  He diversified into

mining when a rich vein of
copper was discovered near the
family's home village of Brye
Bridge.  He sold much of the
copper, considerably below

its market value, for use in
the construct of warships

as part of the war effort
against Napoleon.  For

this and other acts of
wartime patriotism he
was ennobled in 1817 to
the rank of Baron,
becoming the first Lord
Gordon of Brye
Bridge.

He entered into a
d y n a s t y - b u i l d i n g
marriage with the only
daughter of one of
Britain's most
ancient noble
families. His new
relatives could
trace their roots to
the Norman
conquest.  The

irony that they had once
been his father's landlords was

not lost on William. This marriage
set a trend that his own son, the

late Lord Rafe Gordon, and great
grandson Captain Geoffrey Gordon have
followed.

For three generations the Gordons have
continued developing business interests in
both Asia and the British Isles.  Their main
interests are as cloth merchants dealing in
imported silks along with the mining of
various metals and coal. A significant portfolio
of land with incumbent tenants provides a
large, but falling, income from rents.

While political marriages have both improved
the family's position and wealth it has led to a
number of inefficiencies, with the family
owning several London town houses and a
number of expensive country homes.  Brye
Place is the result of William's rationalisation
of the family's London holdings.  Where
previously they owned three townhouses in
areas of declining reputation they now own
one, far more suitable house, within both easy
reach of the city and the country.

Brye Place is a house on the fashionable,
recently developed outskirts of London set in
a few acres of land.  As well as the main house
there is a stable block and a variety of out-
buildings.  The gardens, while not as extensive
as those at Brye Manor, are well maintained
and make good use of the land available.  The
house was completed in 1900 and the family
moved from their older London homes shortly
after its completion. The sale of two central
London residences has offset a large part of
the expense of building Brye Place.

The Family

Baron William Gordon of Brye Bridge
The third Gordon to hold the title of Lord of
Brye Bridge.  Known to his staff and tenants as
WG as that is how he signs himself when he
sends them little notes on their birthdays.  An
unusual practice but one that has endeared
him to his staff especially as he sometimes
includes, what are to him, small sums of
money.  His annual income, after operational
costs, from holdings, industrial concerns,
interest in the silk trade and other
miscellaneous sources exceeds £70,000.
While he normally votes with the Tories he has
been known to vote with the Liberals when he
feels an injustice needs to be righted.  He
enjoys country pursuits and has a keen
interest in photography.

Lady Beatrice Gordon
When not overseeing her household, her
ladyship spends much of her time
campaigning on issues affecting the poor and
raising money for charitable causes.  At least
one charitable ball is held at the house each
year to raise funds for her current favourite
charity.  She sits awkwardly between the old
Victorian ways and the new ways that are

At Home with the Gordons 
Introducing an Edwardian family of much standing and their well appointed abode

Written & Ill ustrated by Mark Caldwell
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replacing them.  It is impossible to predict,
should an argument or situation arises, if she
will go with tradition or radicalism.  She met
Gordon on returning from a three year long
tour of foreign and colonial parts.  While
family commitments prevent her travelling as
extensively as she did in her youth she still
finds the opportunity to visit some exotic part
of the world for a few months every few years.

Lady Francesca Gordon
Lord Gordon's mother and a woman, who
since her husband's death, has found her
voice and opinion on many topics.  A staunch
Tory she has been known to not speak to her
son for weeks when he has voted with the
Liberals.  She dislikes suffragettes, liberals,
rabble rousers, gamblers and union activists.
She spends a considerable amount of time
reading the papers in her private drawing
room.

Mr Sidney Gordon
The Gordon's second son and the family's
black sheep who is always in trouble.  He has
a motorcar and has received several fines for
breaking the speed limit.  His father has had to
pay off his gambling debts twice, despite a
generous allowance of £2,000 a year.  One of
the housemaids at the Manor had to be
dismissed after an indiscretion involving
Sidney.  This is not surprising considering his
charm, good looks and willingness to splash
around money to entertain the pretty young
things that flutter round him like butterflies.

Mr Julian Gordon
Youngest male Gordon and quite a shallow
chap.  He will turn eighteen in July and has no
idea of what he is going to do.  Sidney
frequently leads him astray which is an easy
thing to do.  His father plans to send him away,
possibly abroad, to university not only to
educate him but to break Sidney's hold on his
will.

Miss Melissa Gordon
The Gordon's headstrong fourteen year old
daughter.  She is cultured and well educated
having a liking for modern orchestral music.
At the age of twenty one she will become an
active suffragette much to Francesca's
dismay.  Francesca will spend her remaining
years unsuccessfully badgering her son to cut
Melissa off.  Melissa, later in life, will take the
reigns of the family business and see it
through the darkest times of the recession
and the Second World War.

The Tutor - Professor Zechariah Gordon 
A distant cousin of the Gordon's and formerly
an academic of some note. Some of his wilder
theories on the equality of the sexes, based
upon Darwinian principal, became known a
few years ago and he was driven from his post
at one of the older Universities.  Employed to
tutor the younger Gordons he is under strict
instructions not to discuss his theories with
his charges.  He is writing a book based upon

his ideas and will seek to have it published
under a pen name in 1907 after he has left
WG's employment.  It will prove to be
remarkably popular and he will make quite a
living from the proceeds of the books sales
becoming a  travelling speaker until the
outbreak of the Great War.

Senior Staff

Mr Harold Fenton
The family butler is a quiet, stern man in his
late forties who began work at the age of six.
A bit of a bruiser of the old school he resolves
problems with a good thrashing if his
instructions haven't been followed.  Originally
from London he has strong opinions, which he
does not voice, on foreigners, the Irish and
Catholics.  He dislikes his lordship’s over-
familiarity with the staff but silently endures
it.  His constant brooding can hang like a dark
cloud over the under stairs staff until he
explodes like a late spring thunderstorm.

Mrs Davis
The Welsh housekeeper and head of the
female staff.  She oversees the smooth
running of the household.  Her husband was
killed in a mining accident when they had
been married for only five months. She has a
beautiful singing voice and sings soprano for
the local nonconformist chapel choir and a
local choral society.

Pierre
The family's Chef, allegedly from one of
Paris' finest hotels, and a fraud.  His
real name is Peter Duff and he is
originally from Inverness.  He has
concealed his true identity for fear
of losing his job despite his Lordship
head hunting him from his previous
employers.  Should Harry Gosling
discover his secret he will
blackmail Pierre for a
considerable sum of money.

Mrs Smith
The Cook and Mr Smith's wife.
A thin, happy woman who works
hard and eats very little.  She often
acts as an unofficial mediator
when problems arise below
stairs.  If anyone can calm Harold
down when he is in a rage she
stands the best chance.

Ignatius Boon
Boon is a former back street
boxing champion and a
favourite of his Lordship's in
his younger days.  A fight left
him with his faculties clouded
so WG gave him a job as night
watchman at one of the old
houses.  After an incident
involving Boon's window box
WG relieved him of his post.  To
Harold's dismay WG immediately re-

employed him, making Ignatius responsible
for looking after the garden and all
houseplants at the family's London
residences.

Under Stair Staff

Mr Arthur Hill
Arthur was a gunnery sergeant serving under
WG’s brother, Captain Geoffrey Gordon. He
rescued Geoffrey from a sticky situation and
then took the rap for the Captain's failure.  His
Lordship has taken him on to act as Valet to
Sidney to reward him for his service to the
family.  He hopes Arthur will bring some
discipline to Sidney's ever more problematic
behaviour.  Arthur is well looked after by the
family who allow him considerable informality
and breaches of good etiquette.  This has the
potential to cause Arthur significant political
problems below stairs if he isn't careful.

Francis Wool
The first footman and his Lordship’s valet.
Frank is from the East End of London and
doesn't want to go back.  He dreams of
bettering himself and is steadily putting
money aside in a hidden cash box.  When he
has enough he intends to set himself up in
business.  When off duty he reads a lot and
has permission from WG to borrow a book at a
time from the family library.

Harry Gosling
The Gordons' second footman and their least
reliable member of staff. A layabout, a drunk

and source of things for Sidney Gordon with
whom he conspires.  Some say he will
have a bad end.  A country lad brought up
in Brye Bridge he spent much of his time

at the Manor house as a lad.  Harry
worked in the Manor as a
houseboy from the age of nine
and has been promoted to
footman more because of his
Machiavellian intriguing than
his ability.   His friendship with
Sidney dates back to their

formative years and makes him
virtually untouchable by anyone
other than Mr Fenton.  He is
constantly devising and
implementing small frauds and
petty money raising schemes
that are doomed to failure.

Maudred Forest
The first housemaid and Mrs
Davis' key assistant.  A hard
worker she hopes to be a
housekeeper herself someday.
She works harder than any of
the other under stairs staff and
consequently she spends much
of her off duty time sleeping.

Molly Rough
Molly, the second housemaid,
is rough by name rough by
nature.  She often gets caught
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up in Harry's schemes and, when he feels like
it, his bed.  Harry plays her heartstrings like a
fiddle but he has no real interest in her.  When
he tires of her his rejection will break her like
a twig.

Mary Tuile
The third housemaid is an Irish Catholic which
makes her a target for Mr Fenton's unspoken
anger.  He is more likely to complain to Mrs
Davis about some perceived failing of Mary's
than any other member of the female staff.
She distrusts Harry and would love to see
him come a cropper.

Meredith Twopenny
Meredith, the scullery maid, is really
called Jane but was worried that only
"M"s got jobs as housemaids.
Most of the footmen have tried
to become familiar with her
but she has so far resisted
their charms. Her resistance
only makes Harry more
interested in her.

Paul Gray
The houseboy from the
East End.  Francis arranged
for him to be taken on
rather than see him
consigned to the
workhouse when his family
fell on difficult times.  He
works hard and is popular with
the other staff.

The Chan Brothers
The identical twins, the Chan
brothers, were Lord
Gordon's guides when he
toured the family business
interests in the East. WG
retained them as
watchmen due to their
smooth efficiency with both
hands and knives.  They are believed to
be supernaturally quiet by some of the other
staff who call them ghosts when they are out
of earshot. They speak reasonable English
with a heavy accent. Harold tolerates them
due to their efficient protection of the house.

Orwin Troyh
A hot-tempered Welshman of Irish parentage
who, despite his large size, cannot hold his
drink.  He is the stoker responsible for the
boiler, the furnace and the firing of the kitchen
range.  He is Ignatius's closest friend in the
household.  He rises at four every morning to
start feeding the boiler to ensure that the
house is warm when the upstairs folk awake.
He sleeps in the same room as the footmen.

Outdoor Staff 

Mr Smith
The Coachman and Mrs Smith's husband.  A
jovial man who takes pride in the appearance

of his carriages.  He is learning to maintain
motor vehicles at the local Workers
Educational Institute night school to ensure
he has a role in the modern world.  He laughs
at every problem cheerily attempting to find a
solution to whatever calamity may have
befallen him.

Godfrey Fineberg
The German stable boy of very few words.  He
works hard for his pay keeping the stables

clean and the horses fed and watered.

John Inglenook
A disturbed runaway taken in and

named by Boon as the garden boy.  He
fled the workhouse after he struck one

of the supervisors in an argument.
He is afraid of the police and will
try to avoid them at all costs
believing they will arrest him for
his imagined past crimes.  He
hears voices when no one is
about.

Regular Visitors to the

Gordons

Mr Anthony Faulkner
Anthony is officially his
Lordship’s private secretary
but in fact he is responsible

for the day-to-day operation of
the family business empire.  He
earns £720 a year and lives, with
his wife and two young children,
in one of the new suburbs not too
far from Brye Bridge place.  He
retains a staff of six including a
cook, a housekeeper, a butler, a
footman, a housemaid and a
coachman.

Dr McGregor
The family physician,  a single, elderly

Scottish gentleman of excellent repute who
calls on the family when required. He calls to
check on Lady Francesca Gordon's health and
to play chess with her at least once a month.
A staunch Tory and believer in the rightness of
the current order of things.

Captain Geoffrey Gordon & Mrs Euphemia Gordon
A Captain in His Majesty's Royal Artillery who
recently married and no longer lives at home.
He is currently on light duties recovering from
injuries received during the South African war.
He would most likely have been court-
martialled and dishonourably discharged had
then Sergeant, Arthur Hill, not stepped in and
taken the rap for him.  The taint of the incident
is such though that it is unlikely that he will
see active duty again or rise any higher in the
ranks.

The Captain's new wife and the heiress to the
Dovehill fortune, Euphemia, is a slight,
shallow woman in her early twenties.

The Dovehills
The Dovehills are an ancient, aristocratic
family but have produced no male heirs to
continue the family.  Their eldest daughter
married Captain Geoffrey Gordon thus
securing the proper continuation of noble
management of their estates through the
union of old and new aristocratic families.

Mr Gant
Mr Gant, his Lordship's chief consulting
engineer, who personally oversaw the
installation of the modern features in the
house and now inspects them regularly to
ensure they are properly maintained in good
working order.  He has little by way of a sense
of humour and even less should he feel
someone has interfered with his machines.
He is held in high regard by WG and they share
an interest in photography.  He and his wife
are dinner guests of the family at least twice a
year.

Locals of Noteworthy Character

Inspector Collingworth
The local police inspector and an apparent
pillar of the establishment.  He will be called in
if a serious crime needs investigating.  He will
shock many upstanding people, who took him
for a Tory, when he resigns from the police
force to stand for election as a Labour
candidate after the war.

Constable Wort
The local bobby, a hard worker who sees that
undesirable types don't loiter in the area or
cause a nuisance for his well-off charges.  His
basic pay is handsomely supplemented with
tips quietly received from the local aristocracy.

Emily
The local flower girl who calls at the house
every morning.  She has just turned sixteen
but could pass for eighteen.  One of a variety
of similar traders who sell goods door to door
and on the local streets.  Constable Wort
makes sure only the right kind of street
traders can be found in the area.  He doesn't
allow any riffraff to move in, especially if they
don't pay him his cut of their take. 

Fred Peeves
The local postman who isn't averse to earning
an extra bob or two as part of one of Harry's
schemes.  He once steamed open all of the
family’s mail for a week until a letter to his
Lordship detailing some of Sidney's exploits
arrived.  The letter was diverted and the
correspondent was placated by a generous
sum of money and an apology delivered by
Harry (after he and Peeves had taken their
cut).

Frank Salisbury
Frank delivers fresh milk to the house at least
once a day, sometimes two or three times
when the weather is hot.  A shy man he is
sweet on Mary Tuile but hasn't had the
courage to approach her.
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Architectural Survey
Architecturally the house has sleek, modern
lines with large windows set into its Portland
stone facade.  The house's interior is light and
spacious painted in fashionable pale shades
of cream and lemon throughout with the
carpentry picked out in pristine, pure white.
The arts and crafts movement, produced by
some of England's finest craftsmen has
heavily influenced its furnishings. Many
modern conveniences have been fitted
including electric lighting, a lift, state of the
art sanitary plumbing and hot water central
heating.

The house is approached from the road along
a gently inclined driveway which sweeps up
towards the house.  The driveway rises almost
five feet along its length and is wide enough to
allow the passage of two coaches or
automobiles at once.  It then runs along the
front of the house ending in a circular
courtyard with a fountain at its centre.  The
coach house yard lies to the side of the house
and a single coach can enter it from the
courtyard through an ornate iron gate.

Brye Place is almost two houses in one.  There
is the under stairs house where the work of
operating the house goes on.   This world is
connected by the servants' stair to the
family's floors of the house and to the female
servant's accommodation at its top.  Then
there is the family's house which has its own,
more grandiose corridors and stairs.

The Stable Block
The ground floor of the stable block includes
space for a total of three carriages or
motorcars and stabling for up to seven horses.
A variety of workrooms and store rooms for
tack and feed connect to the stables.  At the

rear of the stable, concealed from the main
garden by formal hedges are the gardeners'
glass houses and work rooms.  Above the
stables there is accommodation for the
coachman, the gardener and their staff.

Under Stairs
The entire basement is given over to the
rooms that keep the house running.  Cunning
design conceals the basement from view from
the garden and the
front of the house
while small high
windows allow
some light into the
rooms.  At the east
end of the house a
sunken courtyard is
set to the side of the
house. It connects
to a second drive
allowing access for
tradesmen without
their presence
disturbing the above
stairs folk or their
guests.  The
courtyard and road
are concealed by a
combination of
landscaping and
carefully planted
shrubs.  It leads to a
side road running
alongside the
grounds. The butler's
rooms, the footmen's
quarters, butler's
office and
housekeeper's office are laid out around
the courtyard. A staircase and a mechanical
hoist  connect the stables to the courtyard.

In 1904 a telephone will be fitted in the
housekeeper’s office.  

A passageway runs the length of the house
and then on beneath the coach house to  the
servant’s courtyard. Along its length are a
series of rooms where the electric lights are
run almost continually to overcome the
gloom.  Beneath the stable block and
adjoining the corridor and the courtyard are
the delivery room and the coal store.  This
careful design ensures that deliverymen do
not have access to the house itself.  The boiler
room heats both hot water for the house and
the central heating system.  Across the
corridor is the laundry, which is little used, as
most of the actual washing is sent away to a
laundry to be cleaned.  The hall boy has a  tiny
workroom for polishing and cleaning.  Mrs
Davis has forbidden him to close the door
when he is in his room to prevent him falling
asleep during the day. 

A series of white-tiled larders run along both
sides of the corridor on the way to the kitchen.
There are separate larders for raw meat,
cooked meat, game, fish, ices, pastry and
vegetable storage.  Secure storage rooms for
silverware, china and table linen abut the
servants' stairs and the lift.  The scullery and
kitchen are hives of activity throughout the
day with meals for both the family and the
servants to be prepared.

Beneath some of the basement, accessible by
a staircase beside the servants' stair, is the
house’s extensive wine cellar.  Only the butler
and housekeeper have keys to enter this area

of the house.

Over Stairs
The ground floor has a
disproportional high
ceiling and is given
over to a few rooms
visitors might
encounter.  The main
rooms on this floor are
the hallway, the
ballroom, his
Lordship's office and
her Ladyship's office.
Three stunning, crystal
glass, electric
candelabra provide
illumination in the
ballroom.  In 1904 a
telephone will be
installed in the hallway.
Behind the grand,
sweeping stairway a
small hall provides
access to the lift and
the servants' stairs.
Wide, double doors
allow access from this
hall to both the main
hallway and the
ballroom.  

Annual Income
Lord William Gordon of Brye Bridge £70,000
Lady Francesca Gordon £25,000 pension
Mr Sidney Gordon £2,000 allowance

Zechariah Gordon, Tutor £350
Mr Anthony Faulkner, Private Secretary £720
Mr Gant, Consulting Engineer £600

Mr Harold Fenton, Butler £62
Mrs Davis, Housekeeper £39
Pierre, the Chef £95
Mrs Smith, the Cook £32
Ignatius Boon, Head Gardener £36
Mr Arthur Hill, Sidney's Valet £40
Francis Wool, First Footman £26
Harry Gosling, Second Footman £24
Maudred Forest, First Housemaid £28
Molly Rough, Second Housemaid £26
Mary Tuile, Third Housemaid £22
Meredith Twopenny, Scullery Maid £11
Paul Gray, Houseboy £16
The Chan Brothers, Night Watchmen £25 each
Orwin Troyh, Stoker £22
Mr Smith, Coachman £32
Godfrey Fineberg, Stable Boy £16
John Inglenook, Garden Boy £12
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The first floor is more intimate with rooms
routinely used by the family when alone and
when entertaining guests.  The servants'
hallway on this floor allows easy access for
footmen bearing food to the dining room.

The second floor is given over to the master
suite (used by WG and  Lady Beatrice), guest
suites and Lady Francesca Gordon's suite. The
master suite includes a bedroom, a bathroom,
his Lordship's dressing room, her Ladyship's
dressing room and a small drawing room.  The
Silk guest suite is decorated in an eastern
style and includes a bedroom, a dressing
room and a bathroom with imported
furnishings.

On the third floor of the house there is the
schoolroom, Professor Zechariah Gordon's
rooms, the Copper suite and the rooms of
Sidney, Julian and Melissa Gordon.  Captain
and Euphemia Gordon make use of the copper
suite when visiting.  The Copper suite is
decorated in a rustic, British flavour  with the
strongest arts and crafts movement influence
to be found in the house.  

Topof the House
The top of the house is a mixture of
storerooms and quarters for the female
staff.  The housekeeper has her
rooms on this floor including a
sitting room and a bedroom.
The cook's rooms, a slightly
smaller version of the
housekeeper’s, are
occupied by the first
housemaid, as the cook
lives with her husband, the
coachman, in his quarters
above the stable block.  The
machine room for the lift
occupies a small part of this floor
by the servants' stair.  There is no
access to this floor using the lift,
a design flaw which forces the
footmen to carry heavier items up
the last flight of stairs if they need to
be placed in storage.

A stylised tower rises up from the
middle of the South façade.  It
contains the rooms for the scullery
maid and additional housemaid's,
should his Lordship decide extra help is
needed around the house.  An oily smell
from the machine room permeates this

floor.  A water tanks occupies the tower’s next
floor providing the house with a three day
reserve of clean water.  An open sided, roofed
observation platform tops the tower with a
spiral staircase connecting it to the family's
corridor on the third floor.  In the tower’s roof
a second, smaller water tank is concealed that
pressurises the central heating system.
Access to this tank is through a hatch in the
observation tower roof.

Incorporating your Player Characters
It is eminently possible to bring player
characters into Brye Place as guests of the
family.  They may simply be calling for
afternoon tea, an invitation to dinner, calling
on his Lordship about a business matter or
they might be staying as houseguests while
they are in town.  Any character of means
would not cause surprise if a servant or two of
their own accompanied them.

While it is easy to exploit Brye Place as a
setting into which one’s players may be thrust
as houseguests with their accompanying

retinue of servants, it is possible to
place characters in roles unoccupied
by an existing NPC such as the under
butler, the Pastry Chef or a Ladies
Maid for her Ladyship.  Additional

house maids, scullery maids,
grooms, gardeners,
coachmen and footmen
could easily be employed
by WG to ensure the
efficient operation of the
house and thus provide
another route for

placing player characters
in the house.

The Under Butler would be Mr
Fenton's chief assistant in
overseeing the male staff.  His
duties are to ensure the house

is well run and that discipline is
maintained.  A Wine Butler is
responsible for the upkeep of his
Lordship's cellars, beer
allocations for the staff and the
selection of wine for his
Lordship's table.  The Pastry
Chef's duties revolve around the
preparation of pastries and
puddings for his Lordships table
and overseeing the preparation

of bread.  Lady Francesca Gordon's

Ladies Maid would be a woman of noble
upbringing fallen on hard times who acts as
Francesca's maid and confidante.

Adventure Seeds
Sidney has come a cropper this time.  Not only
was his car speeding through town on market
day but he refused to stop for the police.  It
might all have been cleared up had he not
wrapped his car around a farmer’s prize
bullock.  The car is a write off, Sidney needs to
convalesce in bed for weeks, and the bullock
has had to be put down.  It's difficult to tell if
WG or the farmer is angrier with Sidney.

Some suggestive photographs of Molly have
been found in the drawing room.  Has Sidney
been up to no good or has his father wavered
close to the line of decency.  What will Harry
do if he gets his hands on the photographs?

A few small pieces of silverware are missing
from the Butler's store.  There hasn't been a
break-in so someone from the household
must have taken it.  Harold is on a quest to
discover the culprit before he mentions it to
his Lordship.

Her Ladyship is throwing a ball and it
promises to be a grand affair.  Can everything
be made ready in time?  Pierre has set his
heart on producing a most spectacular desert
for the occasion but securing the ingredients
he has demanded is driving Mrs Davis to
despair.  To top it all there will be guests
staying in both guest suites.  They will all be
bringing staff and her ladyship has allowed
Mrs Davis to bring some of the the staff from
the Manor down to help too.

How horrid! One of the Chan twins is dead and
the other missing.  Her Ladyship’s £2000 pearl
necklace is also gone.  What could have
happened and who could have committed
such a terrible crime?  The only clues are some
specks of oddly covered earth and an exotic
feather.  The Inspector is completely stumped.

WG has appointed a new Ladies Maid, Lady
Honoria Peep, to serve his mother.  She's to
have Maudred's rooms.  All the housemaids
have to move round to accommodate the
change and none of them are happy about it.

Regarding Under Stairs Over Stairs
The aforementioned article is eminently
suited for use with Under Stairs Over Stairs, a
short role playing game of life in Edwardian
Britain.  It can be obtained as a free PDF
download from www.impworks.co.uk/ .

Architectural Plans of Brye Place
Extensive plans of the residence may be
downloaded at one’s leisure from the Valkyrie
website.

Regular Deliveries
Beer Once a fortnight
Coal Once a month during the autumn, winter and spring
Fish Thursdays
Fruit and Vegetables Mondays and Thursdays
Ice Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
Laundry Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
Meat Mondays and Thursdays
Milk Every Day
Post Delivered twice a day Monday to Saturday

http://www.impworks.co.uk/
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OVERVIEW
"Curse of the Wendigo" is a Victims
Scenario based on such classic zombie
movies as "Night of the Living Dead". This
means that any referee running this
scenario should bear two points in mind.
First, in a Victims Scenario, no-one is safe.
Anyone can die at any time. In fact, there is
no guarantee of a happy ending. Second,
the zombies are not the main threat in this
scenario. They are best described as a force
of nature that is used to keep the players in
the scenario. Instead, the main threat to the
players is themselves and their actions.
Provided the referee keeps these facts in
mind, there should be no difficulty running
this scenario.

Alternatively, "Curse of the Wendigo" can
be used as the starting scenario for an
extended "All Flesh Must Be Eaten"
campaign. In this case, the referee should
alter the details of the scenario so that it fits
into their particular Deadworld. Ideally, any

changes should be limited to the details of
the zombies. The basic plot of this scenario
should not need to be changed. After all, it
is a classic.

One more thing: the Wendigo of the
scenario is not the same Wendigo that
appears in "Call of Cthulhu". Instead, the
Wendigo referred to in the title is a Native
American spirit that is supposed to take
revenge on those who have eaten human
flesh. In this case, the zombies are the tools
of the Wendigo and are determined to find
and kill those who have resorted to
cannibalistic practices.

SUMMARY
The characters are driving through isolated
woods when the vehicle they are in hits …
something. With nowhere else to go and
night closing in, the characters have to find
shelter. The only available shelter is a cabin
belonging to Mr Henry, a cannibalistic
hermit. As the characters discover Mr

Henry's secret, the cabin is attacked by a
horde of zombies, all of them seeking
revenge on Mr Henry and (possibly) the
characters. The characters have a choice:
they can either stay with Mr Henry, or they
can try and run.

CHARACTERS
Ideally, the characters used in this
adventure should be Norms. They should all
know each other and have an excuse for
being in the woods together. Whatever
rationale the referee allows, the characters'
starting equipment should be restricted to
whatever is reasonable for the situation. In
the original version of this scenario, the
characters were American college students
who were heading for a weekend in a
mountain cabin. As such, their starting
equipment was limited to camping and
survival gear with very limited weapons (no
more than a rifle or a shotgun).

CCUURRSSEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  WWEENNDDIIGGOO
A scenario for All Flesh Mustt Be Eatten

by John Wilson          
Illustrated by Stu Smith
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THE PLOT
GOING FOR A DRIVE

The adventure opens with the characters
driving along a track in the depths of a
forest. It is autumn, and an evening mist
occasionally obscures the headlight beams.
As the characters' vehicle makes its way
through the gathering darkness, something
appears in the headlights!

At this point, the referee should ask the
driver of the vehicle exactly what they are
going to do. If the player hesitates, then the
vehicle automatically hits whatever is in
front of it before colliding with the trees on
either side of the track. If the player tries to
avoid the obstacle, then they should be
allowed a Drive (Car) roll but at a modifier of
-5. Failing the roll means that the
characters' vehicle hits the thing then hits
the trees. Succeeding means the characters'
vehicle misses the thing but still hits the
trees. Meanwhile, the thing in the
headlights has gone.

This leaves the characters stranded, in the
middle of a forest, with no way of contacting
the emergency services. They have three
choices: look for shelter, look for the thing
they saw earlier or stay with their vehicle.

CHOICES, CHOICES
Any characters who decide to go looking for
shelter will find a side trail leading off the
main track. The sound of a generator can be
heard and lights can be glimpsed through
the trees. This is Mr Henry's homestead,
which is described in the next section.
Characters should have some
time to explore the buildings
before encountering Mr
Henry.

If any characters decide to go
looking for the thing in the road (and
it hasn't been run over), they will
need to make a Tracking roll at -3 to
notice a set of tracks leading into
the woods. Following the tracks
back will lead the characters to an
area of the woods with low
mounds scattered around it. One
of the mounds has obviously been
recently moved, but there is no
sign of what caused the disturbance.

The mounds are the graves of Mr
Henry's previous victims. The
inhabitant of the disturbed grave
was the zombie that caused the
characters' vehicle to crash. Should
the characters decide to go looking
through the graves or wait in the
general area, they will discover
that the dead are about to
rise.

Any characters who remain with their
vehicle will be left alone as the mist draws
in. Should the referee wish to encourage
them to leave, there is always the zombie
that was seen in the headlights previously.
The referee should use this zombie to
persuade the players that they would be
better off not being in the vehicle, but
looking for shelter instead.

MR HENRY'S HOMESTEAD
Mr Henry's smallholding is located in a
clearing in the forest, about 100m from the
main track, at the end of a small trail. The
trail is the obvious way of approaching the
smallholding. Trying to get there through
the forest is not advisable. Not only are
there the obvious dangers of stumbling
through thick, unfamiliar woods in the dark
(characters must make a Perception/Notice
roll at -4 to avoid been being hit in the face
by branches or caught up on roots; a result
of less than 0 means that they actually take
some damage), but also the fact that Mr
Henry has placed some bear traps around
his property. Any character who stumbles
into one of these (it requires a
Perception/Notice roll at -4 of less than -5)
will take D4 (2) x 4 damage and be held until
somebody manages to break the chain on
the trap.

There are three buildings in the homestead.
These are the cabin, the tool shed and the
smokehouse.

The cabin:
The cabin is a single storey building, made
from stone and logs. The front room has a
couple of very tatty sofas in it and a large
fireplace with a chimney. Doors lead from
the front room to the rest of the house.

The kitchen contains a wood-burning range,
a gas-powered fridge with some foodstuffs
in it (some of the meat is human organs), a
sink and pump, and a selection of kitchen
knives.

The bathroom contains a sink with a mirror
above it and a chemical toilet.

Mr Henry's bedroom is locked with a big,
shiny padlock. Should anyone actually
manage to get in here, they will find an
unkempt bedroom with a selection of hard-
core pornography scattered around and
some grisly mementoes of Mr Henry's
previous victims. There is also a shotgun
and a hunting rifle, complete with about 100
rounds of ammunition for each.

The entrance to the cellar is concealed
beneath one of the sofas in the front room.
The cellar contains a store of canned and
dried goods - but no meat though. A number
of empty hooks on chains hang from the
ceiling.

The tool shed:
This is a single storey wooden building,
about 5m from the cabin. There is a
generator and batteries outside it.
These supply electricity to the cabin
via an overhead cable. Inside the tool
shed is a battered pickup truck.
Although it is serviceable with
enough fuel to reach the nearest

town, the distributor has been
removed for repair. There is also a
workbench and a number of tools,
including a chainsaw and a set of
conspicuously clean butcher's knives.

The smokehouse:
The smokehouse is a tall,
wooden structure. The only door
into it is locked with a padlock.
Inside the smokehouse, what

appears to be a large side of
meat is hanging from a

chain over an ash bucket.
Closer inspection will
show that the meat is
actually a mutilated

human torso - Mr Henry's last victim!
Also, due to the strange influences that
are abroad tonight, the corpse has
become a zombie and is struggling to
get free. Most of the internal organs
have been removed, but this doesn't

seem to bother it. It
wants its revenge.
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MEET MR HENRY
When the characters arrive at the
homestead Mr Henry is busy preparing his
evening meal. If the players disturb him or
attract his attention, he will come to
investigate. His attitude towards the players
will, of course, depend on what he catches
them doing. If the players knock at his door
and ask for help, he will be surly but civil. If,
on the other hand, he finds the players
interfering with his stuff or snooping
around, he will be hostile to the point of
threatening them with his shotgun.

Given that the characters are stranded in the
middle of nowhere it is in their best interests
to try and persuade Mr Henry to help them.
Unfortunately for them he has no telephone
and he can't give them a lift into town until
the morning. However, he can offer them
food and a place to stay for the night. Of
course, given Mr Henry's dietary
preferences, any meal is likely to contain
human flesh.

After the meal, Mr Henry will retire to his
room - having given the characters dire
warnings not to touch his stuff - to think
about what he should do with these
strangers. This will leave the characters with
time on their hands. Once it is quiet, either
due to the fact that the characters have
gone exploring or gone to sleep, Mr Henry
will go into action. His plan is very simple.
Those people who have annoyed him will
become meat for his table. Anybody who
has been nice to him will be persuaded to
stay and spend some time with him. If they
object, then they have been leading him on
and deserve to die. Of course, Mr Henry is

not above slaughtering the characters while
they sleep, but any potential victims should
be given a chance to wake up.

THE MAIN EVENT
At some point during the evening, the
restless dead will arrive seeking their
revenge on Mr Henry and on anyone else
who has partaken of human flesh that night.
The zombie horde consists of about 4 dozen
corpses in various states of decomposition.
However, for the purposes of the scenario,
they all have the stats given below. The
zombies' tactics are simple: approach from
their graves on the other side of the road,
surround any buildings where their victims
are sheltering and batter their way in. Of
course the zombies are not going to attack
anyone who isn't a cannibal but they will
attack anyone who actively tries to stop
them from getting their revenge. Characters
that merely block the zombies' way and who
aren't targets for their vengeance will
merely be avoided. However it is unlikely
that the players will realise this distinction.

The problems start to mount when the
characters are trapped in the cabin with Mr
Henry. At this point Mr Henry's paranoia will
kick in. He will arm himself (if he hasn't
done so already) and try to get himself into
as safe a position as possible. Anyone who
he feels well disposed to will be "invited" to
share his protection. Everybody else, as far
as Mr Henry is concerned, can go to hell. Of
course, should anyone turn against Mr
Henry while they are under his protection,
he will either try to kill them or drive them
out. He will explain to anyone who listens
that this is what happens to "people what
are bad and can't git along."

This part of the scenario should be milked
for fear and tension. After all, the characters
are trapped - possibly with a madman - by a
horde of undead who are out to kill them.
The players should also be encouraged to
come up with a plan that is more complex
than "run for it". If they can arm themselves
and manage to get transport away from the
farm, they stand a good chance of surviving
the scenario. However, given the large
number of zombies, this will not be easy.

AND THEY ALL DIED
UNHAPPILY EVER AFTER

This scenario can end in a number of ways.
First of all, the characters can all die. While
this is very much in keeping with the spirit of
the genre, it can be very depressing. While
your players may appreciate their total
failure, they sure won't love you for it.
Secondly, the players may defeat the
opposition - that is Mr Henry and the
zombies. This will take a lot of ingenuity and
a fair amount of luck. Anybody who

manages to come up with a plan and bring it
off should be allowed to escape. After all,
you can always spring a nasty surprise on
the players at the very end.

Classic examples of the "unhappy ending"
are easy to come by. For example, if Mr
Henry is still alive when the characters
escape or dies a "mysterious death", he can
return to wreak havoc on the players one
last time in classic slasher-flick style.
Alternatively the players can arrive back in
civilisation only to find the town is full of
zombies waiting for them.

ADAPTING TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS

"Curse of the Wendigo" can be easily
adapted for use in other game systems. The
scenario can be run "as is" for any modern
horror RPG. All that needs to be done is to
convert the stats for the NPCs to the system
of your choice. If you want to introduce
some twists in the plot however then go
ahead. For example, if this scenario was
being run in a "Call of Cthulhu" campaign,
then go ahead and introduce Ithaqua into
the game. In this case the zombies could be
turning up to claim Mr Henry and the players
for Ithaqua. Alternatively Mr Henry could be
a cultist of Ithaqua who is in need of some

Mr Henry
Strength: 4 Constitution: 3
Dexterity: 1 Intelligence: 2
Perception: 4 Willpower: 2
Life Points: 38 Speed: 8

Endurance Points: 47
Essence Pool: 16
Qualities: Hard to Kill 5, Honourable 1,
Situational Awareness
Drawbacks: Attractiveness -3, Delusions
(Prejudice) 1, Emotional Problems (Fear of
Rejection), Paranoid, Resources (Poor) -3,
Secret (Cannibal)
Skills: Brawling 4, Craft (Butchery) 3, Dodge
2, Driving (Car) 2, First Aid 2, Guns (Rifle) 4,
Guns (Shotgun) 3, Hand Weapon (Knife) 4,
Intimidation 3, Mechanic 2, Notice 2, Stealth
3, Survival (Forest) 3, Traps 2

Mr Henry is a hermit who lives on his own in
his cabin in the woods. He is fat, seedy-
looking and frequently dresses in stained
work clothing. Despite this he loves people.
He loves them to death. You see, Mr Henry is
a cannibal. He doesn't get to meet many
people and many of those he meets don't like
him. People like that make him angry. When
Mr Henry gets angry he kills people and eats
them. Well, the best bits anyway. He is very
careful about what he eats. Heart, kidneys,
liver - but no chianti. You can't get it in the
woods. Of course, if anybody does like him
then he likes them too. Until they try to leave
that is. Then he has to kill them and eat them
too. That way they'll be with him forever.

Curse of the Wendigo
Zombies

Strength: 2 Constitution: 2
Dexterity: 1 Intelligence: 0
Perception: 1 Willpower: 2
Dead Points: 26 Speed: 2

Endurance Points: N/A
Essence Pool: 6
Attack: Bite damage D4 x 2 (4) slashing
Weak Spots: All
Getting Around: Slow and Steady; The Lunge
Strength: Strong Like Bull
Senses: Like the Dead; Life Sense
Sustenance: Who Needs Food?; All Flesh
Must Be Eaten
Intelligence: Animal Cunning; Teamwork
Spreading the Love: Special
Power: 32
Special: These zombies are focused on one
thing only - revenge! They will seek out
anyone who has eaten human flesh and kill
them. Anyone who stands in their way will be
attacked, but only so long as the zombies are
thwarted in reaching their prey. Anyone who
is killed during the course of the adventure
will be resurrected as a zombie within an
hour.



more sacrifices.

Conversion to a fantasy setting is more
problematical. Most fantasy RPGs have
priests or sorcerors with powerful magics.
These could seriously unbalance the game
in favour of the players. While the obvious
solution to the problem is to up the number
of zombies, referees should try and be more
creative than this. Seeing as the zombies
are driven by a spirit of revenge, they should
be harder to turn or destroy than the
average example of their ilk. Also, while
armour may be proof against most zombie
attacks, characters can be immobilised by a
massed attack and their armour pulled off.

Conversion to a science-fiction setting is
also possible. However to keep the scenario
challenging, players' equipment should be
restricted. In most sci-fi games a power-
suited trooper will be able to take on a
horde of zombies with no problems
whatsoever. Instead the players should be
forced to rely on their wits.

AUTHOR'S NOTES
I originally ran this scenario for a "Zombi"
participation game at Dragonmeet 2002.
The characters were American college

students based on the Scooby Gang (both
Scooby Doo & Buffy). After the players
crashed their van half of them decided to go
and look for help, while the other half
decided to stay with the van and try to get it
going again. They were dissuaded from
staying where they were by judicious use of
the zombie that they had run over.

Meanwhile the players that had gone
looking for help found Mr Henry's cabin and
knocked on the door. They were reasonably
polite to him, and were soon invited in and
told to bring the rest of their friends to
dinner. Thanks to suitably vague accounts of
what had happened back at the van none of
the players were any the wise as to what
was going on.

With dinner over (one of the PCs claimed
they were vegetarian at this point), some of
the characters went back to the van in order
to see if they could fix it. The remainder
stayed at the cabin and talked to Mr Henry.
Unfortunately one of the remaining PCs
annoyed Mr Henry so much that he grabbed
his shotgun and clubbed the offending
character into unconsciousness. Meanwhile
the PCs at the van had to flee when the
horde of zombies turned up, bent on
revenge. They headed for the homestead to
warn their friends, just in time to witness Mr

Henry going beserk. When the zombies
arrived Mr Henry grabbed the most
attractive character who had been nice to
him and barricaded the pair of them in the
house. The rest of the characters took
refuge on the roofs of the cabin and the tool
shed.

Eventually the zombies broke into the cabin
by virtue of sheer weight of numbers and
killed Mr Henry. At this point the PCs
decided that they had to get out of the area.
Two of them broke through the roof of the
tool shed to find the truck below. As they
tried to repair it the rest of the PCs ran
interference - some of them being severely
wounded in the process. Finally, with the
truck repaired, they escaped to the nearby
town, only to find it was deserted except for
one lone man running screaming towards
them …

Remember, when running this adventure,
the players are their own worst enemies, not
the zombies. The zombies are merely a
problem to be solved or a hazard to be
avoided. The reward for dealing with them is
survival and the players should be made to
feel grateful for that.
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"You horrible little
maggots!" Asmaladon

screeched. "Never
have I seen such a

pathetic bunch of
imps!"

Nixley cringed as
flames sparked from

the angry demon’s eyes.
He had only recently

emerged from the spawning
pits but was already pretty

certain that Hell was,
well, Hell. So far he
had been used as a

doorstop, a terrible job for an incontinent imp, and
now he had been dragged, quite literally kicking and
screaming, off to join the Stokers, whose job was to
make sure the furnaces that heated Hell kept burning.
Mostly that meant shovelling in soul-coal, but
sometimes it meant being shovelled in yourself...

Asmaladon was shrieking again. "Do your job and
you might get the chance to earn some souls of your
own. Fail - well, let's just say things will get hot for
you..."

Nixley gulped. Yes, life was tough for imps.

A tongue-in-cheek game of imps trying to rise in
rank by claiming  souls (the main currency in
Hell) and using a copious amount of
backstabbing.  Party friction guaranteed!!!

SSTTAATTIISSTTIICCSS
All statistics are rated 2 - 10 and are tested on a
roll of 2D6, with a result equal to, or less than
the value being a success.

The statistics are: Ectoplasm, Spirit, Hate,
Cunning and Temptation.

Ectoplasm (E) - This represents both the
imp's strength and 'life force' (see combat
below). Mortals have Body (B) instead, but can
only go up to a maximum of 7.

Spirit (Sp) - This represents the imp's ability
to use and resist magic. Mortal wizards may
have up to a maximum of 6.

Hate (H) - This represents the imp's ability to
fight. Mortals may have up to 10.

Cunning (C) - This represents the imp's
brains and wits. Mortals may have up to a
maximum of 7.

Temptation (T) - This represents the ability
of the imp to con other imps and mortals and to
tempt targets to sin. Mortals may have up to a
maximum of 6.

CCRREEAATTIINNGG  AANN  IIMMPP
Roll the specified die for each statistic. Imps tend
to start off a bit wimpy but will grow in power if
they gain souls and advance in rank. In addition
make a roll on the Imp background table. The
imps name and appearance are entirely up to the
player but should be suitably silly.

Ectoplasm 1D3+1
Spirit 1D2+1
Hate 1D3+1
Cunning 1D2+1
Temptation 1D2+1
Souls (So) zero

TTHHEE  IIMMPP  

BBAACCKKGGRROOUUNNDD  TTAABBLLEE
Roll 3D6 on the table below to find out a little
about the Imp's background and abilities.

Result
3 Used as doorstop: Very good at keeping

perfectly still (+1 to Cunning when trying
to hide).

4 Enemy: Roll 1D6-1 to find out what rank
this enemy has (0 = imp).

5 Ally: Roll 1D6 to find out what rank this
ally has (0 = imp). May be asked for help
once per game week.

6 Filched soul: The imp is already in
possession of one soul, giving him a head-
start towards advancement.

7 Demoted former Demon Prince: The
imp was once a Demon Prince but has
been demoted because of some good deed
or else lost all his souls while gambling...
(+2 to Hate when fighting other demonic
beings).

8 Former bottle imp: The imp was once the
slave of a human mage and now has a
hatred of mortals. (+2 to Hate when
fighting mortals).

9 Fat: The imp is rather obese and has a
liking for sinful food (+2 to Ectoplasm).

10 Bureaucrat: The imp was a clerk in the
Department of Ironic Punishments. (+1
Cunning, -1 Temptation).

11 Beautiful: The imp looks more like an
angel than a grotty demon (+1D3
Temptation).

12 Promoted former Satanist: The imp was
actually a mortal who drew the attention
of a Demon Prince and has been granted
freedom as a demonic being. (+1 Cunning
when dealing with mortal situations).

13 Ugly as Sin: The imp is really, really scary
(+1 Cunning when attempting to terrify a
mortal).

14 Lucky: The imp is well known for its good
luck (may reroll one failed roll per game
day).

15 Runt: The imp is a particularly wimpy
example (halve Ectoplasm).

16 Stupid: The imp is particularly dim (-1
Cunning).

17 Demon-mage: The imp is very skilled at
using magic (+2 to Spirit).

18 Roll twice and apply both results (treat
further results of 18 as a Filched Soul).

PPOOWWEERRSS
As they advance in rank, demons gain additional
powers and advantages. One may be taken at
each rank above Imp. The power or advantage
that is gained should be based upon the actions
and emotions involved in the rise in rank (for
example, if the imp went up in rank after
corrupting people at a rock concert their new
power would probably reflect that fact). Quite
often new powers will result in changes of
appearance; for example, a character who gains
the frenzy power would become more bestial in
form.

The referee and player should discuss what
power or advantage is relevant, either choosing
one from the list below or making up a new one
that fits the bill.

Examples:
Frenzy - the character becomes able to attack

twice per turn.
Armoured Hide - the character gains +1

Ectoplasm (this can take them as high as 10
for purposes of rolling, but can take them past
the maximum for purposes of damage).

Rending Claws - if the character hits in close
combat their victim rolls their Ectoplasm with
a -1 penalty.

Huge Size - the
character may
roll 3D6 when
making an
ectoplasm roll and
choose the lowest two
results.

Monstrous Appearance -
The majority of imps are pretty
unattractive but the character grows to
become terrifying in form. Any human or
demon of equal or lower rank will be at -1 to
all stats for 1D6 minutes after
encountering them for the first time.

Demonic Weapon - this is a weapon
enthused with a demonic presence. It has the
following stats: Ectoplasm 1D6+2 Hate
1D6+3 Cunning 1D3+1 Temptation 1D3+1.
It can be used as a weapon using its Hate
value or can levitate itself to fight separately at
_-2 Hate. Although it must obey its owner
and stay nearby (it can also teleport when
called), it will attempt to get free or seduce its
owner into dangerous situations (ie 'of course
you can take them! Would I lie to you?').

Servitors - the character gains 1D6 servant
imps.

Authority - the character is given a rank of
some sort, conveying a degree of hellish
authority.

Influence - the character gains some sort of
influence over a more powerful demon
(maybe their true name or a blackmailable
virtue) - this is worth 1D6 uses to gain their
aid in some way.

Entertainer - The character
gains +1 Temptation



(this may take them to 11) for rolls relating to
the specific type of entertainment (eg a rocker
would gain the +1 when rocking on stage or
when dealing with groupies).

In all cases the referee remains the final arbiter
of what powers may or may not be taken and
what exactly they can and cannot do.

SSPPOONNTTAANNEEOOUUSS  CCHHAANNGGEESS
Imps are very suggestible creatures, so much so
that they are prone to spontaneous changes in
their form due to extreme emotions (such as
powerful anger or hatred).

Whenever the character shows extreme
emotion or smothers such emotions (so, no
escape by claiming to be super controlled...) the
player should roll 3D6 - if the result is more than
their Ectoplasm score they suffer a spontaneous
change. Spontaneous changes are temporary
(lasting hours, days or weeks - the referee
decides) and should normally have a good side
and a bad side (for example, extreme anger
might change them into a terrible killing
machine - the bonus is the physical lethality, the
downside would be a lack of self control and

social skills), The exact change
should be discussed by

the player and
referee, based

upon the emotion
relating to the

change. Examples
include a complete

change in form or the
temporary loss of an

existing power to be
replaced by a new (equally

temporary) power. Changes in form are by far
the most common and can frequently be
inconvenient (after all, would you want to be a

fire-breathing worm at the Prince's dinner
party?!).

CCOOMMBBAATT
Use cunning to find initiative (the higher the
better). A successful hit occurs if the Hate score
or less is rolled on 2D6. If the character is hit
they must roll against their Ectoplasm, +1 if the
attacker has a lower Ectoplasm score, -1 if the
attacker has a higher Ectoplasm score. 

Results:
Roll of 12 - automatic death/ destruction. Back

to the spawning pits!
Roll over Ectoplasm - deduct 1D3 from the

Ectoplasm score.
Roll equal to Ectoplasm - deduct one from the

Ectoplasm score.
Roll under Ectoplasm - uninjured!

If a character is reduced to zero Ectoplasm they
die and are re-spawned with stats at 1. An
injured imp regains one point per game minute.

Mortals regain one point (of Body) per
game hour.

SSCCAARRIINNGG  MMOORRTTAALLSS
An imp can attempt to scare a mortal (as long as
they are not Beautiful). The player should
describe what their character is doing and then
roll against their Cunning. A successful roll adds
+1 to Temptation for rolls based on
intimidation.

MMAAGGIICC
Magic can be used to do lots of things, such as
possess an unfortunate mortal, teleport great
distances (rather than strolling through the
astral plane), create big piles of (temporary) cash
or assume the form of a mortal. The referee
should decide what can and can't be done and
then Spirit should be rolled against. It can be
used in place of Hate, Cunning or Temptation,
but at -1 to the score (down to 2).

CCOOLLLLEECCTTIINNGG  SSOOUULLSS
The aim of the game, after survival,  is to collect
souls. The more souls a demonic being has in
their possession, the higher their rank and the
more powerful they are. To collect souls, imps
must convince or coerce a mortal to hand over
theirs. All these rolls are based on Temptation
with whatever modifiers the referee feels
appropriate based on the actions described by
the players.

Examples: 
i) offer to help a mortal win the heart of their

beloved in return for their soul (and the
lover's too, if possible!).

ii) offer to give a mortal riches,  power or
whatever in return for their soul.

iii) threaten the mortal until they hand over
ownership of their soul.

iv) possess a mortal and hope he dies after a
year and a day have passed.

v) trick a mortal into handing over their soul.

It is also possible to gamble for souls with other
collectors or to gain them as a reward for doing
some sort of a job for another demonic being.

RRAANNKK
The rank of a demonic being is based upon the
number of souls that they have in their
possession and so can rise and fall as they gain or
lose souls. Higher ranks have higher statistics,
but no statistic can ever pass 10.

Souls Rank Stat bonus
0 - 6 Imp -
7 - 18 Fiend +1
19 - 42 Bane +2
43 - 90 Devil +3
91 - 186 Lesser Demon +4
187 - 332 Greater Demon +5
333 - 665 Demon Lord +6
666 + Demon Prince +7

SSPPEECCIIAALL  CCHHAARRAACCTTEERRSS

Derex the Magnificent - Imp
E Sp H C T So
3 2 6 3 2 0
Derex was a Greater Demon who got caught
out apologising to an inferior for a false
accusation. As a result Abbadon had him
demoted right back down to the rank of Imp -
something that he is none too happy about! As a
result he really hates other demons (+2 Hate
when fighting other demonic beings). He might
tag along with the PCs in their search for souls,
or could become their rival from the word go -
either way, he will annoy them by insisting
that they treat him with appropriate
reverence and call him "the Magnificent"!

GGeenneerriicc  NNPPCCss
Example Ectoplasm/Body Spirit Hate Cunning Temptation Souls
Imp 4 3 4 3 3 0
Fiend 5 4 5 4 4 6
Bane 6 5 6 5 5 12
Hell Hound 6 2 7 2 2 0
Angel 8 8 2 4 2 0
Human Passer-by 4 0 3 3 3 own
Human Thug 6 0 6 2 2 own
Human Satanist 3 3 5 3 3 0
Human Wizard 3 3 3 4 4 own
Human Priest 3 3/6* 2 4 2 own
* for exorcism only



Nasty Neville - Imp
E Sp H C T So
2 2 4 2 0
Nasty Neville is one of those imps who is totally
unsuited for the task of gathering souls. He is
generally too lazy to even visit the mortal realm,
and when he does too dim to succeed; even
when he finally gets a soul (a very rare
occurrence indeed!) he is likely to gamble it
away! Generally, he makes a nuisance of himself
in the various hang-outs in Hell, such as the
Cloven Hoof Inn. He can be used to annoy the
PCs at any point, perhaps tagging along on a
soul hunting expedition and messing up their
chances. Looks rather like a hairless monkey
with large tusks and is slightly dimmer than his
appearance suggests.

Fetid Fredericos - Fiend
E Sp H C T So
8 4 7 4 4 15 
Fetid Fredericos is currently doing an internship
with the Guardians of the Gates of Despair,
which means the PCs are likely to meet him
more than once as they exit and re-enter Hell.
He is exceedingly stupid, having progressed so
far only by brute force and intimidation. He will
try to blackmail the PCs into handing over one
soul per group to return to Hell, but should be
easily outwitted by a smart group. His normal
appearance is of a black bat-winged humanoid
with an extremely small pin head.

Sinoiserrie, Assistant to the Master of a
Thousand Agonised Shrieks - Lesser Demon
E Sp H C T So
9 8 9 9 7 110
Sinoiserrie assists Angrafondal and is a likely
employer of the PCs on his own or his master's
behalf. Very much a bureaucrat, he prefers to
leave the dirty work of actually collecting souls
to underlings (they get to retain one in ten),
preferring instead to organise the corruption.
He is extremely sneaky and has made many

enemies (more than the average demon, and
they are not exactly adept at winning friends!).
He appears as a rather haggard old clerk whose
only obvious demonic aspect is a small forked
tail escaping from a hole in his trousers.

Alaferous, Chief of the Department of Ironic
Punishments - Greater Demon
E Sp H C T So
8 9 9 10 9 191
Alaferous is the head of one of the largest
bureaucratic departments in Hell, having
worked his way up from a pen imp (an imp used
as a writing tool). He has an exceptionally
warped imagination as befits his role. He may be
the ultimate boss of some of the PCs before they
set off on their own. The departments
effectively act as banks, storing the souls of busy
demons and it is likely that the PCs will want to
deposit theirs in the most prestigious
department or possibly even seek temporary
employment in the upper echelons as managers
or even Ironic Torturers.

Angrafondal, Master of a Thousand Agonised
Shrieks - Greater Demon
E Sp H C T So
10 9 9 9 8 265
A very influential demon with his own torture
chamber, Angrafondal is very nearly a Demon
Lord, a position he is very much looking
forward to attaining. Unfortunately several of
his rivals are just as keen to see him fail and are
likely to use the PCs as pawns in their attempts
to trip him up along the way. He is also a major
employer of imps who either assist as gofers in
his torture chamber or else procure souls for
him to torture. He appears as a fearsome many
headed blood red humanoid with a multitude of
horns, spikes and other protrusions.

Ghlarg the Snitch - Greater Demon
E Sp H C T So
7 6 7 6 7 247
Ghlarg is a very successful information source in
the Pit. He can be used to provide advice,
contacts or interesting gossip to the PCs,
possibly jump-starting an adventure - but always
at a price. He charges in souls, gossip and
favours (always for himself, and usually relating
to the ferreting out of fresh information -
perhaps an adventure in itself). He often
manages to pop up at just the moment that a
fellow demonic being needs information. He's
very canny like that. Appears as a spiv in a sharp
suit and a hat pulled down over his eyes. In fact
he could pass for human if it wasn't for the
burning pits he has instead of eyes...

Sssinsssealll the Serpent - Demon Lord
E Sp H C T So
10 9 9 10 10 386

Sssinsssealll is called the Serpent for the
quite simple reason that he appears as

a giant snake

with a pair of arms near his cobra-hood. Nearing
the rank of Demon Prince he would make a
perfect patron or rival for more powerful
characters. He is extremely intelligent and full of
cunning, preferring other ways than mere
violence for dealing with threats. He is very
lucky and may reroll failed rolls twice per game
day.

Abaddon the Really Not Very Nice - Demon
Prince
E Sp H C T So
10 10 10 10 10 5269 
Abbadon is one of the most powerful of all the
Demon Princes and has plans to become the
new Lord of the Abyss, a move that could lead
to very uncivil war if his peers discover his aim.
He himself is unlikely to get involved with PCs
personally, unless they manage to get enough
souls to become Demon Lords or Princes,
although Greater Demons might be able to gain
his patronage. However, his plots are diverse
and they could easily be caught up in one of his
schemes to gain ultimate ascendency over the
Pit - they had better pick sides carefully! He
appears as a gigantic blue-skinned humanoid
with several arms and particularly splendid goat
horns as befits his rank. He is so powerful that
his attacks are always at -1 Ectoplasm to save.

"Smiling Joe" Belial - Demon Prince
E Sp H C T So
10 10 10 10 10 7339 
Belial is one of the oldest Demon Princes still
active and has retired from the active search for
souls or typical politicking of the damned
bureaucracy. Today, he acts more the role of
used-car salesman, dressing appropriately for the
part while selling second-hand souls and other
diabolical bric-a-brac. Belial's nickname refers to
his slogan, "Damning you with a smile!" He can
provide the PCs with souls

in return for



favours, or take souls off their hands with a
favour in exchange (favours themselves will be
bartered, so if a PC takes this option they will
probably not be working for Belial himself but
another customer).

Lilith, Mistress of the Night - Unknown
E Sp H C T So
10 10 10 10 10 ?
Lilith is almost a myth among the Hordes of
Hell - many imps even doubt that she still exists.
Reputedly she was the first mortal to gain
demonhood and thus is extremely ancient.
However very little is known about her and, if
she ever existed at all, she always acted in secret.
Of course this has led to plenty of imposters and
those who falsely claimed to be her. Oddly
enough, many of these disappeared in
mysterious circumstances. Should Lilith ever
cross the paths of the PCs they will probably
never realise it. She acts as a secretive patron or
even subtly assists without her proteges ever
knowing that they have received help. Her aims
often seem to run contrary to those of Abaddon
and so her pawns are often used to foil that
Demon Prince's plots. She is too powerful for
the PCs to be any real threat to. She appears as
an extremely attractive dark-haired woman.

Jeremy Jones, Master of Demons - Human
Wizard
E Sp H C T So
3 6 6 7 7 own 
Jeremy Jones considers himself to be the world's
greatest wizard. He may even be right, if
complete and utter lunacy is a part of greatness
(and many consider that it is). He often attempts
to summon up demons to do his bidding (he has
to roll against his spirit, then if the demon fails
their spirit roll they are bound to serve him for a
year and a day) and it is entirely possible that he
will be encountered by the PCs after attempting
to summon one or more of them. He is a rather
pale and scrawny man of about twenty five with
a wispy beard and wire-rimmed glasses - he
looks more like a student than a demonologist.
The PCs will have a hard time trying to steal his
soul as he is just too mad to bargain with or
coerce - even if the PCs turn up of their own free
will he will probably assume that they are under
his control, despite all the evidence to the
contrary. He lives in a bedsit in Birmingham.

GGOO  TTOO  HHEELLLL!!
A guide to getting out and about in Hell

When people think of Hell, they normally think
of the great city of Pandemonium and its
suburbs such as Hades and Gehenna. Beyond
the walls of this mighty, and indeed, unholy
metropolis, there are vast, trackless wastelands
full of brimstone hills and sulphur lakes. Not

even the damned normally visit these
lands which are home to
such dangerous demonic

beasts as hellhounds, except for a few unlucky
imps sent out to mine ores. Thus this guide
concentrates on those areas the imps are likely
to visit.

Agony Road
Agony Road is the cheapest place to live in the
whole of Hell, tight up against the north wall,
not far from the Gates of Despair, consisting
mainly of pigeon-hole-like cavities in the walls of
more expensive properties into which
unfortunate imps are crammed. Not a very
interesting place to visit, but the imps are likely
to know it well...

The Arena
Demons love nothing so much as torment and
violence and the Arena exists to provide both as
entertainment. It is possible to watch imps
fighting demonic creatures such as hellhounds
and chimerae or view a particularly juicy soul
being tormented. Of course, the imps are more
likely to be participating (perhaps even by
accident...) than watching.

Capitol Hill
All the main departments are located here on
this protrusion of brimstone just off of
Principality Lane. It is the heart and, um, soul of
Hell.

Bonfire of the Vanities
This blaze fills nearly the entirety of Vanity
Square (where is held the weekly Vanity Fair)
and can be seen from nearly everywhere in the
city (yes, it's just that big). The bonfire itself is
used to torture those souls ensnared due to their
vanity. Souls, favours and new temptations can
be bought at the Fair.

Department of Heresy and Dogma
The D.H.D. studies religion and the way in
which such beliefs can be used to lead mortals
into sin. As this involves the study of mortals,
the D.H.D. has an ongoing feud with the D.M.S.
It also tends to get struck by lighting on a regular
basis as the heavenly host deplores such
meddling in their province. As a result, the

supposedly grand cathedral-type building
tends to be smoke-stained and

permanently gutted by
fire.



Department of Infernal Affairs
The D.I.A. is in charge of the day-to-day running
of Hell and is run by the council of Demonic
Princes known as Congress. An Infernal Bureau
of Investigation agent is liable to turn up to
harrass any imp spotted causing trouble in Hell
(of course, the definition of trouble can vary
day-by-day, depending on the whims of the
Princes and the interpretations of the
Bureaucrats, which can be very annoying!). The
D.I.A. and the I.B.I. are based atop Capitol Hill,
just off Principality Lane.

Department of Injustice
The Department of Injustice is in charge of
organising the punishment of souls, deciding
which souls will be sent to the D.I.P, the D.P.S.,
the Arena or be made into soul-coal. It is one
huge bureaucracy based in a building that looks
just like a court.

Department of Ironic Punishments
The D.I.P., as the name suggests, dishes out
ironic punishments. For example, a glutton
would be punished by being forced to eat far too
much until they became sick of food.
Unfortunately, demons are not terribly creative,
so some of the ironies are more Alanis
Morrissette than truly ironic. In that, I suppose,
it could be said to be very ironic indeed...

Department of Mortal Studies
The D.M.S. is charged with studying the mortal
world with a view to finding new and more
effective ways of tempting people. Its biggest
success is generally agreed to be the creation of
Heavy Metal, but they have so far had little
success with Project: Roleplay, as the target
audience tend to be too busy fantasising about
fictional worlds than about selling their souls.
An imp looking for an internship could do worse
than apply here if they have any original
thoughts or observations about humans. It is a
very modern place full of media studies imps
situated in a tall glass skyscraper.

Department of Pain and Suffering
As the name suggests, the D.P.S. is another place
of organized punishment and torment, mostly
of a robust, physical kind (such as being minced
or poked with sharp things). It models itself very
much on a boarding school, but instead of cold
showers has scalding hot showers intended to
inflame the lusts.

The Furnaces
An underground labyrinth of tunnels linking the
huge furnaces that heat the whole of Hell. The
Furnaces are kept blazing all the time by the
unfortunate Stoker imps. It also has managment
for the Bonfire of the Vanities and is located just
off Scream Street.

Gates of Despair
These are the ways in and out of Hell, manned
by the Guardians of the Gates of
Despair (such as Fetid

Fredericos), through which passes the famous
Road of Good Intentions. They can be found on
the north side of the city.

Imp Exchange and Martyr
This is a major market located not far from the
Capitol. Here can be acquired new imps and
souls and it is busy day-in and day-out.

Lake of Fire Public Gardens
The Lake of Fire is not quite as impressive as it
might once have been due to draining to make
way for developments, but what remains is still
fiery and surrounded by large public gardens
which are the location of the annual Festival, a
day on which all the inhabitants of Hell can get
together without fear and celebrate being evil.

Lilith Lane
This is the main area to hangout and have fun,
being the location of a myriad of pubs, clubs and
places of entertainment. Popular pubs include
The Cloven Hoof Inn, The Devil's Rest, The

Red Devil and The Cain And Abel.

Misbegot Bridge
This is the main bridge over the river Acheron,
over which the Road of Good Intentions passess
en route to the Pit. It is a traditional covered
bridge constructed from the wailing souls of
sinners.

The Pit
The Pit is located at the very centre of Hell, in
Torment Square, just south of the Acheron
River. Although the name implies grandeur, it is
not too impressive; it is, after all, just a hole in
the ground, about four imps across. However, it
is kept fenced off as it is meant to be bottomless,
and dropping souls into it is said to bring bad
luck as Satan is said to call it home. The Road of
Good Intentions ends just before it.

Principality Lane
Principality Lane is so called because all the
Demon Princes have sumptuous palaces along
its rather lengthy length. Unimportant imps are
likely to be roughed up by the Princes' security
guards, but for any politicaly minded characters
it will be like a flame to a moth.



River Acheron
An exceptionally poisonous tributary of the Styx,
that flows through the middle of the city, just
north of the Pit, the Capitol and the Lake of Fire
Public Gardens. It divides the city into halves:
the affluent south and rundown north.

River Styx
The Styx might be called a river, but the word
sea might describe it better as it is exceptionally
wide and can only be crossed by ferry (provided
by Pluto and Charon's Ferries). It forms the
boundary between the mortal world and Hell so
must be crossed by any imps going between the
two (luckily, it is now free to do so since the city
nationalised P&C Ferries). The Road of Good
Intentions starts on its bank.

Road of Good Intentions
The road to Hell is indeed paved with good
intentions and runs from the bank of the Styx all
the way to the Pit in the middle of the city and
thus is the main throughfare in Hell. It can
occasionally be dangerous where it passes
through the wilds between the city and the Styx,
but nothing much is done as no-one really cares
if a few imps are eaten by hellhounds.

Scream Street
Scream Street is the main artistic area in Hell
(except, what with demons not being very
creative without human input it tends be rather
dull unless souls are involved). It is lined with
cartesian theatres, mime studios and modern art
galleries.

"Smiling Joe's" Soulmart
At "Smiling Joe's" souls, favours and diabolical
bric-a-brac can be traded at amazing discounts.
It is essentially a large open air lot, heavy
with the scent of sulphur, with a tawdry
banner hanging across the entrance saying
"Damning you with a smile!" On a nearby
post is a smaller sign, "Favours bartered too."
"Smiling Joe" Belial is always on the premises
and always smiling.

Soul-coal Hole
Located near to the Furnaces, this is essentially
just a big hole in the ground in which the soul-
coal that is used to heat Hell is stored. It's not
very interesting, but being so boring means it
can be a good place for secret meetings and
deals.

Spawning Pits
These pits are located near Agony Road and are
the place in which most new imps are (re)born
(the process is not entirely understood, but
seems to be similar to making little boys: slugs
and snails and puppy-dogs' tails, all mixed up in
the pit and allowed to ferment). Only registered
Mixers from the D.I.A. are allowed around the
imps, to prevent any tampering. Some of the
dimmer movie-going members of the D.M.S.
have suggested the pits could be converted to the
production of Uruk-Hai. Security has been

increased to prevent their well-
intentioned meddling.

Temptation Alley
In Temptation Alley it is possible to purchase
any tempting paraphenalia that an imp might
need on their soul hunting expeditions. It is also
home to several cottage industries in the
punishment of the easilly tempted.

Torment Square
Torment Square is the location of the Pit and
most large public gatherings in Hell. It is
surrounded by many narrow, winding streets
housing small businesses specialising in different
kinds of torment.

Wailing Way
Wailing Way is found running between Scream
Street and the Road of Good Intentions and is
the location of the Wailing Way Entertainers,
the closest thing in Hell to a soap opera. Played
out in real time... Yup, it's boring (except on
those occassions that passers-by or viewers
interfere) and a pain for anyone passing through
who get caught up in a 'story line', but it can also
be a source of employment for down-on-their-
luck imps. It is also a brilliant place to hide-out as
very few demons want to actually watch the
'drama' and will actively avoid doing so.

Welcome to Hell, and please enjoy your stay...

PPLLOOTT  TTHHEEMMEESS

A Tempting Proposal
Obviously, the aim of the game is to collect souls
and the best way to do that is to cross over to the
mortal realm and seek them out. The best way
to gain souls is to offer some sort of bargain, and
the best way to make such an offer is to know
what the mortal wants. The PCs could find a
likely looking human and scout them out
(including checking the diabolical records office
to make sure they haven't already sold
their soul) to find 

out as much as possible about them. This could
include spying on them from the astral plane or
materialising in human form to question them.
Finally, when they think they have a suitable
offer to make they can pop up and propose it.
Because only one soul is likely to be gained in
this way, the PCs will have to be creative in using
their numbers to their advantage (maybe trailing
several while one of them checks the records),
taking it in turns to claim the soul or perhaps
targeting groups (such as families or friends).

Something In Return
Of course, not all temptations are as simple as
conjuring up a doughnut for Homer Simpson.
Sometimes the fulfilment of a promise may be an
adventure in itself. For example, if the soul is
sold in return for killing an enemy the PCs would
still have to carry out the killing (and not in a
way that will attract angels or holy men) - and if
they are very cunning they will try to gain the
victim's soul before they arrange his death,
possibly leading to a string of connected
missions.

Possession Is Nine Tenths Of The Lore
For a variety of reasons, possibly even just for
the novelty, the PCs might decide to possess
some poor mortals. This could lead to all sorts of
crazy adventures as they try to live in the mortal
world (especially if they intend to claim the soul
at the end of the period!), not to mention the
possibility that other demons might target them.
Not only might they might be trying to live a
normal life but they may well be trying to gain
additional souls along the way. Long term
possession can be a good basis for a campaign
relating to the efforts of the PCs to play the part
properly.

The Department of Infernal Affairs
There is a lot of politics and backstabbing in Hell
and a character can get into all sorts of plots
without leaving home, with the rewards of souls,
favours and contacts as a result. Not to mention

that even quite apolitical characters can get
caught up in the plotting just by virtue of

saying hello to the wrong Demonic Lord.
This could range from undermining one

power to advancing the plans of another.
Participation might not be voluntary; for
example paying off a favour to Belial or Ghlarg.
Politics is hell in Hell and very hard to avoid.

Sex 'n' Drugs 'n' Rock 'n' Roll
Very few demons are actually any good at
anything artistic, but if they can gain an
understanding of the concept the backing (or
even possessing) of a band could be a great way
of gaining lots of souls (especially if the lyrics
trick fans into handing theirs over). This sort of
plan takes time to establish and carry out and
might run parallel to other adventures. Of
course, concerned parents and rival demons are

likely to cause problems!



AA  CCOOLLDD  DDAAYY  IINN  HHEELLLL
A short, hell-based scenario that can be used as
an introduction for an imp campaign.

How the imps got together
At this point the various imps probably don't
know each other. Never mind, they soon will as
they all get pulled off whatever jobs they were
doing to take over a rather scuzzy job (yup, life
is not pleasant if you are an imp).

The adventure begins with the imps doing
whatever passes for regular employment (acting
as a doorstop, thinking up ironic punishments or
whatever) and then suddenly being dragged
away, probably kicking and screaming and
wetting themselves, by a rather nasty and hairy
bane called Asmaladon, Master of the Third
Furnace (treat him as a generic Bane if you need
his stats).

Within minutes all the imps (including some
NPCs, whose job will probably be to die in
amusing ways) will be crowded together in a
small, hot room with red-hot walls, where they
will be forced to line up, probably while
gibbering with terror.

Asmaladon then starts screaming at them.
They had better listen closely to him, this is as
close to an explanation as they will get.

"You pathetic bunch of maggots! How I got
stuck with you, I'll never know! I am
Asmaladon, Master of the Third Furnace, and
your new boss! You are now Stokers! Your job is
to make sure that the furnaces keep burning!
You dirty little pukes will be replacing shifts one
through five! You will reverse the cooling of hell
or... well, let's just say things will get hot for
you..."

If any of the imps protest, ask questions or
make smart alec replies, Asmaladon will at best
assault them, at worst he will order them to be
used in a furnace. That includes asking why hell
is cooling or what happened to shifts one
through five (he doesn't know the answers
anyway, but if he did would probably forget to
say).

Into the furnaces
The imps are then herded down to the actual
furnaces and set to work. Work is hot, sweaty
and smells of sulphur, but is quite straight
forward (as is most imp work) - they have to
ensure plenty of soul-coal gets into the furnaces
to keep them blazing. Initial observation (if they
can stop crying long enough) will indicate that
the furnaces seem to have burned rather low,
something that a round-the-clock shovelling
operation should prevent. This means they have
a lot of work ahead of them.

Make them decide who will be shovelling,
who will be carting soul-coal around, who will
skiving off and who will be skiving off by
pretending to give orders.This can be a good
point to demand stat rolls - Ectoplasm to keep
up a good rate of shovelling or carting and
Cunning to avoid being
caught out while
skiving.

Failure will probably mean being thrown into a
fiery furnace unless they can con their way out
of the situation; a botch probably means they fall
in by accident (oops!). Luckily, because the
furnaces are not as hot as usual, they will
probably survive: make an Ectoplasm roll as if
they were hit in combat.

Is it cold in here?
It shouldn't take long before the imps
notice that things are getting worse. A
good way to start, is for several of the
NPC imps to suffer nasty accidents.
Not just falling into a furnace
(although that is always a
favourite!), but
accidental mass
decapitations with
shovels, being crushed
under several tons of
soul-coal or apparent
suicide by dismembering.
All good clean fun. Pile on
the pressure as Asmaladon
continues to demand they
work harder and the
bodycount increases.

Hopefully, the imps will get paranoid
pretty fast (which is a good thing to be in Hell).
But what move should they make? The furnaces
are a labyrinthine affair meaning that imps will
often be out of sight while fetching soul-coal or
skiving. Already understaffed, do they continue
as usual and lose more imps or do they start
moving about as a big group to feel safe, while
allowing the furnaces to cool even further?
Whatever decision they make, Asmaladon is
likely to show up and throw a few into the
cooling flames as punishment for slacking.

Perhaps they will even be daring enough to
go off into the tunnels and search for whatever
is causing these deaths and disappearances.
Again, Amaladon will assume this is slacking,
even if in the longterm it would get the fires
burning brightly again, and begin to dish out
punishments (he's not too bright...)

Abbadon's brilliant plan
Abbadon the Really Not Very Nice is ultimately
the mastermind behind this cunning plan. He
has sent some of his imps and lesser Hellions to
sabotage the furnaces in order to discredit his
rivals in Diabolic Politics. To carry out this plan,
Abbadon's followers have been slaughtering the
Stoker imps to interrupt the work. Once things
reach crisis point, Abbadon's imps will move in
to take over and 'save the day!' Unless the PC
imps stop them.

Sooner or later there will be some sort of
showdown, whether the PCs have hunted down
Abbadon's followers or they have blundered
into an ambush. This can go two ways and will
probably influence the rest of the campaign

(assuming the imps survive that long!).
Either they side with Abbadon and

beg for mercy

(they
might even get it,
Abbadon sometimes needs
new cannonfodder...) or they try to stop his
plans. Either way they will be making enemies...

Of course, there is a small chance of escape
from the furnaces (assuming Asmaladon doesn't
kill them first), which could see them start on
their career as independents. But would they be
so lucky?

The adventure will probably end about now,
one way or the other. Hopefully, the imps will
have proved themselves enough to either get
released to become independents free to hunt
for souls, or be patronised (in all senses of the
word) by one faction or other as part-time
agents. Unless they really screwed up and all got
killed or something, the imps should now form
a fully (dis)functional adventuring party ready
for future adventures.

The campaign
The imps could now visit the mortal world in
search of souls, but the referee might want to
keep the imps in Hell for a while. It is suggested
that they find a patron (or have a patron find
them...) who can send them out on errands (or
use them as dishrags). The patron might not
want to make use of them as envoys to
humanity straight away (especially if they seem
dim), so might decide to test them first, forcing
them to prove themselves competent. Examples
of such tests could include something fairly
straightforward such as delivering a message
(with an unexplained risk of being waylaid along
the way of course...) or even a near suicidal trip
into the wastelands outside the city to fetch
some much needed sulphur. 

Have fun, (at their expense)!



P
resident-for-life Enersto Duarte
listened in horror as a lifetime’s
work was destroyed. A cunning
man, he had defeated the former

president, other generals, even the local
drugs syndicate to become absolute ruler of
his little South American corner of the world
and now it appeared it was all going to be
taken away from him because in his greed
he’d nationalised a corporate subsidiary
based in his country.

The reports from the troops guarding his
command complex poured into his personal
bunker over the radio.

“Squad Delta. Pinned down by some
Drone. We can’t even scratch it... “

“Squad Omega. Where’s our back-up
godammit, we can’t hold them...”

“I can see our tank burning I think they
used a missile launcher but I’ve no sign
of it on our detection equipment....”

“No response from Epsilon. I
think...”

Duarte punched the
console. There was no
choice now, he had to
get out while he could.  

“Felipe, get the
diamonds from the safe.
We can use the secret
exit.”

No reply.
“Felipe!” Duarte

rounded angrily on his
bodyguard only to see
the three men in flame-
red combat armour
standing over Felipe’s
body.

One of them raised a
silenced pistol.

“Lofwyr says
goodbye, General.”

The shot was
barely audible over
the sound of the
destruction outside.

INTRODUCTION  

“Hi and welcome to Shadowtalk. Today’s
subject is The Dragon’s Flames, Saeder-
Krupp’s Elite Special Forces unit. Text is
supplied by an expert who for obvious
reasons wishes to remain anonymous.”

SYSOP

“Ho, someone’s spilling Lofwyr’s secrets.
You’re a braver man than me chummer.”

Drac

“This is drek. The Dragon’s Flames are a myth,
an urban legend. Why is Shadowland
dignifying this rubbish with their time ? “

Eye-Spy

“Give the guy a chance, let’s hear him out”
Gun-For-Hire

++ Thankyou. Hello, my name must remain a
secret for my continued survival. Suffice is to
say in my career I had the misfortune to come
across the Dragon’s Flames. A meeting which
stirred my interest and led me in a long search
to uncover their secrets .

Unfortunately I succeeded. My researches
are still incomplete but I place what little I’ve
learned and the more I can conjuncture here
in case anything should happen to me.

ENTER THE DRAGON

The first thing I should state is that the
Dragon’s Flames do exist. They aren’t a

rumour or a legend, they’re flesh
and blood and they’re out
there.

The second thing is that
the Dragon’s Flames are
Lofwyr’s personal
bodyguard, messengers,
enforcers and, occasionally,
assassins. You’ll note I said
Lofwyr’s and not Saeder-
Krupp’s, the distinction is
important. While they may
do missions to aid Saeder-
Krupp they are not a
corporate asset, they are
purely Lofwyr’s and accept
orders only from him.
The Dragon’s Flames

(who I will refer to as the
D.F. from now on for ease)
are a closely guarded
secret. They don’t do
security work at Saeder-
Krupp sites, they don’t
take part in the Desert
Wars and when they do
go into action, they do
so quickly, quietly and
they don’t leave any
witnesses.

THE  DRAGON’S

FLAMES  

Lofwyr’s Private Elite Exposed - for Shadowrun

by Dave Perry

Illustrated by Elena Vanin
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It is generally believed that the D.F. are a
top-notch military unit that Lofwyr uses to
crack targets too tough for his security forces
and on who, for various reasons, the use of
Saeder-Krupp’s military forces would be
inappropriate. 

This is to an extent true, in that the D.F. are
indeed used on such missions. (The removal
of  Ecuador’s President two years ago after his
nationalisation of certain Saeder-Krupp
holdings springs immediately to mind ).++

“ So that was the Dragon’s Flames huh? Must
admit I thought the strike that took out his
bunker was too clean for the local boys.”

Gun-For-Hire

++ This is a simplification of the true nature of
the D.F. They are the extension of Lofwyr’s will
and as such are involved in operations that go
far deeper than the usual Corporate Black
Ops. In the years since the D.F. became my
personal obsession I have gathered evidence
of missions that have absolutely nothing to
do with Saeder-Krupp. I have uncovered
evidence of the stealing of archaeological
fragments, running guns to Atzlan resistance
movements, the assassination of a very minor
English lord and the destruction of a freight
company in France. My deepest probings
have uncovered no way in which these events
could possibly affect Saeder-Krupp. The only
conclusion I can draw is that this is some
unknowable fragment of a deeper game that
Lofwyr is playing and in which the D.F. act as
the instruments of his will.

( For those interested in these events please
contact the SYSOP who will download you my
data on these events. I would be grateful for
any sane theories or conclusions you can
draw.) 

BONDSMEN  

I use the term ‘instruments of his will’
deliberately, for that is what I believe they are
in an almost literal sense. The greatest secret
I have discovered in my years of research is
that as the D.F. are much more than a
common Black Ops. Team, so their
relationship with Lofwyr is much deeper than
that of simply employee and employer. 

I have heard of a secret ritual wherein those
who become members of the D.F. enter into a
pact with Lofwyr where in return for power
and his patronage they are mystically bonded
too him as his servants.

Details of the ritual are sketchy but apart
from swearing oaths of loyalty the members
of the D.F. must also partake of the Dragon’s
blood and he of theirs to create an
unbreakable bond. ++

“This is pure drek! Covert assassins
mystically bonded to a Dragon. And of course
a fashionable hint of blood magic to keep the
story up to date. What is this ‘The National
Enquirer ‘? “

Eye-Spy

“I’ve never heard of anything like it but this is
a Dragon we’re talking about, so it is entirely
possible that this ritual could be a secret
known only to the Dragons. Or as Eye-Spy
suggests it could be a pile of drek “

Looker

“Certainly doesn’t sound like any Blood
Magic I’ve heard of. As I understand it Blood
Magic is about draining the life force of others
to power your own evil magic. This sounds
more like bonding.

Interestingly enough the Mayans, from
whose beliefs Blood Magic seems to spring,
believed the immortal essence of creatures
was in their blood. Hence the sacrifice of
blood generated such power. If two creatures
could merge their essences this would
possibly bond them together. It might even
grant some of the powers of the greater
creature to the lesser. “

Paper Tiger

++ What the exact results of this ritual are I
cannot say for certain but I do believe that the
recipients of Lofwyr’s blood receive certain
powers such as immunity to fire and the
ability to control reptiles; perhaps even some
form of protection from damage. From what
I’ve been able to learn it seems that the
higher the magical power and essence of the
recipients the more they receive from this
ritual. For this reason even the Street-
Samurai, Deckers and Riggers among the D.F.
prefer to use bioware whenever possible. ++

“Interesting. In Hong Kong I met a guy hiring
for a job against Miratech, who just happen to
be in competition with Saeder-Krupp. 

Anyway, naturally the Mage checks him out
and tells me that the guy’s no magician but
has only a tiny bit of cyberware, the rest is
bioware. There’s also something really weird
in the guy’s aura almost like he has two auras.

Now this just could be coincidence but two
things make me think of  him.

One is that while on the run we get bounced
on the way out by a Miratech Rapid Response
Squad. They dig in and wait for
reinforcements and we’re stuck. Suddenly our
boss rushes ‘em. Anyway, up pops the
Miratech Mage in front of him and launches
this huge fireball at him. I mean the guy
disappears into it it’s so big.

We think he’s toast but he emerges out the
other side, barely singed, right in front of the
Mage. Breaks the Mage’s neck with his right
hand and throws a W.P. grenade into the rest
of the squad with the other. End of problem.

The other thing about him was his eyes.
Sometimes it looked like, frag I don’t know,
like there was something really old and
powerful staring back out of them. More
ancient and scary than any human had a right
to be.

Maybe I’m imagining it but two years later I
can still remember his eyes.”

Dock Rat

++ I have also heard suggestions that the
bond Lofwyr and his men share enables the
Dragon to see and experience the world
through their eyes. ++

“ Oh hell!”
Dock Rat

++ The ritual also seems to ensure the D.F.
have absolute loyalty to Lofwyr. On the very
rare occasions that one of them has been
captured they have refused all inducements
to talk, up to and including torture. I know
personally of one occasion when after being
tortured for three days a member of the D.F.
bit his own tongue out for fear he would
betray his master.

Interestingly enough this loyalty is highly
prized by Lofwyr for he has moved heaven
and earth, sometimes literally, to recover
members of the D.F. beyond even what such
loyal and highly trained troops would seem to
warrant. 

NUMBERS

The numbers of the D.F. remain constant. If
one dies he or she is replaced by a new recruit
otherwise the number remains the same,
even if many are healing from wounds.

There are twenty members of the D.F. and
they are divided into two squads of ten.

The make-up of the squads is as follows :
• Two Physical Adepts (both close combat

and stealth experts for recon.)
• One Mage (always an Initiate)
• One Shaman (again an Initiate and

usually of the Wyrm totem)
• One Decker (for running security cover.

Lofwyr’s deckers prefer to come along on the
missions with their comrades and attack
computer systems from within the buildings
they’re protecting)

• Two Riggers (one is a transportation
expert who controls the vehicles the D.F.
travel in, the other controls several Drones
which will support the attack)

• Three Street-Samurai (at least one will be
a heavy weapons expert)

At any time one squad will be on active duty
for missions while the other squad members
will either be on vacation or guarding Lofwyr
himself.

Naturally the D.F. are equipped with the
finest equipment that money can buy. Not
just weapons but Bioware and Cyberware,
vehicles, Drones and magical items such as
focuses. Lofwyr doesn’t stint on this and their
gear would put any Corporate team to shame.

While the two squads of the D.F. are
organised as a military unit it is in fact very
rare for all of them to be used on the same
job. The members of the D.F. are all smart and
experienced operatives and are more often
dispatched in pairs or on their own to do the
mission required of them. It is not uncommon
for them to hire others to help them in these
missions if they feel the job doesn’t require
additional member of the D.F. or simply to do
the job on their own.
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PSYCHOLOGY

Strangely enough Lofwyr doesn’t recruit
exclusively from Saeder-Krupp’s military
forces and has taken Mercs., Shadowrunners
and even Company men from other
Corporations into the D.F.

However all members of the D.F. have
several things in common.

They are all highly experienced with at least
three years in combat operations and a
glittering record as well. Only the elite are
considered, no time-servers. 

They must all be multi-talented (no simple
killing machine Street-Samurai or net
obsessed Deckers here) Lofwyr expects his
operatives to be able to deal with any
situation; Deckers must be able to handle
themselves in a fight, Samurai to organise
security, Physical Adepts to penetrate any
security screen, Mages to know the streets
and the board-rooms.

Finally they must all be intensely
honourable men and women. People who
have proved their loyalty not only to their
employers but to those who serve with them.
Lofwyr expects the D.F. to have a code of
honour and stick to it no matter the cost and
believe me, they do. ++

“My God, a group of  professionals with a
sense of honour and loyalty to each other. No
more coddling punks and psychos and

watching your back in case they decide to
shoot you for your share of the take. It sounds
like heaven, where do I sign ? “

Bushi

“Sound like a buncha idiots to me. That kind
of attitude will get ‘em dead fast on the
streets.” 

Kid

“Don’t you believe it Kid. Think how much
more you could get done in a group if you
could trust each other and your employer
implicitly. No more time wasted double-
checking information in case your employers
decided to screw you over, no more dividing
your attention between the enemy and your
team-mates, no more goddamn attitude
between team members. 

Sounds to me that a team like that would
get hell of a lot done.”

Hell-Hound

++ The D.F. don’t seem to regard themselves
as a Black Ops unit. They behave more like
the knights of the Middle Ages. A group of
intensely brave and honourable warriors
bound together by loyalty to their liege lord
and protected by the sense of brotherhood
between them and by their Lord’s duty to
them as his faithful servants. +++++++++++++
++$%£%£++++TRANSMISSIONINTERRUPTED
++++++++++&*^$%(++++++++ERROR+++++++
ABORT?RETRY?FAIL?++++++ERROR13+++++++
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GAME-STUFF

THE CEREMONY

The D.F. are indeed Lofwyr’s elite unit
and have been bonded to him by a

magical ceremony. This ceremony
uses Blood Magic in its purest form

in which the participants

voluntarily give of their essence to each other
in order to bond themselves together. (It is
from a half-remembered version of this ritual
that we get the idea of Blood Brothers
forming friendships by mixing their blood).

This ceremony is ancient, dating back to
previous Awakenings when it was
commonplace for Knights and their Lords to
bond themselves together in honour and
loyalty.

The effects of the ceremony are to bind the
Karma and destiny of the participants
together. If either side were to betray the
bargain the effect of the violation of the pact
is horrendous. For the Lord the effect is to
wipe out his accumulated Karma pool, for a
Knight the effect is even worse. It not only
wipes out the Knight’s Karma pool and
prevents him from ever gaining any Karma in
the future, it actually applies the Karma Pool
as bad Karma against him until it is used up. 

The effect of this is to afflict the betraying
Knight with hideous bad luck. His enemies
grow stronger, he weakens and dangerous
accidents afflict him and those he cares for.
Death usually follows quickly and painfully to
the betrayer. Only one is said to have survived
by using up this storm of bad luck and her
name is never spoken of amongst the D.F..

The members of the D.F. are made well
aware of the effects of the ceremony before
they take it for none may be forced to
undergo this ritual. Those who refuse are
mind-wiped of the memory of it but many
accept, delighted to find in this treacherous
modern world a haven of honour and
comradeship. They serve Lofwyr with all the
honour and courage at their disposal and
their resistance to betrayal of him comes
more from a fierce pride in their position as
the Dragon’s chosen Knights than from any
fear of the magical reprisals that would follow
any betrayal.

Lofwyr is also bound by the ritual. The D.F.
are his Knights and he may not honourably
betray them without suffering the
consequences. This doesn’t mean that
capturing a member of the D.F. gives you the
keys to Lofwyr’s soul. While the Dragon must

do everything reasonable to regain his
Knight, the key word here is

reasonable. If the demands are
too outrageous Lofwyr may with

all honour refuse.
It may seem strange that
a Dragon should render
himself even partially
vulnerable in this way
but perhaps Lofwyr
feels the risk is
balanced by having
such a valuable asset as
the D.F. at his disposal.
Or perhaps even a
Dragon likes to have

people in whom he can
confide with complete trust.  
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THE POWERS

Another effect of the ritual is that when the
blood of the two mingle, some of Lofwyr’s
power is transferred to the member of the D.F.
This is why there are always only twenty
members, anymore would begin to reduce
Lofwyr’s own power.

The members of the D.F. receive the
following powers from their master’s blood:
• They all automatically subtract their essence
from the power level of any attack against
them that involves fire, be it magical or
mundane. 
• Those who are in any way magical have the
power of Animal Control: Reptiles.
• All the Physical Adepts, Shamans and
Mages who serve in the D.F.  receive a point of
Hardened Armour, as the Paranormal Animal
power (See ‘SHADOWRUN’ 2nd Edition p218),
per level of initiation.  
• In addition the Mages and Shamans cast all
fire-based spells as if they were a Drain code
lower than they are. So if a Mage casts a Flame
Bomb spell the Drain level of the spell is
usually Deadly, however for a member of the
D.F. the Drain is Serious.
• Also Fire Elementals summoned are treated
as one point of Force less for the purposes of
Summoning and determining Drain.

THE DRAGON’S FLAMES  

Rather than give gear, Cyberware, Stats and
skills for every member of the D.F. I will leave
them open to the imagination of individual
GMs. However if you want a guide I'd suggest
taking the Archetypes from the 'Shadowrun'
book and adapting them like this:

Street-Samurai - use the Former Company
Man  Archetype. Add +2 to all skills, replace all
Cyberware apart from the Smartlink, Wired
Reflexes (level two) and the Datajack and add
Orthoskin (level 2), Trauma Damper, Tracheal
Filters and Enhanced Articulation. (See the
'SHADOWTECH' sourcebook p 17,29,33,34 for
the last four).

Mages and Shamans - take the Street Mage
or  Street Shaman Archetype add +2 to all
magic related skills and +1 to all other skills
and add +5 to the total of Attribute points.
Double the number of Force points of spells
they have.

Make them at least a level one Initiate and
give them a decent amount of magical
firepower (say a Power Focus level one or a
couple of  Specific Spell Focuses and some
decent spell locks).

Physical Adepts - create one as normal then
add +2 to all skills. Assume them to be at least
a level one initiate and give them a Weapon
Focus of at least level one rank.

Riggers - use the Archetype but remove all
Cyberware apart from the Vehicle Control Rig
(level two), Datajack and  Smartlink then add
Orthoskin (level 3) and a Trauma Damper. 

Add +2 to all skills and give them the kind
of gear you'd pick for your PC Rigger if you had
the funds of a Dragon backing you. (Phaeton
limousines with Chainguns, Wandjina RPVs,
Aguilar Attack helicopters with AVM racks, etc.

Go wild and remember Saeder-Krupp has
access to all that lovely restricted military
hardware). 

Deckers - add +1 to all skills and Attributes
and give them a Fairlight Excalibur with all the
trimmings. (Response boost, Hardening, etc.)
They will also have a Smartlink, a Synaptic
Accelerator, Orthoskin level 3 and level 2
Cerebral Booster (see 'SHADOWTECH' p23).

(Alert GMs will notice that the Cybered
members of the D.F. all have extra armour in
the form of Orthoskin while the magical
members will be protected by Armour spell-
locks.

This is a deliberate tactic by Lofwyr. He has
put a lot of time and money and magic into
each member of the D.F. and so has no
intention of losing them to a random bullet or
piece of shrapnel.)

Finally to all members of the D.F. assign
another fifteen points of skills to be taken only
in new skills and with no skill at higher than
five. These are skills that round out the
character of the individual members and make
them more versatile than your average Merc.
or Company Man. These skills may be
anything a G.M. desires from knowledge of
foreign cultures to a thorough grounding in
political science, from pre-Awakening occult
knowledge to an  M.B.A. in Business Studies
and a keen eye for the Stock Market. (These
are on top of the normal Active and Knowledge
skill points that a character should have.) 

These round out the D.F. from simple killing
machines to skilled operatives each capable
of organizing operations on their own or co-
operating with consummate skill in a group. 

This may seem excessive but the D.F. are
probably the most closely selected and highly
backed force in the world. For this kind of unit
these are not unreasonable levels of ability.

IN YOUR GAME

If run properly the D.F. should be a lot more
than simply another bunch of opponents for
your ‘runners to knock down. 

For a start the D.F. are a lot smarter than
that, they are all experienced tacticians and
shouldn’t get themselves into stupid
situations where a bunch of amateurs has the
advantage over them. Also the D.F. are well
aware of their own importance. They each
represent a huge investment in Lofwyr’s time
and money and have no intention of
squandering this investment. They will always
retreat rather than fight an impossible battle,
they will always have a back-up plan and
escape route ready and they won’t leave
injured comrades behind.

They may even temporarily abandon a goal
in order to secure their escape. But pity the
opponent who thinks then that they have
defeated the D.F. as they will always be back
and next time they will have the advantage.
The D.F. are firm believers in the old saying
‘that he who fights and runs away, lives to
fight another day’.      

The D.F. should be scary opponents not just
because of their skills and cyberware but their

savvy and tactics. They should always seem
one step ahead of the PCs. Even if they’re not,
the D.F. are well aware of the benefits of
propaganda and will always act as if they
know far more than the PCs could dream of.
With their mysterious powers, cutting edge
gear and mysterious contacts the D.F. carry an
almost tangible air of competence and
lethality about them. They are not above
dropping mysterious hints or false clues that
mean nothing and letting their opponents tie
themselves in knots trying to figure them out
or waste time following these red herrings. 

However while they are deadly opponents
they can be strangely forgiving. If the ‘runners
prove themselves honourable opponents the
D.F. will treat them with respect. They will try
to use non-lethal tactics (sleep spells, stun
rounds, neuro-stun gas etc.), will allow the
PCs to retrieve wounded and pull back from
lost battles. However if the PCs show
themselves to be cruel or treacherous
opponents the D.F  will not hesitate to shoot-
to-kill.

But as well as opponents to the ‘runners the
D.F. can be employers or allies. After all, not all
missions require a full complement of D.F.
Sometimes just one leading a team of lesser
professionals is deemed sufficient. If the PCs
are employed by the D.F they will find the
experience a mixed blessing; on the one hand
as an employer the D.F. will pay well, have
excellent contacts for getting gear for the
mission, lead from the front, and never try to
screw the ‘runners over ( though God help the
‘runners if they try to double-cross the D.F.).
However, the D.F. will expect only the greatest
efficiency, professionalism and honour from
the runners and will not have the slightest
hesitation in firing any team in mid-run if they
don’t meet the necessary standards. (Though
they will let them keep the advance.)

Excellent teams will be approached for other
missions and may gain a regular employer and
patron. Truly outstanding teams may be
offered places in the D.F. themselves.

The missions that the ‘runners may do for
the D.F. will always be unusual. Very rarely will
they be the standard corporate fare but
instead will take the ‘runners into a much
weirder world than they have experienced.
They may have to hijack artefacts from
museums, exterminate rogue spirits, deal with
Vampires, uncover Atzlan intelligence
operatives, penetrate Amazonia and raid lost
sites, spy on immortal elves and swap bullets
and spells with opponents from the best in the
world (S.A.S., Wild Cats, Black Thorns,
Paladins, Leopard Guard, the Scale Brothers
etc.)

Missions for the D.F. will take them to places
in the world and up against opponents they
previously only ever dreamed of.    

The Dragon’s Flames can be your PC’s ticket
into the true big time of Shadowrunning
where your missions affect the very fate of the
world in a war most people don’t even know is
going on.
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CONFRONTATION is a fantastic new fantasy
D6 based skirmish game from Rackham.
Played using beautifully sculpted 28mm
fantasy miniatures. 

The miniatures are what makes the game so
good - mainly due to the fact the miniatures
are the best fantasy miniatures seen on the
market in a long time. These are not small
cheap miniatures but the very finest quality
metal miniatures sculpted in a way that
really brings them to life. No rank or file
boredom here! - Just the best quality
individual miniatures, as it should be for a
skirmish game. 

Ok, so by now you've got the point that the
figures are fantastic. So what is
CONFRONTATION  'the game' about?
CONFRONTATION is described as an "all-in-
one" fantasy skirmish game, which means
what? You may ask. Well basically it means
you get everything you need to play in each
blister pack. (Apart from the D6's).

The blister packs all contain a rulebook,
reference card, special item cards and, of
course, the miniatures.  CONFRONTATION

miniatures all come with the basic rulebook,
which is about the size of a trading card
game rulebook, which details the
fundamental CONFRONTATION game.
Considering the size of the rulebook it
details the full rules for the skirmish game,

special abilities and even some fiction. The
rules are also downloadable at
www.simpleminiaturegames.com 

The reference cards details the figure(s)
characteristics, such as movement, initiative
and attack skill, plus any special abilities.
The cards are also used in the game to
determine turn sequence as I'll explain a bit
later. 

If you buy a Sorcerer, Mage or similar magic
user you will get a copy of the INCANTAION
rulebook which details the magic rules for
the game, in addition when you buy a magic-
user you also get the necessary spell cards. 

This is an excellent way to buy an army as
you get everything you need every time you
buy a blister pack and can gradually expand
your forces with limited outlay. Not only that
but the points costs are also shown on the
bottom right hand corner of the reference
cards, which you can see through the clear
blister packs, making it even easier to
choose your forces.

GAMEPLAY 
The game is played using two or more small
warbands consisting of a dozen or so models
a side. Most players start off with a 250/300
point army to get themselves going. A basic
game doesn't take long - normally no more
than an hour for 2 or 3 players. It's all D6
based and all the info is on the reference
cards.   

The turn sequence is determined by the
cards; all the reference cards are shuffled
into a deck by the players (or a GM /
innocent bystander) and then dealt out one
by one. As each card is dealt the player can
then move the respective figure(s) as shown
by the card. 

An introduction to Rackham’s 
Confrontation

http://www.simpleminiaturegames.com
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This is a really good way of adding and extra
random element to the game. Players of
normal wargames will know that the "one-
side then the other-side" turn sequence gets
a bit boring and CONFRONTATION adds
increased tactical thought with this random
movement sequence. Dependant on the
cards some turns one side may be able to
move all their forces before the other
player(s) get a chance. Not being able to
foresee who gets to move next certainly
requires increased use of the old grey matter
as you start to plan for all eventualities. 

In addition to the cards, one of the main
differences between CONFORNTAITON and
other wargames such as Warhammer is that
you don't use lots of tables (in fact you only
use one: the wound effect table) How
combat is conducted is that rather than
rolling against tables to see if you've hit your
opponent you set a target number yourself.
Sounds a bit odd doesn't it? However; it
works!  If you elect to go for a low number
you opponent has a better chance of
blocking, the higher you go reduces the
chances of your opponent defending the
blow (it also makes it more difficult for you
to land the blow in the first place). 

Obviously it depends on how evenly match
the fighters are; a highly skilled fighter will
already have a high attack skill to which they
add the D6 result to see if they have reached
the target they have just set. A lowly fighter
with a inferior defence skill will still have to
reach that same target with a D6. Result: the
highly skilled fighter normally chops the
other guy in two. 

The system works well, it may take a few
goes of playing the game to get your head
round the movement and also setting your
own targets for attacks but it's worthwhile
as the game runs really well and is easily
adaptable to scenario play, multiplayer
battles and tournaments.  

CREATING AN ARMY 
Building an army is quite simple, most
people select a couple of figures they like
and build an army around them. As you only
need a dozen models or so to play it is quite
quick to build and paint your army. 

A good army needs a decent character, basic
troops and a couple of elites or special
troops to deliver that telling blow. You can
strengthen your armies with magic-users,
standard bearers, monsters and cavalry. In
order to pick your army take a look at the
code on the blister packs as this shows you
the troop type. The first 2 letters of the code
signify the faction (BA = Barbarians WF =
Wolfen etc.) the second 2 letters denote the
troop type: CH= Character, HE= Hero, RG=
Warriors, SP= Specials, EL= Elites, TR=
Ranged Weapon Troops, CV= Cavalry,
MU=Musician, PE= Standard Bearer, VO=
Flying, MA= Mage, MG = Warrior Mage.  

An example of a good 300 Point Army: 
Leader: Mira The Reckless 70pts, 
Troops: 3 x Fusiliers (19 pts ea), 

3 x Spearmen (13 pts ea), 
Elites: 2 x Griffin Executioners (20 pts ea), 

3 x Templars (22pts ea). 
1x Thallion (28 pts)

Total: 300 Points

This is a flexible army which contains fairly
solid basic defensive troops, fusiliers with
long rifles, hard-hitting Templars, a scout
(Thallion) and the executioner assassins to
take out enemy characters. Using the codes
and the information shown on the reference
cards it is quite easy to pick up a basic army
which, like the one above, can be the
foundation on which to build an all
conquering force. 

All in all CONFRONTATION is an inexpensive,
quick, fairly straight forward game to play
and one which can provide the basis of a
complete hobby without the expense of
huge armies, costly boxed sets and lots of
rulebooks. The figures are superbly detailed
and fantastic to paint. Whether you are
looking for an alternative to large scale
wargames or simply looking for an
inexpensive way into the hobby -
CONFRONTATION  is certainly worth a try. 

More information, figure galleries, links, list
of UK stockists, forthcoming events and also
Trade ordering information can be obtained
at www.simpleminiaturegames.com 

Written by Graham Clarke of Simple
Miniature Games, please send comments or
questions to:  confrontation@ntlworld.com

mailto:confrontation@ntlworld.com
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Well this issue I seem to be inundated with
scantily clad ladies (not a problem I often have
I must admit!). 

Apocalypse Miniatures 
A new company on the 28mm scene
Apocalypse has two separate theatres of
combat under way and I've got a few samples
from each to share with you dear reader.  First
off from the Atlantis Imperium range I have a
couple of the "Imperial Infantry" themselves,
these are clad in very ancient Grecian armour
and helmets, though they do get rather baggy
trousers rather than the short skirts of the
originals and are armed with automatic type
assault rifles.  Though they are classed as 28's
they are actually 32mm tall (not including the
crests on the helms).  These come in packs of
three at £3.00 a pack.  Of course they need
something to fight and this comes in the
impressive shape of the Goloth, big (37mm
tall) muscular aliens with faces reminiscent of
the Predator alien from the film of the same
name.  One of my samples is naked, but the
other has partial armour on his torso and
shoulders, both are armed with a very large
blaster type weapon, due to their size you only
get two of these per £3.00 pack.  Chunky is
probably the best way to describe the sculpting
on these figures, making them less easy to use
alongside figures from other manufacturers
such as Citadel, though this not to say that it is
poor, they do in fact paint up nicely and due to
the depth of the detail take "dry brushing" and
"highlighting" particularly well, making them
ideal for the less experienced painter.

The figures in Apocalypse's fantasy range
Revelations are however much finer and
"mainstream" in styling.  The "Warrior Angels"
are basically ancient Greeks with two holes in
their backs to accept wings that are cast

separately, as are their shields and weapons
(making them easy to convert into Flash
Gordon style Hawkmen).  Though at £3.00 a
pack of two figures they're not that cheap, but
I have to say that these are some of the nicest
winged figures I've seen to date. 

I have also been assured that rules for both
ranges are in the pipeline and due out by the
end of the year.  So if you fancy re-fighting the
eternal struggle between good and evil or if you
ever wondered what happened to the
Atlantians (they left Earth in huge spaceships
apparently!) why not check out Apocalypse.   

Assassin Miniaturen 
From German company Assassin I have
received three rather nice little "metal kits",
though each contains one or two 28mm figures
I wouldn't really describe them as gaming
pieces, more miniature dioramas.

#AS03-02SN Captured is a five piece kit
consisting of a rather unhappy looking
barbarian lady clad in the usual manner
(armoured shoulder pad, gauntlet, thong, thigh
boots and nothing else). She is walking with
her hands tied behind her back and metal collar
and chain "lead" (a length of thin gold chain is
provided for this), the other end of which is
being held by a particularly nasty looking Orc
or goblin who is crouching at the opposite end
of the detailed base with a sword belt (hers I
think) hanging around the his shoulders.
#AS07-02SN Spell Thief comes in six pieces
and depicts the classic medieval style RPG thief
(though with a patch over his right eye) who is
standing left hand slightly raised and right
holding a dagger (cast separately though I
really can't see why!).  A separate sword
attaches to his belt, and his "plugged" feet fit
into a rectangular base that is textured as a
stone dungeon floor, behind him is a chipped
and broken stone column, and in front of him is
a large spectral hand clasping a parchment.  To
me this pose is a bit ungainly and the subject
matter clichéd making this the poorest of the
three. Both of these kits are 12.00 (£9.00
approx).  However 6.50 (£4.90 approx) buys
you #AS08-02SN Imprisoned a two part kit of
a naked woman (well she's definitely female
anyway?).  With a small horn growing from the
middle of her forehead, she is chained at waist
height to a piece of stonewall.  This back wall

has her hands and manacles cast on it and her
wrists sit neatly into these  "cuffs", her feet are
immersed into the floor and tendrils of
"something" are coiling up her lower legs, I
can't decide whether these are tentacles
attacking her or plants growing up her.  I guess
how you paint her is your choice, either way
she makes an interesting occupant for a
dungeon party to come across.      

Apart form a little filling around the feet on
"Captured" where they attach to the base the
casting on all the pieces is very good and they
build up into smashing little display items,
each is a limited edition so if any of these
arouse your interested I suggest you follow
them up without delay.  

Games Workshop 
GW have now just about covered all the main
characters from "The Two Towers" but rather
than sitting on there laurels till "Return of the
King" they are instead bringing out the stuff
that wasn't in the films (they now also own the
rights to the books as well as the films you
see).  To start the ball rolling I have Balin and
the Khazad Guard in front of me.  Sculpting is
well up to the standard of the other Lotr
miniatures with Balin himself being particularly
fine, what is more disappointing is the casting
with the end of one guards axe being separate
to the shaft due to poor casting.  A minor
grumble, but you don't expect this at £15.00 for
nine metal figures.  I still recommend them
though, if you're into Lotr or not they are still
some of the nicest Dwarves out there.

Also this time I have two new releases for 40K.
The Cadian Shock Troops are another excellent
£15.00 plastic box set release containingThe five figures of the apocalypse

Captured by the
assassin



twenty "Imperial Guard" types in fatiges, ablative upper body armour
and helmets.  A good selection of extras and a couple of heavy
weapons are included. Another fine plastic box set of use whether
you're a GW gamer or not. 

Finally I have the latest 40K "Codex" the grandly titled Eye Of Terror,
this concerns itself with Abaddon the Despoiler's campaign against
the Empire and out lines some of the armies (Chaos, Eldar and
Imperial) who fought in it.  There are a few new rules and lots of pretty
pictures and the usual dark scribbling that are meant to inspire you,
but really just take up space and bump up the price.  Still at £8.00 I
suppose you only have to get a few games out of it to make it worth
the price.

Maidenhead Miniatures 
Maidenhead is another new company, this time from "down-under"
that has begun it's onslaught onto the 28mm "slotta" base fantasy
market with the release of a range of near naked primitive females
proudly called The Babes that Time Forgot. 

There's a bit of an Aztec feel to their style of dress and weaponry
(making them ideal opponents for the GW lizards reviewed last
issue).  Their armour is variously made up from metal, wood and
skulls/bones; all are sold individually at $3.50 (Australian), which
equates to about £1.48 at time of writing.  As well as the infantry
types there are also two types of cavalry, I have one lady archer
mounted on the back of a large muscular sabre toothed tiger priced
at $6.50 that's £2.75 approximately, and a very large (77mm tall)
prehistoric bird (a Phoriushacos apparently) which is $12.50 or £5.30
approx.  I have two different riders for this, one firing a bow and the
other throwing a spear, both of which are excellent and
interchangeable with the tiger.    

Sculpting is first rate and casting is pretty good too, with only the odd
mould line and fine bit of flash evident but still well up to GW
standard.  So to sum up a fine new range, different enough to make
them interesting, but not to "way out" to render them to awkward to
fit most rule systems, and if you check out the web-site the range of
figures for this particular army is quite outstanding, no six or seven
figure army this, you really can make up a large and varied force just
using Maidenheads own figures.  Kym Pennell the man behind
Maidenhead has set himself very high standards to maintain, I look
forward to seeing if he can.      

Apologies to smaller scale gamers that I've been a bit 28mm biased
this time but unfortunately I don't get to choose what I'm sent (no
really I don't!), I'll try harder next time.  
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Founded in 1975 ALARUMS AND EXCURSIONS is an award winning monthly RPG
APA with contributions from around the world.
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Although vanilla fantasy dwarfs the rest of the market, the
Victorian age has been a popular setting for role playing
games for quite some time. The period has a lot to offer -
atmosphere, instantly recognisable character archetypes
and situations, familiar geography, ample background
material, comprehensible - if reprehensible - attitudes, and
a wide range of gaming possibilities, running all the way
from realistic adventuring to pure whimsy. An obvious
starting point is the exploration of Africa, which New
Breed's Dark Continent covers in painstaking detail. Still
keeping more or less to the "real" world, The Victorian age
is a natural for horror, as Cthulhu by Gaslight, Leading
Edge's Dracula game and the recent Vampire supplement
all attest. The steampunk genre has spawned some solid
products, notably from S. J. Games. Then there's romantic
space fiction of Space 1889, recently reprinted by
Heliograph. Finally, some designers have gone a further,
and have grafted the basics of high fantasy - elves, dwarfs,
magic and the undead - onto a partly idealised imagined
society. Troika's computer RPG Arcanum springs to mind,
as do R. Talsorian's Castle Falkenstein, and TSR's For
Faerie Queen and Country.

Heresy Gaming's Victoriana is a full-blooded entry to the
fantastic end of the range. What you get for your money is
a 302 page, 8.5 x 11 inch volume, written by John Tuckey
et al, clearly laid out and nicely illustrated. The book falls
into three parts: background, game rules and a start up
adventure. The setting is Victorianish, somewhat more
faithful to the era's sociology than to its history, and
idealised to provide an accessible gaming environment,
rather than a painstakingly accurate one. This design
philosophy allows Tuckey & co to concentrate on the more
playable and entertaining features of the time, while
keeping the book to a manageable length. The authors'
syncretic approach also permits the addition of working
magic, steampunk technology, non-human races and a
Law/Chaos dichotomy derived from Michael Moorcock.
The other big departure from reality is the presentation of
religion. A superficially non-Christian monotheism
("Aluminat," complete with Anglican and Puritan
splinters) forms the basis of western civilisation, but has

rivals, principally re-emergent paganism, and the lady
Paline (the setting's analogue for Satanism).
"Mohammedan" religion also gets an oblique mention. 

Most of Victoriana's history is recognisable - there's the
collapse of the Roman Empire, the Renaissance, the Thirty
Years' War, the Enlightenment, and the Colonial,
Napoleonic and Crimean wars.  The dates diverge from
real history in some cases - Napoleon keeps on going right
down to 1820, and the Crimean war's over a decade late,
starting in 1866, rather than in 1854. Nevertheless, the
resulting background is a recognisable collage of
industrialisation, colonialism and Great Power politics,
which provides sufficient impetus and creative freedom
for gaming. 

The authors feel that the PCs should be non conformists -
"gutter runners, unafraid to do what needs doing,
regardless of the social system, regardless of hierarchy,
regardless of law," - so present plenty of pricks for them to
kick against. Inevitably, the class system, sexism and
respectable society provide quite a few of these and the
book discusses them in loving detail. Indeed, the society
section consumes around a sixth of Victoriana's page
count, affording both an overview of 1860s manners and
conventions, and solid guidelines for players. 

The game itself uses an
optimised version of the
Fuzion system for its
mechanics and places
heavy emphasis on
characterisation and
atmosphere. Fuzion uses
the well-established and
reliable: characteristic +
skill + dice roll vs. target
number mechanic, so the
game plays quickly and
fluidly (if you aren't
familiar with Fuzion, you
can download a copy from
R. Talsorian's website).  



Character creation is points-based, a concept that many
players will find familiar enough. Players choose a race
for their PCs - Men, Eldren, Halfling, Dwarf, Gnome,
Beastman or Ogre, then spend their points on
Characteristics, Skills, and Talents. They can also take
Complications to get extra points to spend elsewhere. The
inclusion of background and career packages speeds up
the process, while assuring a good deal of variety.  

The mundane game play - fighting, skulking, burgling,
socialising - works fine and doesn't need further
elaboration, and the extensive society section provides
more than enough material to keep players in character.
On the other hand, Victoriana's treatment of occultism is
interesting and is worth a closer look. There's a division
between mediums, some of whom are Anglicans and
outright sorcerers, who subdivide into petty magicians and
Thaumaturges. All these practitioners have to roll against
a difficulty number to succeed and pay for the magical
effect with resolve points. 

Mediums have the most limited abilities - depending on
their tradition (Sensate, Channelling or Faith) broadly
they can see auras, detect supernatural creatures, talk to
spirits or guardian angels, or heal people. Petty magicians
use very long  rituals (several hours) to enchant things for
later use, while Thaumaturges cast more immediate spells.
Sorcerous effects range from conjuring up tobacco to
summoning demons or making undead monsters. The last
two, demonology and necromancy, are capital offences,
and also progressively corrupt the user, who eventually
leaves play as a demon prince or a "litche." 

In summary, most of Victoriana is good, and some of it is
really good, and the authors did a lot of things right - the
rules work well and the background is rich, atmospheric

and playable. The
pregenerated NPCs,
adversaries, beasts and
monsters are in a clear,
useful format. Sadly the
book does have some
problems. More for want of
a better phrase, "gutter
level" background material
would have been welcome.
Similarly, the eight page
"Science and Steam
Power" section is sparse - a
sketch of communications,
transport, armaments and
health, with passing
mentions of Babbage, ornithopters, airships and
enchanted cyberware. Presumably Heresy Gaming will
fill these holes with later supplements (they advertise a
London source book in Victoriana), but there are things
that shouldn't have made it into print. Most irksome are
the inclusion of a language called "Swiss," and of a table
that asserts that the Portuguese only speak Spanish and
that the Ottoman Turks don't speak Turkish. Then there's
the greyscale political map of the world, whose shading
suggests that the United States is part of the British
Empire, and that France rules continental Europe. The text
contradicts both of these impressions. Unfortunately, the
high quality of the rest of the material makes these
oddities all the more obvious. 

If you want a good approximately
nineteenth century romantic game with
magic and non-humans, and easy, fast
playing rules, then Victoriana's certainly
worth a look. 

David Thomas
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First a small disclaimer - Paper Wars is not
a game in itself, but a collection of high-
resolution colour images ready for you to
print from your PC and stick together.  The
images are contained on a single CD.  All
you need to read the files is standard
picture-viewing software.

This particular Paper Wars product is
geared towards the Glorantha setting.
There are over 200 images covering every
aspect of Gloranthan culture ready to use
immediately.

The artwork itself varies, but the overall
quality is very high.  The exact number of
figures per file varies from
half a dozen to over 30.  The
printed quality will depend
on your printer and the type
of paper you use, but with a
decent colour printer and
some light card they look
fantastic.

The biggest selling point
is the re-use factor.  For £15
you effectively get an infinite
amount of figures.  That's
value for money.

The images capture the mystique and
splendour of the setting perfectly.  Just
glancing through the files has generated a
wealth of adventure ideas.  

This product is a worthy addition to the
Hero Wars/Glorantha line and I would
happily recommend it as a useful play aid.  

Wiggy

Deep Beyond is the latest supplement for
Steve Jackson Games' Transhuman Space
line. Other supplements have detailed
Earth and the inner planets. Deep Beyond
expands Transhuman Space from the
asteroid belt, beyond Jupiter and Saturn,
towards the Oort Cloud and the closest
stars. It follows the pattern of the previous
supplements in that not only does it tell
you about the planets, but it also tells you
about the various intelligences that have
made their homes there.

The first stop on the Deep Beyond
journey is at the asteroid belt. This is
inhabited by a variety of cultures ranging
from the Green Duncanite paradise at
Ceres to the itinerant asteroid miners who
live wherever they can drill a hole.
However, despite the diverse nature of the
belt's inhabitants, they all seem to manage
to live in peace.

Next out is Jupiter and its moons. This
part of the solar system is not so peaceful.
Europa is the scene of a strange
underwater conflict where militaristic eco-
warriors use the latest nanotechnology to
defend the native lifeforms from
exploitation and possible extinction  by
genetically engineered settlers.

Meanwhile, rebel
infomorphs on Io are
fighting against corporate
troops in order to maintain
their mental freedom.

Further out, around
Saturn, Mimas is refuge for
Hyperevolutionist monks
who believe that God can
only be understood by
sufficiently advanced
beings, and that it is their
duty to create these beings. Meanwhile, on
Titan, professional wrestling bouts
between bio-engineered giants is the
preferred pasttime. The space around
Neptune, Uranus and Pluto, however, is

home only to sapient AIs,
some of whom are still
fighting a war that ended on
Earth over a decade ago.

The book is rounded
out with a list of new
organisations to work for or
against, as well as a list of
new technologies,
equipment and biomods.

Deep Beyond is a
fascinating read. While it
can be hard going to read it

from cover to cover, just dipping into it can
give a Transhuman Space referee some
wonderful ideas. Also, unlike the inner
solar system, the Deep Beyond is where
things are happening. The
problem with previous
supplements for
Transhuman Space is that
they have given the
impression that everything is
under control and well
regulated by the authorities.
However in Deep Beyond you
have the asteroid factories of
the Martian Triads and the
Trojan Mafia (who will supply
you with anything you can
afford), secret military bases, devious
corporations and people who are just
trying to get by. In my opinion, there is
more potential in this supplement than in
any of the other Transhuman Space books.

The solar system is a big place. Deep
Beyond tells you what you can expect to
find out there, and a few things you
wouldn't believe at all.

John Wilson

The book opens with Dragon Download, a
Draco Foundation file for the information of
Drakes (those humanoid dracoforms that
recently appeared in the Shadowrun
world). This covers what little is known
about dragon physiology, lifecycle, culture,
traditions, magic and more. Extremely
interesting and sufficiently sketchy to
prevent players from thinking they know all
the dragons' weaknesses.

Next we are treated to
a brief look at the Draco
Foundation, the
organisation set up by
Dunkelzahn in his will, which
has since become a major
player in the awakened
world. More detail would
have been useful, especially
as about a third of the entry
covers the Board of
Trustees, but there is

enough here to provide plenty of plot
hooks for a campaign. 

The bulk of the book is dedicated to
write-ups of the main Great Dragons, such
as Lofwyr, Hestaby and the recently
(re)appeared Ghostwalker. Usefully, each
of these is described (along with their
metahuman form, lair and translator -
dragons in dragon form only being able to
speak telepathically), and given a timeline
of key events. Each write-up details the
dragon's personality, aims, agents, allies
and enemies.

At last these most powerful patrons and
adversaries are given personality,
motivation and the means to play a full role
in the awakened world(so Aden, for
example, is not just that middle eastern
dragon that dwells on mount Ararat). No
longer just vaguely defined puppet
masters or barely realised scaly killing
machines, they are characters in their own

right, who, if not
understood, are realistically
mysterious rather than mere
ciphers.

A Nest of Serpents
follows, to give similar but
briefer treatment to a
variety of lesser known
Great Dragons and
important Adult Dragons,
adding to our knowledge of
these undeservedly minor
players.

The final section provides Game
Information covering all four main types of
dragon (the Sea Dragon or Leviathan being
a newly discovered form), their innate
powers and magical abilities; as well as
expanded rules for Drakes (including the
magically created True Drakes), and
suggestions for using all this in your
games.

Shadowrun sourcebooks are always a
delight to read and are well worth reading
for their fictional content as much as for
their gaming use (very few sourcebooks
have such a low ratio of rules and gaming
information compared to pure
background). Dragons of the Sixth World is
no exception.

In fact it is a particularly fine example,
expanding upon an under-discussed
dimension of the game world. Shadowrun
has always hinted that dragons are more
than just lethal critters, as the media savvy
Dunkelzahn and corporate mogul Lofwyr
evidenced, and yet too often in game terms
they were reduced to just such a role. Not
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any longer. Now we have hints of their
culture (such as their memory crystals)
and past and present power. The dragons
of Shadowrun genuinely are world
powers, as much above men as men are
above beasts (at least in their respective
opinions). Excellent.

Shadowrun has been waiting for
something like this for a long time, an in
depth look at dragons: from their
physiology to their culture to their
conspiracies. At last, all of those
intriguing anecdotes, tidbits and
suggestions are given substance. Of
course, given that this is a Shadowrun
Sourcebook, we are given  the lowdown in
the form of a subjective annotated
document that raises just as many
questions as it answers.

DJ Tyrer

'Plains of Penance' is the second source
book for Bastion's Oathbound campaign
series. Set in an alternate
dimension/plane/planet called the Forge.
Beings from all over the multiverse are
suddenly snatched from their homes and
dropped into this cosmic prison for an
immortal god.

The book is lavishly
illustrated in full colour
throughout with some
stunning pieces of artwork.
It details the geography,
races and culture of the
wider realm of Penance
including the neighbouring
sea realms. There are
sections on new prestige
races, new magics, the
usual host of new monsters,
spells and magic items and
a full scenario called 'Ascension Day.' 

Whilst it is possible to make use of this
volume without the other, GMs wanting to
set a full campaign in the Forge will
probably want both. The Bastion website
is quite informative however, if you need a
quick guide to the Forge.

The geography contains full
descriptions of various realms of Penance,
their leaders, economies and political
outlook. It also details the complex
network of waterways that the people of
Penance use to get about. Finally it
provides notes for adventuring with the
usual wandering monster tables and some
intriguing locations/encounter seeds.

New races of note are the humanoid
plant beings known as Thorns, which
formed and dominate the order of Druids
on the Forge. Then there are the peace-
loving Ceptu who live in the ocean realms
and work towards peace and co-operation
between all peoples. The Aurads, magical
humanoids who provide all they need
through the use of powerful magic. Finally
there are the monstrous Hovara. Evil and
utterly alien, these creatures resemble

flying manta rays. They are slavers and
operate out of the nightmare city of Cage.

It is worth mentioning at this point the
new magic of The Forge; Channelling
(Rolemaster you are not forgotten!) Due to
the nature of The Forge, certain sensitives
are able to channel the divine power of the
imprisoned god. The power of conjoining
is the most potent, literally allowing
channellers to create anything from
nothing, including life itself. The Aurads
are masters of this power.

And so finally  we come to the scenario.
On first glance this looked
quite promising, however I
felt it was ultimately
disappointing. The scenario
starts off well enough. At
the end of the first 'episode'
several distinct storylines
have been developed, some
with quite complex and
intricate potential.
Unfortunately the rest of the
scenario then chooses to
pursue the least interesting
one and the adventure becomes a rather
routine quest to a ruined city to recover a
vial of magic blood, which two rival demon
lords are after. The scenario offers the
usual assortment of monsters, Obstacles
and opportunities for gaining treasure and

experience. The other
remaining story lines are
simply finished off in brief
paragraphs at the end; a
lost opportunity in my
opinion.

A new and intriguing
campaign setting that
creates a world similar and
yet quite different from the
usual 'high fantasy' worlds
of D&D but disappoints on
its lack of developed NPCs

and relational/motivational story seeds.
Much of its content is about familiar D&D
stuff. Going on expeditions ( above or
below ground) fighting monsters and
getting treasure. A great shame as the
whole setting could be so much richer.

Phil SIdebotham

In Wintertop's Shadow is a supplement for
the Hero Wars game that expands the
lands and people around Kero Fin (often
called Wintertop).  This 64-page book is
divided into four chapters, covering
history, a gazetteer, character and deity
keywords and adventures.

The book starts with a timeline of major
events.  As well as being  informative the
history provides a wealth of adventure
ideas.  Following this is a brief section
describing the local way of life and the
current political climate.

After that the geographic layout of the
region is covered, complete with a full-
page map, a listing of key geographic

areas and an overview of the tribes that
inhabit the region.

The core of the book  is  devoted to new
homelands, occupational and advanced
occupational keywords, including forester,
miner, thrall, and village council member
witha single page on hunting and fishing
that would have perhaps been better
placed elsewhere.

Next is a breakdown of the Maran Gor
cult, covering initiate and devotee
keywords, along with six subcult
keywords.  A single page insert covers the

rites performed in Maran
Gor's honour. Two minor
cults, both related to
mining, and 12 hero cults
round out this section. The
remainder of the chapter is
taken up with a description
of what it means to be a
member of one of the local
tribes and is given in the
form of a young man asking
his father questions. 

The final chapter
covers adventures, beginning with a
breakdown of the yearly cycle, explaining
what activities are performed and listing
special holy days and what events take
place on them.  Accompanying each
season is a sample of adventure hooks,
more than enough in one season alone to
last many months of playing time.
Additionaly two complete adventures are
provided to introduce players to the
region.  Both are well written and will
provide several session of play.

Aside from a few sections that perhaps
could have been expanded, this book has
no major faults.  The background material
is first rate and the game-specific
sections ooze flavour.

Wiggy

AEG have produced some of the better
open gaming products for D&D, and their
latest scenario booklet keeps up the
quality; River of Blood is a challenging
assignment for a mid-level party (7-9
recommended, although it could be made
a bit trickier for slightly stronger groups
with little difficulty).

The PCs are hired to investigate a series
of attacks on the forces of three
neighboring kingdoms with a history of
centuries of raiding and warfare between
each other. Concerned by the apparent
appearance of a mutual threat the rulers
have declared an uneasy truce and
brought in a neutral party to solve the
problem. It soon becomes apparent that
the dead are returning, but how and why is
for the party to discover. Complicating
things is the fact that only one of the three
rulers is genuinely interested in taking
advantage of the situation to try to lay the
foundations of a more lasting peace, while
the others just want the liches cleared
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away so they can go back to
warfare as usual.

Gathering the pieces of
the puzzle will involve a
perilous expedition along the
banks of the river bordering
the three kingdoms, which in
turn will lead to a series of
encounters with enemies
both expected and not so
expected.

A central mystery to solve
by careful deduction, some high-level
diplomacy to negotiate between a trio of
monarchs with incompatible agendas, and
enough hard fighting against some really
tough opposition to keep even the most
munchkinoid combat monster happy -
everything an experienced group of
players could desire.

Alex Stewart

This 88-page book explores Necromancy
through the legends of a character called
Gar'Udok. The book begins, after a brief
explanation about Gar'Udok, with a
chapter of spells, then monsters (golems,
ghouls, mummies and a number of original
creations), prestige classes, feats, magic
items and deities. What is lacking, though
attempted briefly in the final page, is some
discussion about how to use Necromancers
in your game. How do they function in
society? What are their motivations? Who
do they serve and so on. Yes I know you
could make this up - but if you extend that
argument you could make it all up and
never buy a supplement again.

Throughout, the book is embellished
with excerpts of narrative description
preceding most entries. I should make it
clear that I'm not a fan of this form of
presentation. The passages refer to the
story of Gar'Udok, a powerful Necromancer
from the author's own game world. I don't
want to do the author a disservice, I'm sure
his players had a great time playing in his
games, but it doesn't come alive for me off
the page and leaves me feeling negative
about the book, but if you like that style
then you may well love this book. You could
use this without adopting the legends of
Gar'Udok, but the book is not designed
with this intention. What you get is a
volume submerged in someone else's
game-world as opposed to a more generic
necromancy supplement. 

The writing can be
somewhat cumbersome,
such as the following quote
about a new monster named
'Crypt Angel'. After two
paragraphs of illustrative
narrative and the usual stats
it reads, "Fallen, charnel
Devas destroyed in the
presence of a major immortal
of the sphere of Undeath can
be returned to their form in
an effort of darkest infernal

necromancy." On the other
hand it is rich in description
and ideas.

The artwork is mixed,
some good some bad. Some
of the fonts are tricky to read
and the ever-present page
border is not very inspiring.
The general layout is OK,
there is a table of contents
and an appendix of spells
that refer to a selection of

supplements that deal with things
Necromantic. There are a few annoying
flaws of the 'refer to page 'XX'' variety,
showing a lack of proofreading.

If you are looking for a generic
supplement about Necromancers as a class
for use in D&D this might satisfy you. But I
feel that what the author really wanted to
write was a campaign setting based around
the character / world of Gar'Udok, and if
you want to take all that onboard then
you'll certainly get your monies worth.

A campaign story disguised as a
necromancer supplement. You get both
here and if that's what you're after this
should give you plenty to chew on.

Paul Fricker

The Second World Sourcebook is a source
book for both standard d20 and d20
Modern, and sets out to give the GM a
guide to running multi-genre
game, one that can dump a
Special Forces Ops onto a
fantasy world or land your
wizard and paladin in a near
future dystopia. It presents
not just a new setting but
also a range of Prestige
Classes, an influence and
favour system, new races
and feats, all to support the
multi-genre campaign and to
enable the conversion
between d20 and d20 Modern -- and back
again. The text heavy 288-page softback is
sparely illustrated, which means in places
that the text is a little too dense.

The Second World itself is a parallel
Earth in which magic appeared and strange
things can happen. As opposed to the First
World -- our own where there is almost no
magic and strange things are rare. When
they do, such things are covered up and
forgotten, but there are those individuals

who cannot forget. In which
case, the First World reacts
by drawing them closer to
the Veil between worlds and
shunts them into the Second
World, a process known as
Exiling. The Exiled will find
themselves in a nominally
similar world, except for the
dragons, orc, trolls and
magic. Once Exiled a
character can get back to the
First World, but will always

get pushed back to the Second.
The Second World is dominated by

twelve Great Cities, each governed and
effected by the powers of the Wardens.
These powers instil these cities and each of
the twelve has come to physically exemplify
a particular power. The twelve are dream,
feral, flesh, gate, lightning, metal, motion,
pattern, rune, shadow, tone, and vector.
Tokyo is the city of Lightning, embodying
swords and science-fantasy and though it
has complex electronics knows neither
gunpowder nor chemistry, whereas Berlin is
the city of Steel and embodies the
industrial revolution.

Each Warden is tied into a Prestige Class,
of which eight are described in the book --
the remaining four (gate, pattern, rune, and
tone) are described as needing their own
magic systems. Each warden class offers a
host of different abilities called Bindings,
which take time, experience points and a
new factor, "influence" to acquire. A tree
diagram shows the requirements necessary
for every Binding -- there are a lot of them -
- and as they branch it allow Wardens of a
particular power to be quite different.

Much of the book is given over to the
new attribute, Influence. This measures a
character's relationships, their ability to
call in favours and their place in an
organisation. Influence points can be spent
as money, or on influence checks derived
from a character's skills. What skill is
determined by the organisation or person a
character is trying to influence, and the

book gives plenty of
examples, including a large
number of organisations.

Besides the rules
covering the interaction of
technologies of the First and
Second Worlds, a series of
charts provide a technology
tree (similar to that of the
Civilisation series of
computer games) that helps
the referee to decide what
will exist on other parallels

and what will not. Essentially they allow a
GM to integrate the technologies of D&D3e
and d20 Modern.

Definitely a book for the experienced
referee. Used as is, it can help create a
single campaign that runs between the
two worlds, but the real potential of The
Second World Sourcebook is in creating
worlds of your own and playing back and
forth across them.

Matthew Pook

Usually a review takes a few minutes to
suggest itself: how do you approach the
product, what do you hang the review on,
the GM's or Players perspective? New or
experienced roleplayer? Single system or
multi-use product? Are there any factors
that get in the way of enjoying the product,
poor illustrations? Badly written chunks of
text? Shoddy story or backdrops for the
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content? Is it over priced? Is it actually
useful or will it be consigned to the 'nice to
have but never used' section? Usually lots
of thoughts like these pop in and out of
your mind as you fumble to get a grip on
the review. Usually. Then sometimes, just
sometimes, you enter the twilight zone of
the advertiser and you find something that
does exactly what it says on the tin.
Ultramodern Firearms is like
that. Over 300 real world
firearms, stacked in seven
chapters, with a dedicated
chapter for ammunition, and
'features index', detailing in
breakdown all of the
firearms features and quirks.

The text is well
researched, written in such a
way to help the gamer and
GM decide upon the
weapons usefulness to them
in game terms, where it fits and where it
should be left at home. Illustrations are
prolific and of good quality: solid profile
stuff.

This is an encyclopaedic listing of
modern day pistols, submachine guns,
assault rifles, rifles and shotguns. Each of
the entries focuses on the weapons
features and operation, with a little
background and comparative history.
Additional d20 rules are included for each
weapon, as well as stats. for calibre,
length, weight and magazine. Ammunition
is covered, touching on some of the
specialist rounds and how they can affect
the weapon and target.

A full appendix covers all d20 stats, as
well as where the weapons can be found in
general use today, i.e. who's using what,
such as national army or security force.
There's also a great section on concept
and misconceptions, plain talking on some
issues long since muddied by role players.

Thankfully this is not simply a book for
combat wombats and gun bunnies,
although they will love it too. It's a
definitive reference book, offering gamers
the chance to choose the best weapon for
their PC or NPC, best for the game, adding
style as an option to simply getting hold of
what does the most damage. It's laid out in
a clean, neat style, making it a joy to read
and use. It's authoritative without being
nerdy. There really isn't much more to say.
If you intend to play d20 modern: Buy this
book. If you play any 'modern' or near
future rpg, I'd recommend you give it some
serious consideration: it'll be the only
firearms reference book you really need.
Not that you can ever have enough
reference books about guns…. <cough>
wombat <cough>….

If, like Neo, you need "lots of guns":
here you have them. An old favourite,
revamped and rewritten for the d20
system. A reference book for any modern
/ near future rpg, written with a concise,
informative style and packed with
illustrations.

Max Bantleman

Talk about timing! I'd been planning a new
campaign based on the Edge Chronicles (a
series of children's books by Paul Stewart
and Chris Riddell where the main
characters are sky pirates) and I needed
some rules for airships, when this came to

me for review.
Airships is a 96-page

softback book which
comprehensively covers the
creation and operation of
magical flying ships.

The first section deals
with the construction of
airships and dirigibles. It's a
modular system, familiar to
Traveller players and the
like, where you choose the

hull size and the various components
which will fill it to make your ship. A certain
amount of juggling is involved because
you have to work out the power
requirements of some of the components
and match it to the power output of your
chosen engine. The various materials on
offer allow you to have a wide range of
airships, from ones made of bone with
necromantic engines, to ones made
entirely of glass.

Once you have your
airship, you need to crew it
and the next section covers
the various roles which need
to be filled.

The next three sections
deal with how airships move
and fight - the airship
combat section being the
longest of the three and
dealing with the problems of
fighting a sailing-style ship
in three dimensions.

There is a short section on specialist
equipment used by airship crews,
including all-important harnesses and
hooks, as well as artificial wings.

The next area covered is airship trade,
with rules for calculating the size of the
markets you can encounter and the prices
and types of goods you can expect to
transport if you are running a trader-style
game (or you can expect to plunder if you
are running a sky pirate game...).

Then there are some new skills and
feats for your characters to survive aboard
their airships, followed by four prestige
classes.

The next section will be
the most useful for the DM
and a source of fascination
and frustration for the
players. It details new uses
and the effects of the
standard spells in an airship
campaign, followed by eight
new spells. Apart from the
obvious uses for spells such
as Feather Fall, this section
discusses many less obvious

uses for some spells and will probably be
the most-used section of the book in play.

The book is rounded out by five sample
airships to get you started. Each airship
has a completed record sheet and a lovely
illustration - in some cases incorporating a
deck plan. A blank airship record sheet is
provided at the back of the book for you to
photocopy and use for your own ships.

Airships packs a lot of useful
information into a remarkably slim book
and if you are looking to add flying ships
to your campaign it will be invaluable. I
found the order of the sections confusing
at first, but that's a minor niggle. Other
than that, it's a great book and well worth
the cost.

Dave Elrick

Pulp Zombies is the latest sourcebook for
All Flesh Must Be Eaten and takes as its
theme the pulp style of stories and films.
The book opens with a short story to set
the scene as well as to get you into the
pulp mindset. Set in Chicago and
reminiscent of the mobster era, it's an
evocative tale which would make a good
short campaign on its own.

The second chapter
starts off discussing the
pulp style and some of the
main clichés before
detailing the rules additions
and changes necessary to
run a pulp-era game. It also
includes some basic rules
for creating gadgets and
rules for Mentalism - a form
of psionics to allow you to
create pulp-style
superheroes. The

Mentalism rules are taken from Eden's
Witchcraft game, and if you own that game
you can expand on the basics presented
here. The chapter is rounded out by six
archetypes.

Then we get on to the meat of the book,
the deadworlds. There are three full
deadworlds and four mini-deadworlds:

The first one, The Hollow Earth, has the
most potential to become a full campaign
and reminds me of some of the campaign
packs for Call of Cthulhu. The player
characters set off round the world
collecting up artifacts and battling people
who want to steal the artifacts from them.

Then the zombies begin
appearing and the
characters must penetrate
the heart of the zombie
realm in the hollow earth
and find a way to stop
them before the world is
overwhelmed. Apart from
the zombie hordes they
will face all the usual
hollow earth fare, such as
rivers of lava and rockfalls,
but they will also face
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zombie dinosaurs! Just sit nearest the door
when you run this one...

The second deadworld, Zombies Inc., is
another take on the zombie gangsters idea.
It's aimed at a Doc Savage-style group of
vigilantes or gadgeteers.

The third, They Want Our Women, is a
very campy setting owing much to 50s
alien movies - although the art uses the
recent film, Mars Attacks, as its source. In
this deadworld, the aliens/Martians are
increasing their power (and, not
coincidentally, their head sizes) by
kidnapping Earth women and turning them
into zombies.

The four mini-deadworlds are given in
less detail, but are not necessarily one-
shot games. The best of the four must be
The Maltese Zombie - a Sam Spade-style
mystery with a very interesting twist. Of the
others one is a re-telling of the War of the
Worlds but with zombies, one is a romp
through Chinatown (which would work well
with the rules from the Enter The Zombie
sourcebook) and the final one, Hannibal
East: Reanimator, is a homage to Lovecraft.

I think Pulp Zombies is the best of the
All Flesh Must Be Eaten sourcebooks to
date. The deadworlds are genuinely
interesting and different. I would liked to
have seen statistics for the zombie ray
machine from the story in chapter one, but
that's not really a criticism. Even if the
pulp style of play isn't your thing, you're
still bound to find plenty of good ideas
here.

John Wilson

Of all the underrated science fiction games
floating in the pen and paper ether it is
Jovian Chronicles from Dream Pod 9 that is
perhaps the best. The thing I
like most about this game is
the debt it owes to Robert
Heinlein and his
contemporaries, it is truly a
work of literature.  JC is set in
a fractious solar system
where Earth strives to
maintain supremacy.  The
whole thing resonates with
themes from The Moon is a
Harsh Mistress and Between
Planets.  The newest book in
the JC line is Cislunar Space Planet
Sourcebook.    Cislunar Space is a 96 page
black and white paperback book
containing dual stats for Open Game (read
d20) and the Dream Pod 9 house system
Silhouette. 

This book follows the same template as
previous planet books (of which Venus has
been my favorite).  Cislunar Space
concerns itself with the conditions and
history of the Moon and the orbiting Earth
colonies (called Earth Shine).  The first part
of the book details the workings of the
Moon itself.  The Moon (like in so many
scenarios) owes its history to large Earth

corporations who came to mine its
resources.  Unlike so many other scenarios,
one large vampiric corporation does not
enslave this Moon; it is
caught in a web of
competing corporations and
corporate obligations.  The
Moon's culture, geography,
and government are covered.
All of the aspects of the
Moon (and the Earth Shine
colonies) are bound up in the
definitive event in the not so
distant past of the galaxy.
There is an event referred to
as The Fall when the Earth
imploded (politically) and lost contact and
control over the galaxy (the Moon and
beyond).  During this time the galaxy had
to learn to fend for itself.  After a short time
the Earth re-emerged as a galactic power
seeking to re-establish control over its
former colonies.  The Moon being the
closest of these possessions they were first
to feel the new power.  

The same attention and space is
dedicated to the orbital Earth Shine
colonies.  In terms of interesting plot lines
and adventure seeds these colonies are
perhaps your best bet.  Among the most
unusual of the colonies is the New Navajo
Nations.  In the early days of the orbital
colonies members of the Navajo Nation
came up to do high beam work and they
just stayed.  Presently membership in the
nation depends not on blood but
background and attitude.  

To accompany the new backgrounds and
adventure seeds we are rewarded with 25
pages of new mechs, guns, and all manner
of space accessories.  The game does a
nice job of providing players with the sheer
power of mechs and personal intergalactic
mechs, while retaining the role-playing

aspects of the game.  
Of all the science

fiction games JC is the most
literary.  Most of the JC
books lead off with a nice bit
of fiction, you will not find
that at the beginning of this
book, perhaps its only real
flaw.  The Jovian universe is
slowly evolving and each
new piece feels like an
unpublished Heinlein book.

There is nothing earth
shattering about Cislunar Space, it does
the job for which it was created, that is not
to imply that it is not worth your time.
Cislunar Space fills in an otherwise empty
spot in the Jovian Chronicles universe and
expands the playability of the game.  

Greg Kessler

Simply, Relics is a book of really, really
powerful magic items. Reading it took me
back to my early gaming days, when I
would drool over the artefact lists in

Creatures & Treasures when playing
Rolemaster at school. Nearly 15 years later,
it's nice to see some things have improved

over time. The book is very
well put together, with neat
layout and nice pictures all
the way through. The only
disappointing thing for me
was the poorly rendered
lady magic-user with
massive breasts on the front
cover… Maybe some things
haven't improved after all.

An introduction warns
that the contents should be
used warily, a point I agree

with totally when I got to the relics proper.
These are the big boys of magic items,
folks, campaign destroying goodies that
any munchkin would give his left eye, arm
and +5 keen battleaxe to own. 

They range from the sublime (The Edge
of Destiny - a weapon that nudges it's
owner towards heroic destiny and grants
owner immunities and benefits as long as it
is not used in combat!) to the ridiculous
(Trouble - a mischief making weapon that
has so many bonuses and benefits I was
laughing out loud). Most are interesting
and original, and every description has a
'legend'; plot hooks, ideas and NPCs to
slot the relic into your campaign.

As I read through, I found myself
zooming through these legends, thinking
'Hmmm… it's been ages since I ran D&D,
maybe this would be a good idea for…" The
Relics become secondary to the potential
for good plot, something that I never really
got from other item books (even C&T). All
in all a cracking little book, and one of the
best unofficial d20 D&D books I've read in
a long time.

A fine collection of items, ideas & NPCs
to stimulate the old game master cells,
just don't let the players get hold of them.

Whitt

Cities are always a difficult thing to get
right. The bizarre, random combinations
that can put an abandoned shop across the
street from a church and just up the road
from a canal are never easy to do without
looking contrived, or constructed.  It's even
tougher with roleplaying supplements,
where the entire process has to be
extended and enriched even further.

As a result, its a very pleasant surprise
to see it done as well as this.  Streets of
Silver seems to neatly sidestep the 'Lego'
school of city-building by having a veritable
legion of writers working on it.  As a result,
different perspectives and ideas merge in
the same way as neighbourhoods do, and
before you know it you've got a coherent,
incredibly complex fantasy city.

This attention to detail is mirrored in the
book's layout.  Chapters one to six contain
information that any character would know
or find out about the city.  Starting with the
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basics, how the city is organised and
which neighbourhoods connect, it takes in
history, government, culture, prominent
organisations and rules pertinent to the
setting.  This is fantastic stuff, especially
the government and culture chapters
which really do go the extra mile.

Government for example, contains a
table listing every punishable crime in the
city and what sentence is inflicted.
Players fond of a little extra-curricular
mugging?  They can expect to pay up to six
days of their victim's income in
recompense.  However, if they fancy an
impromptu streak that's absolutely fine.
Its has superb detail, both breathing life
into the city and giving the GM a clearly
stratified code to work to when characters
do something wrong.  Likewise, the
detailed breakdown of all the local
holidays means that GMs can keep things
moving, and varied, as their players spend
more time in and around the city. 

It's the next two sections of the book
that deserves the real praise however.
Chapter seven details every single
neighbourhood, and every single building
within that neighbourhood.  This is detail
on a scale which is almost unprecedented,
giving GMs the opportunity to not only
breath life into the city but throw
something interesting at the players on
every street and at every corner.

Exactly what they can throw at them
takes up the rest of the book.    Chapter 8
Below the Surface and Chapter 9 Behind
the Scenes lay out in exhaustive detail a
collection of plots and events that take
place in and around the city.  Like the
neighbourhoods themselves these have a
natural, layered feel to them giving the city
a real sense of history and depth. 

They're also refreshingly
nasty, my personal favourite
being the yearly duel to the
death between mercantile
families.  Each year the
duellists choose a different
weapon, and over the
decades they've ranged
from swords, to fresh fish to
the duellist's teeth...

Rounded off with a listing
of NPCs and a pullout map,
this is a huge and extremely
impressive piece of work. Insanely
detailed and crammed with useful ideas,
there are years worth of gaming material
in here and great gaming material at that.  

Chapters 8 and 9 alone more than
anything else make the book a
worthwhile purchase.  The creative team
have created a rich and vivid fantasy
environment that puts most published
settings to shame.  Not only that, but
they've made it as accessible as they
possibly could, giving GMs and players
alike a chance to get to know the city
better.  This is an essential book for
anyone running urban based fantasy
games, it’s really that simple.

Alasdair Stuart

It's hard to know where to begin with this
one.  The premise is laudable - provide
pantheons of gods for a variety of
'monster' races, from Barbarian Tribes to
Trolls.  Some of the detail is excellent;
every pantheon is described in some
detail, with plenty of background
information on their modes of worship,
goals, rituals, holy symbols,
and places of worship.  This
is just the kind of thing that
could add a great deal of
verisimilitude to your game
world when done well, as it
sometimes is here.  If you're
familiar with the old
RuneQuest books Cults of
Prax and Cults of Terror,
there's almost as much
detail in this book, a good
two or three pages for each
cult.  Each of the sixteen races covered
gets a new god or two, a couple of new
domains, and usually at least one prestige
class along with bits and pieces like new
spells or magic items.  Furthermore each
race is given a workmanlike but unlabelled
map of a typical temple, and game
statistics for a typical NPC priest - very
useful for a Games Master in a hurry.

Unfortunately much of the crunch is
less good than the fluff.  It's not so much
that the ideas are bad; more really that
game balance seems to be ignored,
especially in the prestige classes.  As an
example, the first class in the book,
Medicine Man, offers huge bonuses over
the cleric or druid.  A cleric with the right
domains (for access to extra class skills)

could qualify for the class
at 6th level.  Ten levels
later, let's compare the
Cleric 6/Medicine Man 10
with his twin brother who
stuck it out as a Cleric 16
instead.  The Medicine Man
can do everything the
Cleric 16 can (same hit dice,
spells per day, saves and
attack bonuses) except
he's not quite so good at
turning undead and can't

spontaneously cast cure spells; as well as
all that cleric stuff, he has an extra 40 skill
points, plus ten half-decent new class
features.  The first of these class features
could give him +4 natural AC, or the ability
to rage as a barbarian of equivalent level,
depending on the totem animal he
chooses!  Later he gets a couple of bonus
metamagic feats for no apparent reason
other than that the author assumed you
need a class feature at each level.  Then he
has a few free polymorph self spells each
day.  This is not an atypical example, and
there are worse offenders than Medicine
Man in the book.

Now, I am of the opinion that prestige
classes should be a little better than the

core classes they're based on.  There
should be some drawbacks to taking a
prestige class, though!  I also don't mind if
a prestige class intended for monster use -
as, to be fair, the ones in this book are -
but they can't be too much better without
seriously messing up the beastie's
Challenge Rating, as I think some of these
ones do.  In any case, several of the
classes here could be used by a PC, even
in a non-monster campaign - including the

Medicine Man and some of
the other worst offenders.
There are often mistakes in
the d20 terminology and
general game-speak here,
too - for example, of the
nineteen prestige classes
presented, four use non-
standard attack bonus
progressions.  This kind of
thing is easily fixed by the
Games Master who knows
the system well, but it
should really have been

fixed by an editor.
On the other hand, most of the new

domains seem to be well thought out and
appropriate, though perhaps some of
them struggle to be as useful as the more
general domains in the core D&D game.  A
few suffer the game balance problem
again, but most are fine.  Likewise the
spells and magic items are variable.  Most
seem fairly good, though I can't help
feeling that the idea of an ogre artefact or
relic is somewhat contradictory to my idea
of ogres.  This perhaps illustrates another
potential problem with the book - unless
your ideas about the way the different
races operate are similar to those of the
writers, you may find yourself excluding
whole chapters of it from your own
campaign.  

Gods is rounded off with several pages
of collated game rules from the rest of the
book, and a well put together index.  I
applaud this practice because as a Games
Master I'd rather find what I need without
delay than have an extra four or five pages
of text, so full marks to AEG for this
aspect.  Full marks, too, for the appendix
simply entitled 'Religion.'  In some
respects this feels like it was written by a
Comparative Religion graduate, but don't
let that put you off - it is an accessible
introduction to the theory of religious
thought, with plenty of practical examples
of how to use religion in your campaign.
For the Games Master putting together his
own pantheons and figuring out how each
religion in his game-world functions and
relates to other religions, this chapter
could be invaluable.

On balance, then, this book is flawed,
particularly in the 'crunch' of actual
game mechanics.  However, there's
enough good material elsewhere that it
might well be worth a look - particularly
if you aren't too concerned about the new
prestige classes.

Ian Sturrock
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Forgotten Futures is one of those games
that gets under your skin. It has a very
unique style and feel, based as it is, upon
some highly original and innovative source
material. Getting hold of the 'source
material' could be a bit of a bother. Until
now. It's all here in these two CD-ROMS,
and if not all, then certainly as much as any
sane minded GM would need.

Fables & Frolics is in an expansion of the
Children PC's briefly outlined in the main
rules, adding new traits and magic. 'Fables'
is based upon the stories of Edith Nesbit
(which are included on the disc), set in
Victorian and Edwardian England, they
typify the style and feel of much of the FF
'world'. The character generation is
covered in usual FF meticulous detail and
flourish, being easy to use, atmospheric
and effortlessly evocative of the
background period. As you get to the
section on Growing Up, it dawns on you
what a fantastic story arc could be weaved
around the group and their continued
associations: all kinds of Famous Five
imagery springs to mind, or perhaps more
accurately Dickens, which may be worrying
considering there is a whole library of
Nesbit's wonderful stories to read, digest
and draw upon on the disc….

'Frolics' is three adventure stories ready
to run and play and some sample
adventuring characters, making it
incredibly easy to launch straight in to the
game.

The Fables & Frolics disc is well laid out,
quick and easy to use, with each section
being peppered with illustrations, maps
and tips for reading and application in
game terms.

The Forgotten Futures CD-ROM &
'Library' is just too full of stuff to review
properly. I mean it's just silly. It contains
everything. No really. The simplistic sub-
title, and modest claim, that it contains;
"Victorian and Edwardian Scientific
Romances, Articles, Illustrations and
Fiction, and a Role Playing Game Based on
Them," sounds all encompassing and it is.

OK, OK, some detail: rules, stories,
poems, articles, illustrations, catalogues,
maps, and a quiz. And each of these
'categories' covers a myriad of source
material. The text is crammed with cross
references, follow up
articles, illustrative galleries
and links to the fiction that
inspired it all. It's so easy to
read and flick through that
even a 'computer hater' like
me can glide through it with
ease.

CD-ROMS being used as
they should be: to store and
retrieve a library full of
information, quickly and
easily, enabling you to enjoy
the all encompassing atmosphere of the
game with an ease that eludes most other

games settings. Acquire these discs and
you will want for nothing from the
Forgotten Futures setting. Except FF IX.
You'll definitely want that, and I for one
can't wait…. 
Two CD-ROMS for the Forgotten Futures
game that no fan of the genre should be
without. Easy to use, cheap, packed with
excellent quality background and games
resource as well as a full copy of the
Forgotten Futures rules. These discs will
give you absolutely everything you will
need to become completely immersed in
the Forgotten Futures setting. Scintillating
stuff. And don't forget to register!

Max Bantleman

Here is an unusual product. A fifty-minute
music CD produced as a gaming aid. I have
made use of music within role-playing to
great success in the past, usually as a
theme tune to get people in the mood.
Music can be highly evocative – just listen
to a few moments of the Star Wars music
for example – it has the power to grab your
emotions very quickly, and as such has
potential as an effective role-
playing aid. 

The music on this CD is
orchestral, evoking the
atmosphere of the gothic
horror setting. There is some
use of the ‘church organ’
which, with a little echo,
always sends a chill up the
spine. This is background
music as it should be,
ambient (not quite Brian Eno)
and atmospheric. It is
relatively serious music, there are no
vocals, naff spooky sound effects or things
to make you jump. When playing it I found
it did tend to wash over me and before I
knew it had finished, but then as
atmospheric music this is not really a
criticism.

As a test I played it to my young
daughter (please don’t tell social services
about this) and after a few minutes she
wanted me to “turn off the scary music”. 

I can see this CD being useful for getting
everyone into character if played at the
start of every session. It could also be used
for specific scenes, using the same track

every time the characters
visit a certain location. This
is a trick used in the ‘Lord of
the Rings’ film, in which the
composer Howard Shore
repeats a certain musical
motif to represent the
characters of the fellowship,
then ceases to use it after
Boromir’s death.

It has the sound of
grand gothic power,
sometimes strident,

sometimes reflective in mood. I feel it could
suit a range of games, Vampire obviously;

Superhero games perhaps; some fantasy
maybe. If you are looking for music to use
during role-play and don’t want the usual
horror film metal music as seems the vogue
then you might like this.

Add a touch of atmosphere to your
games with this music CD suitable for
gothic games.

Paul Fricker

Crimson Skies is a game of pulp-style air
combat set in a chaotic 1930s America
where the USA has broken up into a
number of smaller sovereign nations. The
only way for friendly nations to conduct
trade across the North American continent
is by using giant cargo airships who are
easy prey for the airborne pirates that exist
in the new American nations, so air militias
are organised to protect the various trading
interests. The Crimson Skies game allows
players to fight the air battles that take
place between these air militia and pirate
gangs.

There are four boxes currently out for the
WizKids version of Crimson Skies. These

are the Crimson Skies rules
pack, the Broadway
Bombers Squadron box, the
Hollywood Knights
Squadron box and the first
Aces box. The rules pack is
the cheapest of the four, but
is absolutely essential to
playing the game because it
contains the rules and
components for both the
Aces Ground Combat and Air
Combat games. This

includes two maps, two sets of navigation
cards, movement counters and various
markers and character tokens. WizKids
have really gone to town on this box and its
contents and have given them a wonderful
period feel.

With the rules pack, you can play the
ground combat game, but you cannot play
the air combat game - despite it saying on
the back of the box "Two games in one!".
So, if you do want to play the air combat
game (which you will, otherwise you
wouldn't be buying this game) you have to
decide which of the other three boxes you
are going to buy next. Each of these boxes
contains four plastic miniatures. The
squadron boxes contain four planes each,
while the Aces box contains two Aces (Loyle
Crawford from the Broadway Bombers and
Charlotte Steele from the Hollywood
Knights), their aircraft and four additional
navigation cards with new manoeuvres on
them.

Like the other WizKids collectables, the
miniatures are hand-painted plastic. The
aircraft miniatures are nicely detailed and
are just like the metal miniatures that were
released some time ago. The Aces
miniatures, on the other hand, are slightly
disappointing. Although they are 54mm in
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height, there is a lack of facial detailing
on them and the poses are not
particularly inspiring. Mr Crawford's "I'm
a little teapot" pose is most definitely
not what one would expect of a pulp
hero. Ms Steele's attack pose is more
inspiring, but she does appear to be
surprised by whatever she is about to
face.

Enough of what you get for your
money. How does the game play? The air
combat game plays very well indeed.
Players go in order of their speeds,
which are selected at the start of each
turn. Each player then selects a
navigation card for each active aircraft.
This determines what manoeuvres the
aircraft can make. Then, to move the
aircraft, players place octagonal
movement counters on the table as
shown by the navigation cards. The
aircraft are then moved along the trail of
counters. This mechanic has been used
before, but it is very effective in that you
really have to try and out-think your
opponents. It also means that you don't
need a map. Combat is resolved by the
"bucket of dice" method and allows
aircraft to potentially deal out crippling
amounts of damage in a short time. This
means that the air combat game is a very
good representation of aerial
dogfighting, in that you have lots of
jockeying for position punctuated by
deadly weapons fire. Of course, if you
have an Ace on your side, then you get
the advantages of their special abilities
and their signature manoeuvres, which
only they can pull off.

The ground combat game also allows
you to pit aces and their wingmen
against each other, but on the ground
instead of in the air. This game uses the
two maps and the character tokens. It is
very similar to the Heroclix games and
plays just as quickly. However, in my
opinion, this game is an add-on and it is
disappointing that WizKids chose to
make it the game that could be played
"out of the box". Frankly, I would have
liked them to include some aircraft
miniatures in the rules box so that you
could play the air combat game as well.
After all, isn't that what Crimson Skies is
about? While this would have involved
some extra expense on their part, I think
it would have been better than having to
buy at least two boxes (the rules box and
a box with some aircraft miniatures in it)
before being able to play
both games. How about it,
WizKids?

The new Crimson Skies
game is fun to play and, like
the other games from
WizKids, quick to learn. You
can be playing a game
along the living room floor
within five minutes of
opening the box. You do
have to spend a lot more

than you would have done on some of
their other games, but buying the
complete set is no more expensive than
buying some of the larger boxed games
on the market. It also helps that you can
see exactly what you are buying and that
WizKids will be supporting the game
with more miniatures. If you have the
spare cash and you want a simple pulp-
based miniatures game, then Crimson
Skies is worth a look. 

Sleek aircraft duelling in the skies
and two-fisted heroes fighting it out on
the ground. But it all comes at a price. 

John Wilson

The Freedom City Campaign Setting
book provides a background and setting
for his Mutants & Masterminds RPG, the
Open Gaming License compliant game
that reworked the d20 system to match
its genre. The 192-page hardback is
superbly illustrated in full
colour, with heroes,
villains and locations
galore that describe a city
on America's East coast,
home to the world's
greatest heroes. It is
engagingly written;
benefiting both from the
fact that the author has
been tinkering with it as a
setting for some time and
from the fact that it
contains almost no rules. Thus Freedom
City can be used with almost any
superhero RPG.

Freedom City makes several basic
assumptions about its world:
superheroes have been appearing in
greater numbers since the 1930s,
especially in Freedom City; that they can
have almost any kind of origin (scientific
or technological, lost gods or races,
magic, genetics or mutants and so on);
that barring the exceptional immortal,
both superheroes and villains age
normally, allowing for distinct superhero
eras; and that everyone knows about
villains and heroes from the television
and other media. Essentially the setting
allows the players the scope to create
almost any kind of hero, while also
giving them a place to work in, both as
heroes and if necessary in their ordinary

identities.
The history of

Freedom City runs from
prehistory, through the
rise and fall of the warring
peoples of Lemuria and
Atlantis, to the rise of
mankind. Early heroes
appeared during the
American Revolution --
Lady Liberty and Lantern
John, to the 1930s when

more truly super powered individuals
began to appear, their exploits often
chronicled by the popular line of Aurora
Press comics (now Castle Comics).

Besides the city, other places are
detailed, including Atlantis, Kaiju Island
(home, of course, to a number of giant
monsters!), the Lost World (a dinosaur
infested and isolated South American
plateau), Utopia (the last home of the
Atlanteans), Sub-Terra (home to the
ancient, but degenerate races of the
Serpent people, and their once slaves,
the Morlocks). Further beyond our
atmosphere lies Farside City on the lunar
dark side, and even further out are the
technological rivals, The Lor Republic
and the more militaristic and totalitarian,
Grue Empire. Parallel to our world are
the dimensions of Anti-Earth and also
the city of Freeport (also published by
Green Ronin).

Finally, there is Terminus, the
dimension that sits between all the other
dimensions and is home to the entropic

forces that will bring about
the Ultimate End. Ruled by
Omega, Lord of the
Terminus, who is elemental
destruction given form, but
still protects some worlds
drawn into the Terminus.
Twice he has lead failed
assaults upon the Earth
wanting to draw it into the
Terminus, the last being
the Terminus Invasion in
1993. Residual Terminus

energy continues to be a source of super
powers to this day.

Part of the pleasure of reading
Freedom City is spotting and identifying
its many "Easter Eggs," references to
comics, their creators and various
people within the industry. These run
through every aspect of the city:
transport, public services and safety,
medical and education facilities
(including Claremont Academy, which
enrols students with parahuman
abilities),  radio, television and
newspapers, plus museums such as the
Kirby Museum of Fine Art and the Super
museum.

There is also plenty of advice on how
to use Freedom City's varied elements
and on how to integrate player
characters into its existing and nicely
described teams that go along with the
equally detailed villains.
While Freedom City contains a lot of

clichés for the GM to play with, it leaves
lots of room for them to add their own
details to an already interesting and
sometimes exciting place for character
to live in. Games can be gritty and
involve vigilante anti-heroes right up to
facing the galactic threat of Terminus,
meaning that they get to run a whole
line of comics in one setting.

Matthew Pook

Freedom City
Mutants and Masterminds

Green Ronin



Single white Gnome seeks Drow for love
and friendship.  

If Gnome dating habits have always
intrigued you Wizards of the Coast has
finally brought you the book of your
dreams.  If you were brave enough to
shell out for the d20 modern core rules
you got a glimpse of the campaign
models that WotC devise for players.  Of
the three, Urban Arcana is the first to be
expanded into a full-length book and is
immediately recognizable
as the most compatible
with the D&D world and
the most natural
crossover.  

The idea behind Urban
Arcana is simple…there is
a entity in the world called
The Shadow, a wall
between realities, but the
wall is porous.  Through
the wall come all sorts of
beasts and they all
seemingly settle in New York (no they do
not all drive cabs).  As Bug Bears and
Drow and Dwarves enter the world they
have to attempt to assimilate and settle
down (some even become circus folk
but more on that later) and that is a
large aspect of the scenario.  The world
of Urban Arcana seems overtly
patterned after New York and in
practical terms this provides players
with a real flexible environment in which
to operate.  You also get to take all the
little beasties from D&D, drop them into
the modern world and watch them sink
or swim.  

Chapter one deals with characters
and their place in the world.  Each
species (Shadowkind) have special
abilities that make them ideal for certain
jobs.  We all know that Bug Bears make
lousy bards, but in the world of The
Shadow they do well as mafia enforcers
and hired muscle.  Gnomes on the other
hand seem ideally adapted to Wall
Street.  With each race detailed in this
section (dwarves, elves, trolls, etc…)
you get a list of standard traits, beyond
that you get a thumbnail sketch of how
those attributes may translate into real
world benefits (i.e. hobbit acrobats).
(Not pastry chefs? - Ed)

Chapters 2-4 contain the real crunchy
bits of Urban Arcana.  These chapters
detail new spells, equipment and
magical items.  In this way the game
takes on a bit of a Shadowrun feel.
Magic is mixed with the highest of
technology (although Urban Arcana
lacks the dark, depressing aspects of
most cyberpunk or techno mage
worlds). The spell lists are extensive and
broken down into two categories,

Arcane and Divine, each caters to a
different type of mage outlined in the
Modern Core.

The second half of the book is the
real meat of the world that The Shadow
has wrought.  Like any good cyberpunk,
technomagic world, society is replete
with secret and public organizations.
Chapter six concerns itself with a host of
these organizations that run the gamut
from religious/magic and political to a
particularly fun way for Hobbits to
survive in their new world…a circus
created just for them.  

What would a campaign world be
without a nice bestiary?
Looking over the horizon I
don't anticipate a full
fledged Modern Monster
Manual so chapters like
chapter seven  maybe the
best we can hope for
(although I would kill for
d20 stats on a mecha
Mariah Carey).  Again this
chapter follows the d20
yellow brick road, great
monster laid out in the

d20 format, one of the best being the
demonic car (anyone smell Stephen
King lawsuit?). 

Chapter nine and ten are information
for game masters.  Chapter seven is a
step by step on how to construct your
own d20 Modern hometown (if you
really want you Gnolls to live in the
village from The Prisoner).  Chapter ten
is the ever-expanding conversion
chapter.  Since you have characters
travelling from places like Faerûn to an
urban jungle it is logical to think that
special question could arise from the
items they may bring with them.
Example: is it acceptable to open a
Starbucks inside Baba Yaga's Hut?   The
conversions are extremely
detailed and easy to use,
if you can find some
adventurous players,
shifting from one world to
the other could pose
some intriguing role-
playing tasks.

As far as the writing
goes, this is classic
Wizards of the Coast.
Urban Arcana is written by
veteran scribes like Jeff
Grub and is up to the standards set by
earlier work.  In terms of art I was not a
huge fan of the art issuing forth for d20
modern. It seems to be loosely based on
anime art, but without much of the
personality.  I have say that the art in
Urban Arcana is a bit of an
improvement.  I personally favor the
drawings of Bug Bears dressed as
members of The Sopranos. 

This is a massive book just filled with
minutia.  If you are intent on beginning a

large campaign in the d20 Modern
world, this will definitely provide all the
information you need.  The detail is
exhaustive and the layout conforms to
what you expect from Wizards.  The feel
of this world lacks some of the sinister
feel for which some people may be
looking.  You do not get the feeling that
life is as desperate as it is in other
modern settings.  Oddly enough the
impression you get from this campaign
world more closely resembles Greyhawk
and Forgotten Realms, a world of good
and evil where adventures can be had
by anyone with a stout heart.  This, like
so much else in this book really hinges
on a game master's personal needs and
not on the quality of the work, which is
really top notch.

Provides all the information you
need to run modern d20 with a hefty
dash of fantasy but lacking the gritty
edge of other near future settings.

Greg Kessler

Beginning life twenty years ago as a
generic FRPG gameworld with a heavy
bias towards gritty, "realistic" medieval
fantasy, "Hârn" is an island on the world
of Kethira. The gameworld spawned its
own RPG system three years later,
Hârnmaster and this is the main rules
section of the latest edition. Since that
first earlier edition the rules are now in a
loose-leaf format, almost like a
partwork, and the publishers contend
that the rules are "modular" and that
the looseleaf format is a strength
allowing you to have only the rules you
want and in the order you want them.

The sections in the book, (this is
modular so whilst there is an index page

there isn't a contents
page,) are Character
generation, Skills,
Combat, Physician,
Psionics, Campaign and
Treasure and presumably
each section can have
other rules added to it by
future books. Character
generation is lengthy, it
can include at least 30 die
rolls (including one d30!),
but not complex and not

only includes generating physical and
mental characteristics but also
generalised family relationships, mental
and physical quirks and a couple of
contacts to be used later in play. Whilst
starting skills are based on an
apprenticeship to a profession,
including military, religious or magical
as well as more mundane vocations
such as farmer or smith, the rest of the
characters advancement is skill based
rather than character based, though the
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Sunsign that governs the character
makes some skills easier for one
character to learn than another.

The presentation of the product is
competent. The box contains a nice full-
colour GM's screen and pad of character
sheets but the book's good interior
illustrations from Eric Hotz and Richard
Luschek are let down by the print
quality. Although crisp and clear for text
it seems on a par with a household
printer for the illustrations and shading
for tables and boxouts which is very
bitty rather than smooth. The loose-leaf
format is a problem for European
players as the sheets are punched for
three hole binders, a type hard to find in
Europe so you may have to repunch the
whole book for a European binder or, as
some do, trim the sheets to A4 width
and then place them in plastic pockets
in a binder of your choosing.

The system is a percentile one with
critical successes and failures possible.
All activities use the same success/fail
formula for exercising those skills
whether that activity is picking a pocket
or foraging for food. Conflicts, such as
challenges of mental powers or combat
manoeuvres make results slightly more
complex to interpret until you get
familiar with the cross-referencing
tables used. For example if both the
attack and defence succeed then what
happens next? Having its origins in the
post-D&D/AD&D drive for "realism" the
system seems a little clunky at first
reading. With a little practice and
familiarity, and only the most basic
mental arithmetic, the reader soon has
it flowing smoothly and the inclusion of
combat manoeuvres allows more
flexibility for attacker and defender.

While these core rules are a return to
the flavour of the first, for the newcomer
the very rich seam of previous releases
for Hârn is actually the game's main
problem with Hârnmaster 3rd edition.
As it stands it is system for generating
characters and having them explore,
interact, fighting things and obtaining
treasures but the clerical powers and
magic section are totally missing, being
contained in the Hârnmaster Religion
and Magic books. In addition there is
very little explained for the stranger to
this gameworld and other information is
missing from this the core book that is
only available elsewhere e.g. pricing
information for anything except combat
gear is only available in the Hârnplayer
book but the Hârnplayer book is a
combination of the character
generation section of this book with a
cut down and modified, and in some
cases falsified, version of the general
world book for Hârn. If this is to be the
core rulebook then all the relevant
information should be here, including a
brief description of the geography and

nations of Kethira so that the buyer can
then decide if s/he wants to buy more of
the product range. The only map of Hârn
included is used to distribute tribes of
Gargun(Orcs) in the bestiary section, it
does not even have national
boundaries.

As well as the above
there are actual errors in
the text where
information is missing but
presumably those will
appear on Columbia's
web-site in errata form
and pricelists for goods
on Hârn can be found on
the internet. If you are
looking for a richly
detailed gameworld with
a bias towards fantasy, that is rooted in
the real world and you either already
have earlier editions or are willing to
buy the rest of the range then this
ruleset is a playable and realistic
fantasy ruleset. Although the publishers
have recently announced that they will
only be selling directly to customers
rather than through distributors and
shops this seems only to apply to the
US and Canada as UK shops advertise
this as being available.

Fantasy for the gamer who likes
their worlds with realistic life, politics
and religion as a backdrop to their epic
adventures and who is comfortable
with buying directly from the
publisher. 

Colin D Speirs

I didn't believe it until I read the
bibliography at the back of this book,
but there is a hell of a lot of ape-related
fiction out there. The only thing lacking
was an ape RPG. Well, those maniacs at
Eden Studios finally went and did it!
They went and wrote Terra Primate.

Terra Primate is a game that centres
around the idea of intelligent apes,
either as player characters or as
antagonists. It doesn't matter, so long
as the game you are going to do has
intelligent apes somewhere in it. To help
you do this, the authors have developed
a character generation system that
allows you to create ape characters, of
either the furry or the naked variety. A
nice variety of templates are provided,
ranging from Apeman to Astronaut for
the humans and from chimpan-a to
chimpan-zee for the apes. Alternatively,
you can create characters of either
variety from scratch.

However, where Terra Primate really
stands out is in the variety of Apeworlds
that have been provided to spark you
imagination. Like the Deadworlds of All
Flesh Must Be Eaten, the Apeworlds in

Terra Primate are background settings
suitable for one-off games or extended
campaigns. The Apeworlds start off with
the rather pedestrian "Dominant
Species", which is almost (but not
quite) exactly like "Planet of the Apes".

While this setting is a
classic, it is all too
familiar. However, the next
Apeworld, "Apeopolis"
concerns a city of hyper-
intelligent apes hidden
beneath the Antarctic ice.
This is very reminiscent of
the Ape City and Gorilla
Grodd stories from the
Flash comics, particularly
given the ape politics that
human visitors are going

to get involved in while they are there.
The other Apeworlds include the

Congo-esque "Heart of Africa", where
the players must contend with an
ancient African temple that is inhabited
by savage albino gorillas; "Majestic
Apes", which is D&D with humans on
the bottom;  "Invasion of the Apes",
which has apes invading Earth from
another dimension; and "Simians and
Sorcerers", which takes place in a
fantasy world where enchanted apes
are threatening civilisation. The best of
the bunch, though, is "Primal Apes". In
this Apeworld, humans are merely one
of many species of ape that recently
evolved intelligence. The question is,
will the species work together, or will
they wipe each other out? And what are
the characters going to do about it?

However, the authors have not left it
there. Each Apeworld has various ideas
that allow referees to customise them
and, if you want to strike out on your
own, there is a chapter with advice on
creating Apeworlds and what a referee
should consider to make them unique.

The core of Terra Primate is the
Unisystem. Eden Studios have used this
in most of their games to date and it is a
nice little system too. This means that
Terra Primate is compatible with the All
Flesh …, Apocalypse, Witchcraft and
Buffy RPGs, and will be compatible with
the promised 2nd edition of Conspiracy
X. The mind positively boggles at what
havoc you could wreak with that little
lot. However, Terra Primate is strong
enough to stand on its own as a book to
put on your shelving.

Right. I've resisted it long enough.
Altogether now: "Get your hands off
me, you damn, dirty ape!"

You might think that humans are the
smartest of the apes. If that's the case,
then this game is going to try and
prove you wrong.

John Wilson
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